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— ~ one of the most popular and most widely used programming languages. C++ is a superset
- - language and supports the features of object-oriented programming like encapsulation, data 
• d.ng, data abstraction, classes and objects, inheritance and polymorphism.

—- s book is logically organized and has theory concepts with examples and worked out 
r ;rrams. The examples are easy to understand and contain review questions, objective 
^-■estions and answers to help students to upgrade their knowledge.

—* - first unit covers object oriented programming concepts. The second unit covers object and 
r;-^es. The third unit covers inheritance. The fourth unit covers polymorphism and C++ 

—is. The fifth unit covers exceptions and introduction to data structures.

1 — xiest attempt is made through this book, to present the information in a lucid style so as to 
■> r.derstood by even a layperson. This book is suitable for any computer science students. 
I ; - e has been taken to see that the entire syllabus at undergraduate level is covered to facilitate 
*r- dents in self learning.

N :te: All programs in this book are compiled and executed using CodeBlocks on Windows.
- - ever, these programs can also be executed on DevC++ without any modification and on 
7 - 'bo C++ and Borland C++ by making only two minor changes as shown below -

I Add ”.h" extension to "#include <iostream>", Example - #include <iostream.h>

1 I diriment out (//) or Remove the line "using namespace std;" as shown below

E i ample - // using namespace std;

2018 M. Shalini
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| 1.1 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
Object Oriented programming (OOP) is a programming style that is associated with the concept 

: Class, Objects and various other concepts revolving around these two, like Inheritance, 
P : iymorphism, Abstraction, Encapsulation etc. The main aim of OOP is to bind together the data and 
fie functions that operate on them so that no other part of code can access this data except the 
unctions that operate on the data.

1.1.1 Concepts
The concept of object oriented programming include the following -

1. Encapsulation
C++ programs are composed two fundamental elements -

(a) Program statements (code) -  This is the part of a program that performs actions and they 
are called functions.

(b) Program data -  The data is the information of the program which gets affected by the 
program functions.

Encapsulation is an Object Oriented Programming concept that binds together the data and 
functions that manipulate the data, and that keeps both safe from outside interference and misuse.

2. Data h id ing
Data encapsulation led to the important OOP concept of data hiding. A class is used to combine 

r ra  representation and methods for manipulating that data. The data is accessed by using a public 
—ethod of the class using objects.

2 Data abstraction
Data abstraction refers to providing only essential information to the outside world and hiding 

~e:r background details, i.e., to represent the needed information in program without presenting the
details.

~  C lasses and Objects
C++ supports the properties of encapsulation and data hiding through the creation of user-defined 

~ res. called classes. A class is used to specify the form of an object and it combines data 
rrresentation and methods for manipulating that data into one package. The data and functions 
» run a class are called members of the class.
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5. Inheritance
Inheritance allows us to define a class in terms of another class, which makes it easier to create 

and maintain an application. This provides an opportunity to reuse the code functionality and fast 
implementation time.

When creating a class, instead of writing completely new data members and member functions, 
the new class can inherit the members of an existing class. The existing class is called the base class, 
and the new class is referred to as the derived class.

6. Polym orphism
The word polymorphism means having many forms. In programming languages, polymorphism 

means that some code or operations or objects behave differently in different contexts.
For example, the + (plus) operator in C++:
4 + 5 <— integer addition
3.14 + 2.0 <— floating point addition 
si + "bar" string concatenation!

1 .1 .2  B e n e fits
The benefits of OOP's include the following -

1. Through inheritance, we can eliminate redundant code and extend the use of existing 
classes which is not possible in procedure oriented approach.

2. Programs can be build from the standard working modules that communicate with one 
another, rather than having to start writing the code from scratch which happens procedure 
oriented approach. This leads to saving of development time and higher productivity.

3. The principle of data hiding helps the programmer to build secure programs that cannot be 
invaded by code in other parts of the program.

4. It is possible to have multiple instances of object to co-exist without any interference.
5. It is possible to map objects in the problem domain to those in the program.
6. It is easy to partition the work in a project based on objects .
7. The data-centred design approach enables us to capture more details of a model in 

implementable from.
8. Object oriented systems can be easily upgraded from small to large systems.
9. Message passing techniques for communication between objects makes the interface 

descriptions with external systems much simpler.
10. Software complexity can be easily managed.

1 .1 .3  L anguages
Programming languages that support OOP concepts are known as OOP languages. There are 

almost two dozen major object-oriented programming languages in use today.
Some of the most popular OOP languages are:
> C++
> Smalltalk
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> Java
> Python
> Ruby

IOP A pplications
'•lain application areas of OOP include the following -
> User interface design such as windows, menu etc
> Real time systems
> Simulation and modelling
> Object oriented databases
> .Artificial intelligence and expert system
" Neural networks and parallel programming 
r  Decision support and office automation system

. 1.4 S tru ctu red  v s . O bject O rien ted  P rogram m ing
The difference between structured programming and object oriented programming is as follows -

Structured Programming Object Oriented Programming
: - : gram is divided into small parts called functions. Program is divided into parts called objects.

—rcrtance is not given to data but to functions as 
*> r as sequence of actions to be done.

Importance is given to the data rather than 
procedures or functions because it works as a real 
world.

r : -vs Top Down approach. Follows Bottom Up approach.

I >:e- not have any access specifier. Has access specifiers named Public, Private, 
Protected, etc.

Z-izi can move freely from function to function in
re  system.

Objects can move and communicate with each other 
through member functions.

" : ccd new data and function is not so easy Provides an easy way to add new data and function.

function uses Global data for sharing that can 
re c: cessed freely from function to function.

Data cannot move easily from function to function, it 
can be kept public or private so we can control the 
access of data.

7 ef not have any proper way for hiding data so it is
less, secure. Provides Data Hiding so provides more security.

r-.oading is not possible. Overloading is possible in the form of Function 
Overloading and Operator Overloading

1 2-—.pies are: C, VB, FORTRAN, Pascal. Examples are: C++, JAVA, VB.NET, C#.NET.

|  1 .2  C++

C-+ is an Object Oriented Programming language (OOP) and is an extension to C language. It is 
i r  idle level language, as it comprises of both high level and low level language features.
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1 .2 .1  G en esis
C++ was developed by Bjame Stroustrup starting in 1979 at Bell Labs in Murray Hill, New 

Jersey, as an enhancement to the C language and originally named C with Classes but later it was 
renamed C++ in 1983. C++ is a superset of C, and that virtually any legal C program is a legal C++ 
program. C++ supports the features of object-oriented programming.

Following are the OOP features supported by C++
1. Encapsulation
2. Data hiding
3. Data abstraction
4. Classes and Objects
5. Inheritance
6. Polymorphism

A pplications o f  C++
C++ is widely used in software infrastructure including desktop applications, servers like e- 

commerce, web search or SQL servers, and performance-critical applications like telephone switches 
or space probes.

Following are few applications of C++
1. Games: C++ overrides the complexities of 3D games, optimizes resource management and

facilitates multiplayer with networking.
The language is extremely fast, allows procedural programming for CPU intensive functions and 

provides greater control over hardware, because of which it has been widely used in development of 
gaming engines.

For instance, the science fiction game Doom 3 is cited as an example of a game that used C++ 
well and the Unreal Engine, a suite of game development tools, is written in C++.

2. Graphic User Interface (GUI) based applications: Many highly used applications, such as 
Image Ready, Adobe Premier, Photoshop and Illustrator, are scripted in C++.

3. Web Browsers: With the introduction of specialized languages such as PHP and Java, the 
adoption of C++ is limited for scripting of websites and web applications.

However, where speed and reliability are required, C++ is still preferred.
For instance, a part of Google’s back-end is coded in C++, and the rendering engine of a few 

open source projects, such as web browser Mozilla Firefox and email client Mozilla Thunderbird, are 
also scripted in the programming language.

4. Advance Computations and Graphics: C++ provides the means for building applications 
requiring real-time physical simulations, high-performance image processing, and mobile sensor 
applications. Maya 3D software, used for integrated 3D modeling, visual effects and animation, is 
coded in C++.

5. Database Software: C++ has been used for scripting MySQL, one of the most popular 
database management software. The software forms the backbone of a variety of database-based 
enterprises, such as Google, Wikipedia, Yahoo and YouTube etc.

6. Operating Systems: C++ forms an integral part of many of the prevalent operating systems
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including Apple’s OS X and various versions of Microsoft Windows, and the erstwhile Symbian 
mobile OS.

7. Enterprise Software: C++ is used in banking and trading enterprise applications, such as 
those deployed by Bloomberg and Reuters. It is also used in development of advanced software, such 
as flight simulators and radar processing.

8. Medical and Engineering Applications: Many advanced medical equipments, such as MRI 
-nachines, use C++ language for scripting their software. It is also part of engineering applications, 
inch as high-end CAD/CAM systems.

9. Compilers: A host of compilers including Apple C++, Bloodshed Dev-C++, Clang C++ and 
'■1INGW make use of C++ language.

C++ Compiler:
A compiler is a computer program which converts high-level language into machine 

-nderstandable low-level language. In other words we can say that it converts the source code written
- a programming language into another computer language which computer understands. For 
: rmpiling a C++ program we will need a C++ compiler which will convert the source code written in 
: — into machine codes. Below are the details about setting up compiler on Windows platforms.

Windows Installation:
There are lots of IDE available for windows operating system such as CodeBlocks, DevC++, 

_urbo C++, Borland C++ etc, which can be used to work easily with C++ programming language.
One of the popular IDE is Code::Blocks which is a multiplatform (Windows, Linux, MacOS) IDE 

i+d supports variety of compilers, including Microsoft C++, Borland, Intel C++, and GCC, where as 
DevC++ is for Windows only. To download Code::Blocks you may visit 
■rm: www.codeblocks.org/downloads/26. Once you have downloaded the setup file of Code::Blocks 
-om  the given link open it and follow the instruction to install.

After successfully installing Code::Blocks, go to File menu -> Select New and create an Empty' 
r.le. Now write your C++ program in this empty file and save the file with a ‘.cpp’ extension. After 
saving the file with ‘.cpp’ extension, go to Build menu and choose the Build and Run option.

All programs in this book are compiled and executed using CodeBlocks on Windows. However, 
tese programs can also be executed on DevC++ without any modification and on Turbo C++ and 

Borland C++ by making only two minor changes as shown below -
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", Example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out (//) or Remove the line "using namespace std;" as shown,

Example - // using namespace std;

1 .2 .2  S tru ctu re  o f  a program
- -; iude <iostream>
. -g namespace std;

> nele line comment

http://www.codeblocks.org/downloads/26
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multi
line
comment
*/

int main()
{

cout«  "Hello World!" «  endl; 
return 0;

}
Output:

Hello World!
If we analyze the above simple program, it consists of preprocessor directive, comment, main 

function and single line statement.

> Preprocessor d irective
These are processed by the compiler before the program code must appear. #include instructs the 

compiler to use the standard C++ library and library name is specified through angled bracket. And 
"using directive" helps programming easier. Without "using directive", instead of cout and endl, 
std::cout and std::endl should be written as the iostream library is within std namespace.

> C om m ent
These would not be compiled and executed.

> Main Function
This is the important entry point of C++ program. C++ program should have one named main 

function. Otherwise, the compiler would not compile the program. In IDE, it could be generated 
through autotyping.

int main()

{

}

> S ta tem en t
These are actions that the programs execute when it runs. Each statement should be terminated by 

semicolon. In the above program, the statements are as follows:
cout«  "Hello World!" «  endl; 
return 0;

In main function, return 0; statement means the program would return a zero integer value to the 
operating system.

1 .2 .3  T ok en s
A token is the smallest individual unit in C++ language. In fact, every unit that makes a sentence 

in C++ is a Token. C++ has six types of Tokens as given below.
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> Keywords
> Identifiers
> Constants
> Strings
> Special Symbols
> Operators

Keywords
Keywords are those words that have special meaning for compiler. Keywords cannot be used as 

• ariable name or identifier.
Below are the lists of C++ keywords:

asm continue float new signed try
auto default for operator sizeof typedef
break delete friend private static union
case do goto protected struct unsigned
catch double if public switch virtual
char else inline register template void
class enum int return this volatile
const extern long short throw while

Figure: C++ keywords

Identifiers
Identifiers are fundamental building blocks of a program and are used for the names given to 

afferent parts of program viz. variables, functions array structures etc.
Rules of naming Identifiers:
S  Identifiers can have alphabets, digits and underscore sign characters.
■S They must not be a keyword or boolean literal or null literal.
S  They must not begin with a digit.
S  They can be of any length.
+ C++ is case sensitive i.e., upper-case letters and lower-case letters are treated differently. 

C onstants or Literals
Constants or Literals are data items that never change their value during the execution of the 

program. The following types of literals are available in C++.
S  Integer-Constants 
S  Character-constants 
S  Floating-constants

Integer C onstants
(a) Integer constants are whole number without any fractional part. C++ allows three types of 

integer constants.
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(b) Decimal integer constants : It consists of sequence of digits and should not begin with 0 
(zero). For example 124, - 179, +108.

(c) Octal integer constants: It consists of sequence of digits starting with 0 (zero). For example. 
014,012.

(d) Hexadecimal integer constant: It consists of sequence of digits preceded by ox or OX. 

C haracter con stan ts
A character constant in C++ must contain one or more characters and must be enclosed in single 

quotation marks. For example 'A', '9', etc. C++ allows non-graphic characters which cannot be typed 
directly from keyboard, e.g., backspace, tab, carriage return etc. These characters can be represented 
by using an escape sequence. An escape sequence represents a single character.

Floating co n sta n ts
They are also called real constants. They are numbers having fractional parts. They may be 

written in fractional form or exponent form. A real constant in fractional form consists of signed or 
unsigned digits including a decimal point between digits. For example 3.0, -17.0, -0.627 etc.

Strings
A sequence of character enclosed within double quotes is called a string literal. String literal is by 

automatically added with a special character ‘\0' which denotes the end of the string. Therefore the 
size of the string is increased by one character. For example "COMPUTER" will re represented as 
"COMPUTER\0" in the memory and its size is 9 characters.

Special sym bols
Following are the special symbols with their functionality

Symbol Functionality
Brackets [ ] Opening and closing brackets indicate single and multidimensional array subscript.

Parentheses ( ) Opening and closing brackets indicate functions calls,; function parameters for 
grouping expressions etc.

Braces { } Opening and closing braces indicate the start and end of a compound statement.
Comma, It is used as a separator in a function argument list.
Semicolon ; It is used as a statement terminator.
Colon: It indicates a labelled statement or conditional operator symbol.
Asterisk * It is used in pointer declaration or as multiplication operator.
Equal sign = It is used as an assignment operator.
Pound sign # It is used as pre-processor directive.

Operators
Operators are special symbols used for specific purposes. C++ provides six types of operators. 

Arithmetical operators, Relational operators, Logical operators, Unary operators, Assignment 
operators, Conditional operators, Comma operator.
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1 .2 .4  D ata T yp es
Data types are used to define a variable. Data types represent the type of information present in a 

'• anable. Data types are the keywords, which are used for assigning a type to a variable.
Different Data Types available in C++

1. Value Types
(a) Integer Type: Integer data type are like whole numbers, they also include negative numbers 

: it does not support decimal numbers.
Type Storage size Value range

2 or 4 bytes -32,768 to 32,767 or-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483.647
unsigned int 2 or 4 bytes 0 to 65,535 or 0 to 4,294,967,295
short 2 bytes -32,768 to 32,767
-"signed short 2 bytes 0 to 65,535
long 4 bytes -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647
—".signed long 4 bytes 0 to 4,294,967,295

(b) Float-point Type: Float data type allows user to store decimal values in a variable.
Type Storage size Value range Precision

foai 4 byte 1.2E-38 to 3.4E+38 6 decimal places
Double 8 byte 2.3E-308 to 1.7E+308 15 decimal places
. eg double 10 byte 3.4E-4932 to 1.1E+4932 19 decimal places

i c) Character Type: Character data type is used to store only one letter, digit, and symbol at a
une.

Type Storage size Value range
1 byte -128 to 127 or 0 to 255

.s gned char 1 byte 0 to 255
s zr ed char lbyte -128 to 127

1 R eference Types
a) Array: Array is a collection of similar data type. A single variable can hold only one value at 

. — e. If we want a variable to store more than one value of same type we use array.
b) Pointers: A normal variable is used to store value. A pointer variable is used to store address 

*  mother variable.

. I 5 O perators
An operator is a symbol that tells the compiler to perform specific mathematical or logical 

a ---- lations on operands(variables).
7;.pes of operators available in C++ are - 
* .Arithmetic operator 

Relational operator 
Logical operator
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> Bitwise operator
> Assignment operator
> Conditional operator
> Unary operator (Increment/Decrement operator)

1. A r ith m etic  op erator
Arithmetic operators are used for mathematical operations. Suppose we have, 

int x = 5, y = 2;

Operator Name Description Example
+ Plus Return the addition of left and right operands. (x + y) will return 7

- Minus Return the difference b/w right operand from left 
operand. (x - y) will return 3

* Multiply Return the product of left and right operands. (x * y) will return 10

/ Division Return the Quotient from left operand by right 
operand.

(x / y) will return 2 (both 
are int, int doesn't 
support decimal)

% Modulus or 
Mod

Return the Modulus ( Remainder ) from left 
operand by right operand. (x % y) will return 1

Program to show the usage of Arithmetic Operators 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

int x = 5, y = 2, result; 

result = x + y;
cout«  "Addition - result is : " «  result«  endl; 

result = x - y;
cout«  "Subtraction - result is : " «  result«  endl;

result = x * y;
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:out«  "Multiplication - result is : " «  result«  endl; 

result = x / y;
cout«  "Division - result is : " «  result«  endl; 

result = x % y;
rout«  "Modulus - result is : " «  result«  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Addition - result is : 7 
Subtraction - result is : 3 
Multiplication - result is : 10 
Division - result is : 2 
Modulus - result is : 1

2 R ela tion a l O perator
Relational operators are used for checking conditions whether the given condition is true or false. 

■ ±c  condition is true, it will return non-zero value, if the condition is false, it will return 0.
Suppose we have, 

int x = 5, y = 2;--------------- -
Operator Name Description Example

> Greater than Check whether the left operand is greater 
than right operand or not. (x > y) will return true

< Smaller than Check whether the left operand is smaller 
than right operand or not. (x < y) will return false

>= Greater than or 
Equal to

Check whether the left operand is greater 
or equal to right operand or not.

(x >= y) will return 
true

<= Smaller than or 
Equal to

Check whether the left operand is smaller 
or equal to right operand or not.

(x <= y) will return 
false

= Equal to Check whether the both operands are 
equal or not.

(x —  y) will return 
false

1= Not Equal to Check whether the both operands are 
equal or not. (x != y) will return true

3 - .-gram to show the usage of Relational Operators
|g i ig |

Tc : .rcute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
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1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h> 
int main()
{

int x = 5, y = 2; 
char result[6];
if(x > y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true
{

strcpy(result,"true");
}
else
{

strcpy(result,"false");
}
cout«  "Greater than: " «  x « "  > " «  y «  " is " «  result«  endl;

if(x < y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true
{

strcpy(result,"true");
}
else
{

strcpy(result,"false");
}
cout«  "Less than: " «  x « "  < " «  y «  " is " «  result«  endl;

if(x >= y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true
{

strcpv(result,"true");
}
else
{

strcpy(result,"false");
}
cout«  "Greater or equal to: " «  x « "  >= " «  y «  " is " «  result«  endl;

if(x <= y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true
{
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strcpy(result,"true");

else

strcpy(result,"false");

:out«  "Less than or equal to: " «  x « "  <= " «  y «  " is " «  result«  endl;

:)x =  y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true 

strcpy(result,"true");

else

strcpy(result,"false");
?! ( ‘ - < ' - ' •: ■ ■■ . ■ '
.: - t«  "Equal to: " «  x « "  =  " «  y «  " is " «  result«  endl;

• x != y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true

?trcpy(result,"true");

1.13

''Tcpy(result,"false");

• ■— «  "Not equal to: " «  x « "  != " «  y «  " is " «  result«  endl;

« * 0 ;
return 0;

■ i " 7
Cwput:

Greater than: 5 > 2 is true 
Less than: 5 < 2 is false 
Greater or equal to: 5 >= 2 is true 
Less than or equal to: 5 <= 2 is false 
Equal to: 5 == 2 is false 
Not equal to: 5 != 2 is true

Logical O perator
_ : gical operators are used when we have more than one condition in a single if statement. 
S -ppose we have, 

int x = 5, y = 2;
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Operator Name Description Example

&& AND Return true if all conditions are true, return false 
if any of the condition is false.

if(x > y && y < x) will return 
true

II OR Return false if all conditions are false, return 
true if any of the condition is true.

if(x > y || x < y) will return true

t NOT Return true if condition if false, return false if 
condition is true. if(!(x>y)) will return false

Program to show the usage of Logical Operators
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h> 
int main()
{

int x = 5, y = 2; 
char result[6];
if(x > y && y < x) // 0 is false, non-zero is true
{

strcpy(result,"true");
}
else
{

strcpy( result,"false");
}
cout « x  « "  > " « y  « "  && " « y  « "  < " « x « "  is "«result «endl;

if(x > y || x < y) // 0 is false, non-zero is true
{

strcpy(result,"true");
}
else
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{
strcpy(result,"false");

cout « x  « "  > " « y  « "  || " « x  « "  < " « y « "  is "« resu lt « en d l; 

if(!(x > y)) // 0 is false, non-zero is true 

strcpy(result,"true");

else

strcpy(result,"false");

:out « " ! ( " « x  « "  > " « y  « " )  is "« resu lt « en d l;

KtchO;
return 0;

>rtput:
5 > 2 && 2 < 5 is true 
5 > 2 || 5 < 2 is true 
!(5 > 2) is false

t '
A B itw ise O perator

Bitwise operator works on bits and performs bit-by-bit operation. The truth tables for &, |, and A
is follows -

p Q P& Q p  1Q P A Q
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1

->sume if A = 60 (binary value of 60 is 00111100); and B = 13 (binary value of 13 is 00001101)

T*|jerator Description Example

Sl Binary AND Operator copies a bit to the result if it exists 
in both operands.

(A & B) will give 12 which is 
binary 00001100

Binary OR Operator copies a bit if it exists in either 
operand.

(A | B) will give 61 which is 
00111101

Binary XOR Operator copies the bit if it is set in one 
operand but not both.

(A A B) will give 49 which is 
00110001
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~ Binary Ones Complement Operator is unary and has the 
effect o f’flipping’ bits.

(~A ) will give 195 which is 
11000011.

«
Binary Left Shift Operator. The left operands value is 
moved left by the number of bits specified by the right 
operand.

A «  2 will give 240 which is 
11110000.

»
Binary Right Shift Operator. The left operands value is 
moved right by the number of bits specified by the right 
operand.

A »  2 will give 15 which is 
00001111

Program to show the usage of Bitwise Operators
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

unsigned int a = 60; // 60 = 0011 1100
unsigned int b = 13; //13 = 0000 1101
int c = 0;

c = a & b; // 12 = 0000 1100
cout«  "a & b - value of c is :" «  c «  endl;

c = a | b; //61 =0011 1101
cout«  "a | b - value of c is: " «  c «  endl;

c = a A b; //49 = 0011 0001
cout«  "a A b - value of c is: " «  c «  endl;

c = ~a; //-61 = 1100 0011
cout«  "~a - value of c is: " «  c «  endl;

c = a «  2; //240= 1111 0000
cout«  "a «  2 - Value of c is:" «  c «  endl;

c = a »  2; // 15 = 0000 1111
cout«  "a »  2 - Value of c is: " «  c «  endl;
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getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
a & b - value of c is : 12 
a | b - value of c is: 61 
a A b - value of c is: 49 
~a - value of c is: -61 
a «  2 - Value of c is: 240 
a »  2 - Value of c is: 15

5. A ssig n m en t O perator
Assignment operator is used to copy value from right to left variable. Suppose we have,

1.17

float x = 5, y = 2;
The above statement assigns value of 5 and 2 to variables X and Y respectively. 
The result of various assignment operators with X and Y are shown in below table.

Operator Name Description Example

= Equal sign Copy value from right to left.
x = y, now both 
x and y have 2

+= Plus Equal to Plus Equal to operator will return the addition 
of right operand and left operand.

x += y is similar to
x = x + y, now X is 7

-= Minus Equal to
Minus Equal to operator will return the 
subtraction of right operand from left 
operand.

x -= y is similar to 
x = x - y, now x is 3

*— Multiply Equal 
to

Multiply Equal to operator will return the 
product of right operand and left operand.

x *= y is similar to 
x = x * y, now x is 10

/= Division Equal 
to

Division Equal to operator will divide right 
operand by left operand and return the 
quotient.

x /= y is similar to
x = x / y, now x is 2.5

%= Modulus or Mod 
Equal to

Modulus Equal to operator will divide right 
operand by left operand and return the mod 
(Remainder).

x %= y is similar to
x = x % y, now x is 1

: * »gram to show the usage of Assignment Operators

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- id ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 
. mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
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#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
int main()
{

int x = 5, y = 2;
cout «"Initial values, x = " «  x « " ,  y = " «  y «  endl;

x = y; // assign the value of y to x
cout« " After x = y, x = " «  x « " ,  y = " «  y «  endl;

x = 5; // reassign initial value 5
x +=y;
cout «"Afler x += y, x = " «  x «  endl; 

x = 5; // reassign initial value 5
x-=y;
cout« " After x -= y, x = " «  x «  endl;

x = 5; // reassign initial value 5
x *= y;
cout« " After x *= y, x = " «  x «  endl;

x = 5; // reassign initial value 5
x /= y;
cout« " After x /= y, x = " «  x «  endl;

x = 5; // reassign initial value 5
x %= y;
cout« " After x %= y, x = " «  x «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Initial values, x = 5, y = 2 
After x = y, x = 2, y = 2 
After x += y, x = 7
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6. Conditional Operator ?:
The conditional operator is also known as ternary operator. It is called ternary operator because it 

takes three arguments. First is condition, second and third is value. The conditional operator check the 
condition, if condition is true, it will return second value, if condition is false, it will return third
value.

Syntax :
val = condition ? vail r val2;

Program to show the usage of Conditional Operator
m
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 

Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

include <iostream> 
asing namespace std;

=mclude <conio.h> 
int main()
9

int x, y, larger;
cout«  "Enter two numbers: ";
cin »  x »  y;
larger = (x>y) ? x : y;
cout«  "Largest number is : " « larger;
getch();
return 0;

Output:
Enter two numbers: 10 30 
Largest number is : 30

7. Unary operator (Increment/Decrement operator)
Unary operators are those operators that works with single operands such as increment or 

decrement operators. The increment operator ++ adds 1 to its operand, and the decrement operator — 
subtracts 1 from its operand.

x = x+l; 
is the same as
x++;

similarly,
x = x-1; 
is the same as 
x--;
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Both the increment and decrement operators can either precede (prefix) or follow (postfix) the 
operand. For example -  

x = x+1;
can be written as

-H-x; // prefix form 
or as

x++; // postfix form 
similarly, 

x = x-1;
can be written as

—x; // prefix form 
or as

x—; // postfix form
When an increment or decrement is used as part of an expression, there is an important difference 

in prefix and postfix forms. In prefix form the increment or decrement will be done before rest of the 
expression is evaluated, and in postfix form, the increment or decrement will be done after the 
complete expression is evaluated.
Program to show the usage of Unary Operators
/* .
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
int main()
{

int a = 10; 
int c = 0;

cout«  "Initial value of c = " « c  « " ,  a = " « a «  endl;

c = a++; // value of a=10 is assigned to c and then incremented
cout«  "Post increment(a++): value of c = " « c  « " ,  a = " « a «  endl;

cout«  endl «"Initial value of c = " « c  « " ,  a = " « a «  endl; 
c = ++a;
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cout«  "Pre increment(-H-a): value of c =" « c  « " ,  a - " « a «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;.

Output:
Initial value of c = 0, a = 10
Post increment(a++): value of c = 10, a = 11

Initial value of c = 10, a = 11
Pre increment(++a): value of c = 12, a = 12

Expressions
An expression is a combination of variables, constants and operators that represents a 

computation. Depending upon the type of operands involved in an expression or the result obtained 
; fter evaluating expression, there are different categories of an expression.

1. Constant expressions: The expressions that comprise only constant values are called constant 
expressions. Some examples of constant expressions are 20, ‘ a‘ and 2/5+30.

2. Integral expressions: The expressions that produce an integer value as output after
-•erforming all types of conversions are called integral expressions. For example, x, 6*x-y and 10 +int 
5.0) are integral expressions. Here, x and y are variables of type integer.

3. Float expressions: The expressions that produce floating-point value as output after
:■erforming all types of conversions are called float expressions. For example, 9.25, x-y and 9+ float

are float expressions. Here, x 'and y are variables of type float.
4. Relational or Boolean expressions: The expressions that produce a bool type value, that is, 

cither true or false are called relational or Boolean expressions. For example, x+y < 100, m+n =  a-b 
md a >= b+c are relational expressions.

5. Logical expressions: The expressions that produce a bool type value after combining two or 
more relational expressions are called logical expressions. For example, x = 5  && m==5 and y>x || 
m<=n are logical expressions.

6. Bitwise expressions: The expressions which manipulate data at bit level are called bitwise 
repressions. For example, a »  4 and b «  2 are bitwise expressions.

1.2.6 Control Structures
A 'C++’ program is a set of statements which are normally executed sequentially in the order in 

-ftich they appear. We have a number of situations where we may have to change the order of 
rr ecution of statements based on certain conditions, or repeat a group of statements until certain 
recified conditions are met. C++ language possesses such decision-making capabilities known as 

control structures.
Control structures enable us to specify the flow of program control; i.e., the order in which the 

- 5mictions in a program must be executed. They make it possible to make decisions, to perform 
repeatedly or to jump from one section of code to another.
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Figure.: Broad classification of control structures 

Control structures can be broadly classified into the following -

1. Branching statement:
These statement are popularly known as decision-making statements and include the following 

branching statements
> if
> if else
> nested if else
> if else if
> switch
> conditional statement

2. Looping statement:
A portion of program that is executed repeatedly is called a loop. The C++ programming 

language contains the following looping statements.
> while
> do while
> for

3. Jumping statement:
Jumping statements are special control statements are used to transfer the program’s control from 

one location to another, these are set of keywords which are responsible to transfer program’s control 
within the same block or from one function to another. The C++ programming language contains the 
following jumping statements.

> goto statement
> return statement
> break statement
> continue statement

Branching statement - if
The ‘if’ control statement is a conditional statement which checks the condition given as an 

argument to the statement and if evaluated to true continues the execution of the statements that are 
existing within the statement.
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Syntax :
If (<condition>)
{

Statement 1; 
Statement 2;

Statement n;

Program to show the usage of if statement 
*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
' Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
«

=include <iostream>
-sing namespace std;

include <conio.h> 
mt main()

int s;
cout«  "Enter score: 
cin »  s ;

if(s>l 00) /* if condition is true, then statement after if is executed */
{

cout«  "Score is significant" «  endl; 
cout«  "India won the match"«  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter score: 150 
Score is significant 
India won the match

if else sta tem en t
This control statement works exactly same as the if statement that we have discussed above but, 

-;re we provide the alternative statements to be executed if the given condition is evaluated to false 
±at is the else part.
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Syntax:
if (<condition>)
{

Statement 1;

Statement n;
}
else
{

Statement 1;

Statement n;
}

Program to show the usage of if-else statement
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
int main()
{

int age;
cout«  "Enter age: 
cin »  age; 
if (age >= 18)
{

cout«  "you are eligible to vote";
}
else
{

cout«  "you are Not eligible to vote";
}
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:
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Enter age: 20
you are eligible to vote

nested  i f  s ta tem en t
An if structure having another if structure as part of statements is called nested if structure. 

iff<condition>)

statements to be done; 
if (<condition>)
{

statements to be done;
}

Program to show the usage of nested if statement
-9

7: execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
-.ad ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•

= ' c 1 ude <iostream> 
ng namespace std;

- -.elude <conio.h> 
m  main()

mt a,b;
eout«  "Enter value for a and b: ";
cm »  a »  b;
* check the boolean condition */ 

ifl a =  100)

* if condition is true then check the following */
iff b == 200)

* if condition is true then print the following */ 
cout«  "Value of a and b is 100 and 200" «  endl;

(

1.25

.out«  "Exact value of a = " «  a «  endl; 
:out«  "Exact value of b = " «  b «  endl;

getch();
-etum 0;

Output:
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Enter value for a and b: 100 200 
Value of a and b is 100 and 200 
Exact value of a = 100 
Exact value of b = 200

nested if-else statement
An if structure can have one more if (if...else) structure as a part of statements and even an else 

part of an if. ..else structure can also have again an if...else structure. This sort of building the if... else 
structure is called Nested if...else structure.

Syntax:
if (<condition>)
{

statements to be done; 
if (<condition>)
{

statements to be done;
}
else
{

statements to be done;
}

}
else
{

}

statements to be done; 
if (<condition>)
{

statements to be done;
else
{

statements to be done;
}

Program to show the usage of nested if-else statement
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
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main()

float A, B, C;
cout«  "Enter three values: 
cin »  A »  B »  C; 
if(A > B)

if (A > C)
cout«  "Largest value is: " «  A; 

else
cout«  "Largest value is: " «  C;

}
else
/
\

if (C > B)
cout«  "Largest value is: " «  C; 

else
cout«  "Largest value is: " «  B;

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter three values: 123 456 218 
Largest value is: 456

if... e lse  if  sta tem en t

if...else if structure is the other way of representing an if...else. .. if structure, i.e. instead of using 
statement again in the else part of the if  ..else structure we can use a single statement as ‘else.. . i f . 

_-;s statement works exactly the same as ‘if...else...if structure.
Syntax:

if (condition)
{

statements to be done;
}
else if (condition)
{

}
statements to be done;
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switch statement
The switch statement selects a particular statement from a group of statements. The selection 

depends upon the current value of the expression where the expression results in an integer value, 
character value or any other data type.

The general form of the switch statement is 
switch (expression) statement

where expression results in an integer value. Note that expression may also be of type char, since 
individual characters have equivalent integer values.

The embedded statement is generally a compound statement that specifies alternative courses if 
action. Each alternative is expressed as a group of one or more individual statements within the 
overall embedded statement.

In general terms, each group of statements is written as 
case expression:

statement 1 
statement 2

statement n

or, when multiple case labels are required,

case expression 1 
case expression 2:

case expression m: 
statement 1 
statement 2 
statement n

where expression 1 expression 2 ,.., expression m represent constant, integer-valued expressions. 
Usually, each of these expressions will be written as either an integer constant or a character constant. 
Each individual statement following the case labels may be either simple or complex.

When the switch statement is executed, the expression is evaluated and control is transferred 
directly to the group of statements whose case-label value matches the value of the expression. 
Program to show the usage of switch statement 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*1
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
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= "dude <conio.h> 
r^in()

char choice;
cout«  "Enter a character (RAV/B): 
cin »  choice; 
choice = toupper(choice); 
switch (choice)

case 'R':
cout«  "Choice is Red"; 
break; 

case 'W':
cout«  "Choice is White"; 
break; 

case 'B':
cout«  "Choice is Blue"; 
break; 

default:
cout«  "Enter valid character";

geteh(); 
return 0;

Airput:
Enter a character (RAV/B): w 
Choice is White

Red will be displayed if choice represents either r or R, White will be displayed if choice 
Krresents either w or W, and Blue will be displayed if choice represents either b or B.

:~ditional statement
r.e Conditional Operator ? and : are sometimes called Ternary Operator since they take three 

■laments at a time. An expression that makes use of the conditional operator is called conditional 
srrression.

Syntax:
Expression 1 ? Expression 2: Expression 3

• hen evaluating, exp 1 is evaluated first, if exp 1 is true, then exp 2 is evaluated and this 
the value of the conditional expression. However, if expression 1 is false, then exp 3 is 

’ted and it becomes the value of the conditional expression, 
x = 16 are int variables 
y=(x>5 ? 3:4)

-is statement will store 3 when x is greater than 5, otherwise it will store 4.
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Program to show the usage of Conditional statement
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> I
int main()
{

int x, y, larger;
cout«  "Enter two numbers: ";
cin »  x »  y;
larger = (x>y) ? x : y;
cout«  "Largest number is : " « larger;
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter two numbers: 10 30 
Largest number is : 30

Iterative s ta tem en t - w hile
Iteration is the process where a set of instructions or statements is executed repeatedly for i 

specified number of time or until a condition is met.
If we want to perform an action repeatedly to the different values of a variable, the while loops i 

ideally used. For example if we want to calculate simple interest for different values of principl 
period and rate of interest. We can make use of while loop.

Syntax:
while (condition)
{

statement to done;
}
Program to show the usage of while loop
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream>
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-- ng namespace std;

r - dude <conio.h>
■ainO

nt num, result;
.-it count = 1;
;out«  "Enter the number:
:in »num ;
'hile (count <= 10)

result = num * 1;
cout«  num « "  * " «  count«  " = " «  result «endl; 
count = count + 1;

aetchO;
remm 0;

>atput:
Enter the number: 5
5 * 1 = 5  
5 * 2  = 5 
5 * 3  = 5 
5 * 4  = 5 
5 * 5  = 5 
5 * 6  = 5 
5 * 7  = 5 
5 * 8  = 5 
5 * 9  = 5 
5 * 10 = 5

xc-while s ta tem en t
The structure of do-while loop is similar to while loop. The difference is that in case of do while 

h- T the expression is evaluated after the body the loop is executed. In case of while loop the 
«• T'ession if evaluated before executing body of loop.

The general form of do-while statement is

i expression);
-here statement is a single statement or compound statement. In contrast to while loop statement

statement;
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In do-while loop, first the statement is executed and then the expression is tested. If the 
expression evaluates to false, the loop terminates and the execution controls transfer to the next 
statement that follows it.
Program to show the usage of do-while loop
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ”.h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
main()
{

int counter = 1; /* loop control variable */
do
{

cout«  "The counter value is "«counter «  endl; 
counter++;

} while(counter <= 10); 
cout«  "End of the loop"; 
getch(); 
return 0;

/
Output:

The counter value is 1 
The counter value is 2 
The counter value is 3 
The counter value is 4 
The counter value is 5 
The counter value is 6 
The counter value is 7 
The counter value is 8 
The counter value is 9 
The counter value is 10 
End of the loop

Here, the body of loop is repeated 10 times.
In case of do-while loop, the statement is executed at least once, whereas in case of while loo 

the statement may not execute at all if the expression results false for the first time itself.
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Program to add first n numbers using do-while loop.
■*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 

Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
«/
include <iostream>
.sing namespace std;

include <conio.h>
3iain()

int sum, i, n;
cout«  "Enter the value of n:
cin »  n; 
sum = 0;
i =  1;
do
{

sum = sum + i; 
i++;

while(i<=n);
:out«  "Sum of first ” «  n « "  numbers is " «  sum; 
getch();
-etum 0;

Output:
Enter the value of n: 5 
Sum of first 5 numbers is 15

for statement
The for loop is most common in major programming languages. However, the for loop in C++ 

•irguage is very flexible and very powerful. The for loop is used to repeat the execution of a 
cem ent for fixed number of times.

The general form of the for loop is 
: initialization; test-condition; increment)

Body of the loop

Execution process of the for statement is as follows:
> Initialization of the control variables is done first, using assignment statements such as i = 1 

and count = 0. The variables i and count are known as loop-control variables.
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> The value of the control variable is tested using the test-condition. The test- condition is a 
relational expression, such as i < 10 that determines when the loop will exit. If the condition 
is true, the body of the loop is executed; otherwise the loop is terminated and the execution 
continues with the statement that immediately follows the loop.

> the body of the loop is executed, the control is transferred back to the for statement after 
evaluating the last statement in the loop. Now, the control variable is incremented using an 
assignment statement such as i = i+1 and the new value of the control variable is again tested 
to see whether it satisfies the loop condition.

If the condition is satisfied, the body of the loop is again executed. This process continues till the 
value of the control variable fails to satisfy the test condition.

Consider the following segment of a program 
for (x =1; x <= 10; x = x + 1)
{

cout«  x;
}

This for loop is executed 10 times and prints the digits 1 to 10 in one line. The three sections 
enclosed within parentheses must be separated by semicolons.

The for statement allows for negative increments. For example, the loop shown above can be 
written as follows : 
for(x=10; x>0; x=x - 1) 

cout«  x;
This loop is also executed 10 times, but the output would be from 10 to 1 instead of 1 to 10. Note 

that braces are optional when the body of the loop contains only one statement.
Program to find the sum of 10 given numbers using for loop
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes r
1. Add ".h" extension to ”#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#inc!ude <conio.h> 
main()
{

int number, i, sum = 0;
cout«  "Enter values for 10 numbers: ";
for( i=0; i<10; i++)
{

cin »  number: 
sum = sum + number;

1.34
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cout«  "Sum is " «  sum;
getch();
return 0;

Output:
Enter values for 10 numbers: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
Sum is 55

. .imping sta tem en t -  goto
C supports the goto statement to branch unconditionally from one point to another in the program, 

though it may not be essential to use the goto might be desirable.
The goto requires a label in order to identify the place where the branch is to be made. A label is 

■ valid variable name, and must be followed by a colon. The label is placed immediately before the 
^ ement where the control is to be transferred. The general forms or goto and label statements are

ssown below.
1 ."~«ardjump 
5 — ■ ward jump

The label can be anywhere in the program either before or after the goto label; statement.
During running of a program when a statement like

- : Degin,
:s met, the flow of control will jump to the statement immediately following the label begin: This 

irpens unconditionally.
Note that a goto breaks the normal sequential execution of the program. If the label: is before the 

~u:ement goto label: a loop will be formed and some statements will be executed repeatedly. Such a 
_~r is known as a backward jump. On the other hand, if the label: is placed after the goto label;
• ~ e statement will be skipped and the jump is known as a forward jump.

\  goto is often used at the end of a program to direct the control to go to the input statement, to 
Tend farther data.

;ram to show the usage of goto statement
m

: ecute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- 5c ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 : mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

* ■. ode <iostream> 
a - z namespace std;

~ i . ade <conio.h> 
ide <math.h>

ami)

treble x, y;
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read:
cout«  "Enter number to get its square root: 
cin »  x;
if (x <= 0) goto read; 
y = sqrt(x);
cout«  "Square root of " «  x «  " is " «  y; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter number to get its square root: 25 
Square root of 25 is 5

In the above program a number is read and square root calculated. When the input is equal to or 
less than 0, the goto statement transfers the control back to the line where input is prompted from the 
user. This continues till a positive number is provided.

break statement
The break statement is used to terminate loops or to exit from a switch. It can be used within a for 

while, do-while, or switch statement.
The break statement is written simply as 

break;
without any embedded expression or statements
The break statement causes a transfer a control out of the entire switch statement, to the first 

statement following the switch statement.
Program to show the usage of switch statement 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
V
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
main()
{

char choice;
cout«  "Enter a character (R/W/B): ";
cin »  choice;
choice = toupper(choice);
switch (choice)
{
case 'R':

m n
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cout«  "Choice is Red"; 
break; 

case 'W':
cout«  "Choice is White"; 
break; 

case 'B':
cout«  "Choice is Blue"; 
break; 

default:
cout«  "Enter valid character";

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter a character (R/W/B): w 
Choice is White

In the above program each group of statements ends with a break statement, in order to transfer 
;ontrol out of the switch statement. The break statement is required within each of the first three 
groups, in order to prevent the succeeding groups of statements from executing. The last group does 
■ot require a break statement, since control will automatically be transferred out of the switch 
statement after the last group has been executed.

con tin u e sta tem en t
The continue statement is used to bypass the remainder of the current pass through a loop. The 

oop does not terminate when a continue statement is encountered. The remaining loop statements 
ire skipped and the computation proceeds directly to the next pass through the loop.

The continue statement can be included within a while, a do-while or a for statement. It is written
simply as

continue;
without any embedded statements or expressions.

Program to show the usage of continue statement

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
' Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/ > '
=mclude <iostream>
-sing namespace std;

include <conio.h> 
mainQ
{
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for (int n=5; n>0; n—)
{

if (n—3) continue; 
cout«  n «  ",

}
cout« "FIRE!"; 
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

5,4, 2, 1, FIRE!

return sta tem en t
The return statement terminates the execution of a function and returns control to the calling 

function. Execution resumes in the calling function at the point immediately following the call. A 
return statement can also return a value to the calling function.

Syntax:
return expression opt;

The value of expression, if present, is returned to the calling function. If expression is omitted, the 
return value of the function is undefined. The expression, if present, is converted to the type returned 
by the function. If the function was declared with return type void, a return statement containing an 
expression generates a warning and the expression is not evaluated.

If no return statement appears in a function definition, control automatically returns to the calling 
function after the last statement of the called function is executed. In this case, the return value of the 
called function is undefined. If a return value is not required, declare the function to have void return 
type; otherwise, the default return type is int.

Many programmers use parentheses to enclose the expression argument of the return statement. 
However, C++ does not require the parentheses.
Program to show the usage of return statement 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
int addition (int a, int b)
{

int r; 
r=a+b; 
return r;
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}
int main ()
{

int z;
7. = addition (5,3);
cout«  "The result is " «  z;
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

The result is 8
Here, the main function calls addition!) function with values 5 and 3. The addition function adds 

the values and assign to variable r which is returned by the addition function to main(). In the main() 
the result is displayed.

exit()
exit() is a standard library function, which terminates program execution when it is called.
The general syntax of the exit() function is 

void exit(int retum_code);
The value of retum_code is returned to the calling process, so the success or failure of the 

program can be tested by another program that uses this one as a sub-process. Conventionally, a 
return value of 0 signals that all is well; non-zero values usually signal abnormal situations.
Program to show the usage of exit()
*

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
• /
=include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

=include <conio.h>
=include <stdlib.h> 
mt main ()

cout«  "Start of the program...." «  endl; 
cout«  "Exiting the program...." «  endl; 
exit(0);
cout«  "End of the program...." «  endl;
getch();
return 0;

1.39
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Output:
Start of the program..'.
Exiting the program....

1.2.7 C vs C++
The major difference between C and C++ is that C is a procedural programming language and 

does not support classes and objects, while C++ is a combination of both procedural and object 
oriented programming language; therefore C++ can be called a hybrid language. The following table 
presents differences between C and C++ in detail.

Difference between C and C++
c C++

C was developed by Dennis Ritchie between 1969 
and 1973 at AT&T Bell Labs.

C++ was developed by Bjame Stroustrup in 1979 
with C++'s predecessor "C with Classes".

When compared to C++, C is a subset of C++. C++ is a superset of C. C++ can run most of C code 
while C cannot run C++ code.

C supports procedural programming paradigm for 
code development.

C++ supports both procedural and object oriented 
programming paradigms; therefore C++ is also 
called a hybrid language.

C does not support object oriented programming; 
therefore it has no support for polymorphism, 
encapsulation, and inheritance.

Being an object oriented programming language C++ 
supports polymorphism, encapsulation, and 
inheritance.

In C (because it is a procedural programming 
language), data and functions are separate and free 
entities.

In C++ (when it is used as object oriented 
programming language), data and functions are 
encapsulated together in form of an object. For 
creating objects class provides a blueprint of 
structure of the object.

In C, data are free entities and can be manipulated by 
outside code. This is because C does not support 
information hiding.

In C++, Encapsulation hides the data to ensure that 
data structures and operators are used as intended.

C, being a procedural programming, it is a function 
driven language.

While, C++, being an object oriented programming, 
it is an object driven language.

C does not support function and operator 
overloading.

C++ supports both function and operator 
overloading.

C does not allow functions to be defined inside 
structures.

In C++, functions can be used inside a structure.

C does not have namespace feature. C++ uses NAMESPACE which avoid name 
collisions.

C uses functions for input/output. For example scanf 
and printf.

C++ uses objects for input output. For example cin 
and cout.

C does not support reference variables. C++ supports reference variables.
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C has no support for virtual and friend functions. C++ supports virtual and friend functions.
C provides malloc() and calloc() functions for 
dynamic memory allocation, and free() for memory 
de-allocation.

C++ provides new operator for memory allocation 
and delete operator for memory de-allocation.

C does not provide direct support for error handling 
(also called exception handling)

C++ provides support for exception handling. 
Exceptions are used for "hard" errors that make the 
code incorrect.

Arrays
Array is a collection of similar data type. A single variable can hold only one value at a time, If 

*e want a variable to store more than one value of same type we use array. Array is linear data 
structure. It can store fixed number of values.

The below example shows representation of array in memory 
int arrNum[ ] = [78, 45,12, 89, 56];

Address of Address of
1st Element Last Element

i i
Reference/Address — ► 48252 48254 48256 48258 48260

Element/Value — ». 78 45 12 89 56

Index/Position __ 0 1 2 3 4

Address of first element is random, address of next element depend upon the type of array. Here, 
rx type is integer and integer takes two bytes in memory, therefore every next address will increment 
? two. Index of array will always starts with zero.

Declaration of Array
Declaration of array means creating sequential blocks of memory to hold fixed number of values. 
Syntax:

Data-type Array-name[ size of Array ];
Example:

int arrNum [5]; //Statement 1 

float arrFloat [10]; //Statement 2
In the above example, statement 1 will allocate memory for an integer array which will hold five 

i jes and statement 2 will allocate memory for float point array which will hold ten values.

Isjtialization of Array
Initialization means assigning value to declared Array.
Examples 1:

int arrNum [ ] = { 78,45, 12, 89, 56 };
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In the above example we are declaring and initializing an array at same time. When we declare 
and initialize an array at same time, giving the size of array is optional.
Program to show the usage of arrays 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

int arrNum[5]; 
int i;

cout«  "Enter five numbers..." «  endl; 
for(i=0; i<5; i++) //Input array from user.
{

cout «  "Enter value for number " « i + l  « " :  
cin »  arrNumfi];

}

cout«  "Entered numbers are:
for(i=0; i<5; i++) //Output array to console.
{

cout«  arrNumfi] « " ,
}

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter five numbers...
Enter value for number 1: 78 
Enter value for number 2: 45 
Enter value for number 3:12 
Enter value for number 4: 89 
Enter value for number 5: 56 
Entered numbers are: 78, 45, 12, 89, 56,

1.42
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Strings
A string is a collection of characters, stored in an array followed by null ('\0') character. Null 

: haracter represents the end of string.
Char strName[ ] = “Anil"

Address of Address of
1st Element Last Element

1 i
Reference/Address — ► 48252 48253 48254 45255 45256

Element/Value — * A n i I \0

Index/Position __ *. 0 1 2 3 4

Address of first element is random, address of next element depend upon the type of array. Here, 
~e type is character and character takes one byte in memory, therefore every next address will 
-crement by one. Index of array will always starts with zero.

Input string  u sin g  cin  fu n ction
The cin can read the entire word at a time. The cin ignores the any occurrence of leading 

-hitespace characters and terminate the string at the first occurrence of whitespace after any input. 
Program to show the usage of cin function to read a string

7: execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes 
Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>'', example - #include <iostream.h>

I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•i
-include <iostream>
-smg namespace std; 
r -.elude <conio.h>

main()

char String [50];

cout«  "Enter your name : "; 
cin »  String;
cout«  "The string is: " «  String ;

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter your name : Rohan Matthew 
The string is: Rohan
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In the output of above example we get only the string "Rohan" although the string entered is 
"Rohan Matthew", this is because cin ignores any occurrence of leading whitespace characters and 
terminate the string at the first occurrence of whitespace after any input.

Input string  u sin g  gets() function
The gets() can read the entire line at a time and the string will not terminate until user press the 

enter key. The gets() will put all the leading and trailing whitespaces into string.
Program to show the usage of gets() function to read a string 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>

int main()
{

char String [50];

cout«  "Enter your name : "; 
gets( String);
cout«  "The string is: " «  String ;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter your name : Rohan Matthew 
The string is: Rohan Matthew

In the output of above example there is whitespace in the string, gets() will put all the leading and 
trailing whitespaces into string.

Pointers
Suppose v is a variable that represents some particular data item. The compiler will automatically 

assign memory cells for this data item. The data item can then be accessed if we know the location 
(i.e., the address) of the first memory cell. * The address of v’s memory location can be determined 
by the expression &v, where & is a unary operator, called the address operator, that evaluates the 
address of its operand.

Now let assign the address of v to another variable, pv. Thus, 
pv = &v

1.44
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This new variable is called a pointer to v, since it “points” to the location where v stored in 
-emory. However, that pv represents v ’s address, not its value. Thus, pv is referred to as a pointer 
triable.

The relationship between pv and v is illustrated in

Address of v

pv

♦I Value of v

v

Fig.: Relationship between pv and v (where pv = &v and v=*pv)

The data item represented by v (i.e., the data item stored in v’s memory cells) can be accessed by 
r f expression *pv, where * is a unary operator, called the indirection operator, that operates only on 
. :*: :nter variable. Therefore, *pv and v both represent the same data item i.e., the contents of the 
i n e  memory cells.

If we write pv = &v and u = *pv, then u and v will both represent the same value; i.e., the value
will indirectly be assigned to u.
Pointers are used to store the address of another variable. The syntax to create a pointer variable 

~ shown below -
int *p = &x

In the above statement, an integer pointer p is created and is assigned the address of variable x.
Using the pointer variable p we can
v access the address of x by printing the value stored in p
*' access the value stored in variable x by using indirection operator (*)
•••"hen we declare an array, compiler allocates continuous blocks of memory so that all the 

= ents of an array can be stored in that memory. The address of first allocated byte or the address 
n - element is assigned to an array name. Thus, array name works as pointer variable. The address 
■ ' "St element is also known as base address. We can use pointer variable to access the address of 
■rr. elements.

■ gram to show the usage of pointer to display elements of an array

*: =: rcute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
- j j  \h" extension to "#inciude <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 

1 rjnent out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

-he<iostream> 
a • x r. amespace std;
* jde <conio.h>

■  aun(J

arrNum[5]; // Array of 5 elements
- *ptr; // Pointer variable

a:*-: «  "Enter five numbers..." «  endl;
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for(i=0; i<5; i++) //Input array from user.
{

cout«  "Enter value for number " « i+ l  « " :  
cin »  arrNum[i];

}

ptr = arrNum; //Assigning reference of array in pointer variable

cout«  endl« "  Accessing array elements using pointers:
for(i=0; i<5; i++)
{

cout«  *ptr «  ", // Displaying values of array using pointer
ptr++; // Incrementing pointer variable

}

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter five numbers...
Enter value for number 1:78 
Enter value for number 2: 45 
Enter value for number 3:12 
Enter value for number 4: 89 
Enter value for number 5: 56

Accessing array elements using pointers: 78, 45, 12, 89, 56,

S ea rch in g  an d  S o rtin g  A rrays 

Searching Arrays
We will find that we often need to search for a value in a table of numbers. We want to know 

index of that value within that table, or even simply whether the value is present. To search 
element present inside the array in C++ programming using linear search technique, we ask the us 
to enter the array size and array elements to store the elements in the array. Now ask user to enter' 
element that he/she want to check or search whether the entered number/element is present in 
array or not. To check/search for the element, just compare with the number to each element pres 
in the array if any element equal to the entered number then prints the exact position of the number 
the array as shown here in the following program.
Program to show searching an element in an array 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
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*=':' ide <iostream>
_ - ; namespace std;
- re! ade <conio.h>

r t nain()

arr[10], i, num, n, c=0, pos;
: it«"Enter the array size :
rm »n;
.: jt«"Enter Array Elements :
*: n i=0; i<n; i++)

dn»arr[i];

;: jt«"Enter the number to be search :
:m»num;
*:n i=0; i<n; i++)

ifl arr[i]=num)
V~. ( __

c=l;
pos=i+l;
break;

tfc = 0)

:jut«"Number not found...";

sse

:out«num «" found at position: "«pos;

*ncfaO;
0;

"  "  £ %‘; ; « i '  ; . ’s -
Zwcpat:

Enter the array size : 5 
Enter Array Elements : 12 23 45 64 5 
Enter the number to be search : 64 
64 found at position: 4

This method is fast enough for small arrays, but it isn’t adequate for large arrays that need to be
pc . r^sed quickly.

1.47
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Sorting Arrays
One of the fundamental problems in computer science is ordering a list of items. There are plenty 

of solutions to this problem, commonly known as sorting algorithms. Some sorting algorithms are 
simple and iterative, such as the bubble sort. Others such as the quick sort are extremely complicated 
but produce lightning-fast results. Sorting is the operation of arranging the records of a table 
according to the key value of each record, or it can be defined as the process of converting an 
unordered set of elements to an ordered set.

Bubble Sort is the simplest sorting algorithm that works by repeatedly swapping the adjacent 
elements if they are in wrong order.
Program to show sorting elements of an array
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

int arrElement[50],num,ij,temp; 
cout«"Enter the size of array: 
cin»num;

cout«"Enter the array elements: 
for(i=0; i<num; ++i) 

cin»arrElement[i];

for(i=l; i<num; ++i)
{

for(j=0; j<(num-i); ++j)
if( arrElement[j ]>arrElement[j+1 ])
{

temp=arrElement[j]; 
arrElement[j]=arrElement[j+l]; 
arrElement[j+1 ]=temp;

}
}

cout«"Array after bubble sort:"; 
for(i=0; i<num; ++i)
/l

cout«" "«arrElement[i];

}
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getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter the size of array: 8
Enter the array elements: 24 54 12 87 41 39 6 78
Array after bubble sort: 6 12 24 39 41 54 78 87

1 .2 .8  F u n ctio n s
A function is a group of statements that together perform a task. Every C++ program has at least 

ne function, which is main(). The program code can be divided into separate functions. Logically the 
division of code into functions is usually such that each function performs a specific task.

Introduction
Every program must have a main function to indicate where the program has to begin its 

execution. While it is possible to code any program utilizing only main function, it leads to a number 
■ f problems. The program may become too large and complex and as a result the task of debugging, 
■acting, and maintaining becomes difficult. If a program is divided into functional parts, then each 
"■art may be independently coded and later combined into a single unit. These subprograms called 
■unctions’ are much easier to understand, debug, and test.

There are times when certain type of operations or calculations is repeated at many points 
-.roughout a program. For instance, we might use the factorial of a number at several points in the 

-- ■gram. In such situations, we may repeat the program statements where ever they are needed.
This “division” approach clearly results in a number of advantages..
(1) It facilitates top-down modular programming is shown in figure below. In this programming 

style, the high level logic of the overall problem is solved first while the details or each 
lower-level function are addressed later.

(2) The length of a source program can be reduced by using functions at appropriate places. 
This factor is particularly critical with microcomputers where memory space is limited.

(3) It is easy to locate and isolate a faulty function for further investigations.
(4) A function may be used by many other programs. This means that a C++ programmer can 

build on what others have already done, instead of starting all over again from scratch.

Figure: Top-down modular programming using functions
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E lem ents o f  fu n ction s
Functions are classified as one of the derived data types in C++. We can therefore define 

functions and use them like any other variables in C++ programs. It is therefore not a surprise to note 
that there exist some similarities between functions and variables in C++.

1. Function names and variable names are considered identifiers and therefore they must 
adhere to the rules for identifiers.

2. Same as variables, functions have types associated with them.
3. Same as variables, function names and their types must be declared and defined before they 

are used in a program.
In order to make use of a user-defined function, we need to establish the elements that are related 

to functions.
1. Function definition
2. Function call
3. Function declaration

The function definition is an independent program module that is specially written to implement 
the requirements of the function, in order to use this function we need to invoke it at a required place 
in the program. This is known as the function call.

The program (or a function) that calls the function is referred to as the calling program or calling 
function. The calling program should declare a function (like declaration of a variable) that is to be 
used later in the program. This is known as the function declaration or function prototype.

D efin ition  o f  F unctions
A function definition, also known as function implementation shall include the following 

elements.
1. Function name
2. Function type
3. List of parameters
4. Local variable declarations
5. Function statements
6. A return statement

A general format of a function definition to implement these two parts is given below: 

fiinction_type function_name (parameter list)
{

local variable declaration; 
executable statement 1; 
executable statement2;

return statement;
}



is known as the function header and the statements within the opening and closing braces 
: onstitute the function body, which is compound statement.

Function Header
The function header consists oc three parts: The function type (also known as return type, the 

•.motion name and the formal parameter list. Note that a semicolon is not used at the end of the 
*mction header.

Same and Type
The function type specifies the type of value (like float or double) that the function is expected to 

-erarn to the program calling the function. If the return type is not explicitly specified, C will assume 
±at it is an integer type. If the function is not returning anything, then we need to specify the return
- re  as void. Remember, void is one of the fundamental data types in C.

The function name in any valid C identifier and therefore must follow the same rules of formation 
ii other variable names in C. The name should be approximate to the task performed by the function.

Formal Param eter List
The parameter list declares the variables that will receive the data sent by the calling program. 

They serve as input data to the function to carry out the specified task. Since they represent actual 
•rut values, they are often referred to as formal parameters. These parameters can also be used to 

send values to the calling programs. The parameters are also known as arguments.
The parameters list contains declaration of variables separated by commas and surrounded by

r-irentheses.
Examples:

' : at quadratic (int a, int b, int c) {...} 
ac>_ble power (double x, int n) {...} 
r at mul (float x, float y) {...}
- ;jm (int a, int b) {...}

There is no semicolon after the closing parenthesis, the declaration of parameter variables cannot 
re combined, i.e,, int sum(int a, b) is illegal

A function need not always receive values from the calling program. In such cases, functions 
a e no formal parameters. To indicate that the parameter list is empty, we use the key word void 

rer-veen the parentheses as in
: :d printline (void)

-

This function neither receives any input values nor returns back any value, Many compilers 
jl ;ept are empty set of parentheses, without specifying anything as in 
«ii<d printline()
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F unction  Body
The function body contains the declarations and statements necessary for performing the required 

task. The body enclosed in braces, contains three parts, in the order given below:
1. Local declarations that specify the variables needed by the function.
2. Function statements that perform the task of the function.
3. A return statement that returns the value evaluated by the function.

When a function does not return any value (like the Printline function), we can omit the return 
statement. However, note that its return type should be specified as void. Again, it is nice to have a 
return statement even for void functions.

R eturn va lues and their  typ es
A function may or may not send back any value to the calling function. If it does, it is done 

through the return statement. While it is possible to pass to the called function any number of values, 
the called function can only return only value per call, at the most.

The return statement can take one of the following forms:
return;
or
retum(expression);

The ‘plain’ return does not return any value; it acts much as the closing brace of the function. 
When a return is encountered, the control is immediately passed back to the calling function.

An example of the use of a simple return is as follows:
if (error) 
return;

The second form of return with an expression returns the value of the expression.
For example, the function 

int mul (int x, int y)
{

int p;
P = x*y; 
return (p);

}
returns the value of p which is the product of the values of x and y. The last two statements can be 

combined into one statement as follows: 
return (x*y)

A function may have more than one return statement. This situation arises when the value 
returned is based on certain conditions.

For example: 
if( x <=0)

return (0);
else

return (1) K

1.52
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All functions by default return int type data. But what happens if a function must return some 
other type? We can force a function to return a particular type of data by using a type specifier in the 
nmction header as discussed earlier.

When a value is returned, it is automatically cast to the function’s type. In functions that do 
computations using doubles, but return int, the returned value will be truncated to an integer.

For instance, the function 
it product (void)

return (2.5 * 30)

will return the value 7, only the integer part of the result.

Function Prototype
A function prototype is also known as function declaration. A function in a C++ program must be 

declared, before they are invoked. Function prototype consists of four parts
1. Function type (return type)
2. Function name
3. Parameter list
4. Terminating semicolon

They are coded in the following format:
Function-type function -name (parameter list);

This is very similar to the function header line except the terminating semicolon. For example, 
~ -I function defined in the earlier section will be declared as: 

int mul (int m, int n); /* Function prototype */
Equally acceptable forms of declarations of mul functions are: 

int mul(int, int); 
mul(int a, int b); 
mul(int, int);

When a function does not take any parameters and does not return any value, its prototype is 
written as:

void display (void);
A prototype declaration may be placed in two places in a program.
1. Above all the functions (including main)
2. Inside a function definition.
’Alien we place the declaration above all the functions (in the global declaration section), the 

--• 'ty p e  is referred to as a global prototype. Such declarations are available for all the functions in 
: rrogram. When place it in a function (in the local declaration section), the prototype is called a 

prototype. Such declarations are primarily used by the functions containing them. The place of 
-c: iration of a function defines a region in a program in which the function may be used by other

.'ions. This region is known as the scope of the function.

1.53
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No A rgum ents and No R eturn V alues
When a function has no arguments, it does not receive any data from the calling function. 

Similarly, when it does not return a value, the calling function does not receive any data from the 
called function. In effect, there is no data transfer between the calling function and the called 
function, figure below illustrates this. The dotted lines indicate that there is only a transfer of control 
but not data.

Function 1 ( )  
{ -----------------*

Function2 ()  

{

Function 2 ()
■<------------------------

return 0;}
return 0;}

Figure.: No data communication between functions

Program to show the usage of multiple functions that do not communicate any data between 
them.
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

/* Function declaration */ 
void printline (void); 
void value (void); 
int main()
{

printline(); 
value(); 
printline(); 
getch(); 
return 0;

}

void printline (void) /* contains no arguments */
{

int i;
for(i=l; i<=35; i++) 

cout
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cout«  endl;
}

void value(void) /* contains no arguments */
{

int year, period;
float inrate, sum, principal;
cout«  "Principal amount: ";
cin »  principal;
cout«  "Interest rate: ";
cin » inrate;
cout«  "Period:";
cin »  period;
‘sum = principal; 
year = 1;
while(year <= period)
{ >t

sum = sum * (1 + inrate);
• year = year+1;
}
cout «principal«" "«inrate « "  "«period«" "«sum «endl;

Output:

I 1.55 I

Principal amount: 5000 
Interest rate: 0.12 
Period: 5
5000 0.12 5 8811.71

In the above program main is the calling function that calls printline() and value() functions. 
Since both the called functions contain no arguments, there are no argument declarations. The 
printline() prints a line with a length of 35 characters, value() calculates the value of principal amount 
after a certain period of years and prints and the results. The following equation is evaluated
repeatedly:

value = principal 1 + interest-rate)
The input data include principal amount, interest rate and the period for which the final value is to 

be calculated. The while loop calculates the final value and the results are printed by cout object. 
Alien the closing brace of value() is reached, the control is transferred back to the calling function 
main. Return types of both printline() and value() are declared as void.

Argum ents w ith  No Return Values
In the above program, the main function has no control over the way the functions receive input 

iata. For example, the function printlineQ will print the same line each time it is called. Same is the
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case with value(). We could make the calling function to read data from the terminal and pass it on to 
the called function.

The nature of data communication between the calling function and the called function with 
arguments but no return value is shown in figure below.

1.56

Functionl ( ) Value of Function2 ( f )
{ arguments

------------------►
No return {

Function 2 ( f ) values

return 0;} return 0;}

Figure.: One-way data communication

We shall modify the definitions of both the called functions to include arguments as follows: 
void printlinefchar ch) 
void valueffloat p, float r, int n)

The arguments ch, p, r, and n are called the formal arguments. The calling function can now send 
values to these arguments using functions calls containing appropriate arguments. For example, the 
function call

value(500,0.12.5)
would send the values 500,0.12 and 5 to the function 

void value (float p, float r, int n)
and assign 500 to p. 0.12 to r and 5 to n. The values 500, 0.12 and 5 are the actual arguments, 

which become the formal arguments inside the called function.
The actual and formal arguments should match in number, type, and order. The values of actual 

arguments are assigned to the formal arguments on a one to one basis, starting with the first argument 
as shown in Figure below.

main
{

Function
Call ...............

function 1

}

function 1
fv

}
Figure: Arguments matching between the function call and the called function

actual arguments 
____r~

(al, a2, a3,....... am)

▼ ▼
(fl, f2, O,.......... ,fn)

v_____  _____ J
formal arguments
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.Arguments w ith  Return Values
To assure a high degree of portability between programs, a function should generally be coded 

.rhout involving any I/O operations. For example, different programs may require different output 
': rmats for display of results. These shortcomings can be overcome by handing over the result of a 
~-nction to its calling function where the returned value can be used as required by the program.

A self-contained and independent function should behave like a ‘black box’ that receives a 
r~ede fined form of input and outputs a desired value. Such function will have two-way data 
:: mmunication as shown in figure below.

Functionl ( )  
{

Value of 
arguments

Function2 ( f )

Function 2 ( f )
Function
Results

{

return 0;} Return (e) 
return 0;}

Fig Two-way data communication between functions 

3 -og ram  to show the usage of functions with arguments and return values
- r : ude <stdio.h>

*

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
- id ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 I ; mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

* *. ude <iostream> 
e  • i namespace std;

. ude <conio.h>

■ 1 .r.ction declaration */
rnntline (char ch, int len); 
alue( float, float, int);

main()

at principal, inrate, amount;
— period;
axn «  "Enter principal amount, interest rate and period: ";
~  »  principal »  inrate »  period;
prirniineC*', 52);
--  unt = valuefprincipal, inrate, period);

«principal«" "« inrate«" "«period«" "«amount«endl;
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printline('*', 52); 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
void printline(char ch, int len)
{

int i;
for (i= 1; i <= len; i++) 

cout«  ch; 
cout«  endl;

}
float value(float p, float r, int n) /^default return type */
{

int year; 
float sum; 
sum=p; 
year = 1; 
while(year <=n)
{

sum = sum * (1+r); 
year = year + 1;

}
retum(sum); /*retums int part of sum */

}
Output:

Enter principal amount, interest rate and period: 5000 0.12 5 
****************************************************

5000 0.12 5 8811.71
****************************************************

The calculated value is passed on to main through statement: 
retum(sum);

Since, by default, the return type of value function is int, the ‘integer’ value of sum at this point is 
returned to main and assigned to the variable amount by the functional call, 

amount = value (principal, inrate, period);
The following events occur, in order, when the above function call is executed.

(1) The function call transfers the control along with copies of the values of the actua. 
arguments to the function value where the formal arguments p, r and n are assigned the 
actual value of principal, inrate, and period respectively.. The called function value 
executed line by line in a normal fashion until the return (sum) ; statement is encounterec 
At this point, the integer value of sum is passed back to the function call in the main and th: 
following indirect assignment occurs.

(2) value(principal, inrate, period) = sum;
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(3) The calling statement is executed normally and the returned value is thus assigned to 
amount, a float variable.

(4) Since amount is a float variable, the returned integer part of sum is converted to floating
point value.

Another important change is the inclusion of second argument to printline() to receive the value 
: .ength of the line from the calling function. Thus, the function call 

printlinef 52);

will transfer the control to the function Printline and assign the following values to the formal
- -gument ch, and len;

ch = 
len = 52;

Vsing Functions
A function can be called by simply using the function name followed by a list of actual

- irameters or arguments), if any, enclosed in parentheses.
Example:

c: mam()
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*: nl, n2, result;
.: at«  "Enter 2 numbers:";
cm»  nl »  n2;
-esult = mul (nl, n2); /* Function call */
.: at «  nl « "  * " « n 2  « "  = " «result; 
crtch();
m im  0;

hen the compiler encounters a function call, the control is transferred to the function mul(). 
fees function is then executed line by line as described and a value is returned when a return 
■unement is encountered. This value is assigned to y.

;ram to show the usage of functions
m

: ecute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
. r jc  ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 "nment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

=r_ ade <iostream>
- * a namespace std;

Nk  jde <conio.h> 
m : mction declaration */ 
m null int x, int y);
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int main()
{

int nl, n2, result; 
cout«  "Enter 2 numbers: 
cin »  nl »  n2;
result = mul (n 1, n2); /* Function call */ 
cout«  nl « "  * " « n 2  « "  = " «result; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}

int mul(int x, int y)
{

int p; /* Local variables */
p = x*y; /*x=10, y=5 */ 
retum(p);

i
Output:

Enter 2 numbers: 5 10 
5 * 10 = 50

The function call sends two integer values nl and n2 which are provided by the user to mul(). 
int mul(int x, int y)

which are assigned to x and y respectively. The function computes the product of x and y, assign 
the result to the local variable p which is returned to the main() and assigned to variable result. There 
are many different ways to call a function.

A function which returns a value can be used in expressions like any other variable.
Each of the following statements is valid:

cout «  mul (p, q); 
y = mul (p, q) / (p+q); 
if (mul (m, n)>total)

cout«  "large”;
However, a function cannot be used on the right side of an assignment statement.

For instance, mul(a, b) = 15; is invalid.
A function that does not return any value may not be used in expressions; but can be called in t: 

perform certain tasks specified in the function.
There are many advantages in using functions in a program as shown below':

1. It facilitates top dowv modular programming. In this programming style, the high leve. 
logic of the overall problem is solved first while the details of each lower level functions is 
addressed later.

2. The length of the source program can be reduced by using functions at appropriate place> 
This factor is critical with microcomputers where memory space is limited.

1.60
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3. It is easy to locate and isolate a faulty function for further investigation.
4. A function may be used by many other programs this means that a C++ programmer can 

build on what others have already done, instead of starting over from scratch.
5. A program can be used to avoid rewriting the same sequence of code two or more locations 

in a program. This is especially useful if the code involved is long or complicated.
Programming teams does a large percentage of programming. If the program is divided into 

c-nprograms, each subprogram can be written by one or two team members of the team rather than 
^i»ing the whole team to work on the complex program

P issing Data by Value

In pass by value parameter passing method, values of actual parameters are copied to function’s 
■: -mal parameters and the two types of parameters are stored in different memory locations. So any 
- ‘rnges made inside functions are not reflected in actual parameters of caller.

Address -----► 48252 24686

Value -----►

Variable-----► a b x y

Figure: Pass by value

1 - fgram to show the usage of function passing data by value

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- cj ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 

1 mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

^de <iostream> 
m n £ namespace std;

- _ce <conio.h> 
vc- non declaration 
: • ■■ ap(int x, int y);

•  Bunt)

:cal variable declaration:
* »  = 100;
nr b = 200;

flici «  "Before swap, value of a :" «  a «  endl;
« c  «  "Before swap, value of b :" «  b «  endl;
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// calling a function to swap the values. 
swap(a, b);

cout«  "After swap, value of a «  a «  endl; 
cout«  "After swap, value of b «  b «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

}

// function definition to swap the values, 
void swap(int x, int y)
{

int temp;
temp = x; /* save the value of x */ 
x = y; /* put y into x */ 
y = temp; /* put x into y */ 
return;

Output:
Before swap, value of a : 100 
Before swap, value of b :200 
After swap, value of a : 100 
After swap, value of b :200

In mainQ, two integer variables a and b are defined. And those integers are passed to a function 
swap() by value. Compiler can identify this is pass by reference because function definition is 

void swapfint x, int y);
The values of actual parameters (variables a and b) are copied to swap() function’s formal 

parameters (variables x and y), the two types of parameters are stored in different memory locations. 
Swapping takes place in the address of the variables x and y. So the changes made inside swap() 
function are not reflected in main() function. Output of the above program shows that there are no 
changes in the values of variables a and b in main(), though they had been interchanged inside the 
swap().

Passing Data by Pointer
The call by pointer method of passing arguments to a function copies the address of an argument 

into the formal parameter (pointers). Inside the function, the pointer variable is used to access the 
actual argument used in the call. In this case, changes made to the parameter inside the function have 
an effect on the argument. To pass the value by pointer, actual parameters are passed to the function 
as address and formal parameters are declared as type pointer.
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A ddress 48252 24686 86256 52482

Value

V a r ia b le ------ ► a b x

Figure: Pass by pointer

: -ogram to show the usage of function passing data by pointer

. :  execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
kdd ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 
^mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

r *. :de <iostream> 
b - c namespace std;

•include <conio.h>
‘-notion declaration 

: : -wapfint *x. int *y);

ar main ()

ocal variable declaration: 
r t  a = 100;
-- b = 200;

oout«  "Before swap, value of a «  a «  endl; 
cr*-t«  "Before swap, value of b «  b «  endl;

-■» _r &a, &b);

—*-t«  "After swap, value of a «  a «  endl; 
a:‘- t«  "After swap, value of b «  b «  endl;

« * 0 ;  
xaam 0;

hr ;::on definition to swap the values. 
■K ■ -ap( int *x, int *y)

nt temp;
=—: = *x; /* save the value at address x */
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*x = *y; /* put y into x */
*y = temp; /* put x into y */

return;
}
Output:

Before swap, value of a ; 100 
Before swap, value of b :200 
After swap, value of a :200 
After swap, value of b : 100 

In this case, the address of Variable is passed during function call rather than the variable itself.
swap(&a, &b); // &a is address of a and &b is address of b 

Since the address is passed instead of value, dereference operator must be used to access the 
value stored in that address.

void swap(int* x, int* y)
f\

}
The *x and *y gives the value stored at address x and y respectively. Since pointer variable x 

contains the address of variable a, anything done to *x changes the value of variable a in main() 
function as well. Similarly, variable b will have same value as *y. Output of passing data by pointer 
shows that values of variables a and b have been interchanged in main(), though they had been 
interchanged inside the swap().

R eference Variables
A reference variable is an alias, that is, another name for an already existing variable. Once a 

reference is initialized with a variable, either the variable name or the reference name may be used to 
refer to the variable.

R eferences vs. Pointers
References are often confused with pointers but three major differences between references and 

pointers are -
> We cannot have NULL references. We must always be able to assume that a reference is 

connected to a legitimate piece of storage.
> Once a reference is initialized to an object, it cannot be changed to refer to another object. 

Pointers can be pointed to another object at any time.
> A reference must be initialized when it is created. Pointers can be initialized at any time.

Creating R eferences in  C++
Think of a variable name as a label attached to the variable's location in memory. We can then

1.64
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'<  of a reference as a second label attached to that memory location. Therefore, we can access the 
-:ents of the variable through either the original variable name or the reference.

For example, suppose we have the following example -  
int i = 10;

We can declare reference variables for i as follows. 
int& r = i;

The & in the above declarations is a known as reference. Now, either the variable name i or the 
-rerence name r may be used to refer to the variable.
: • gram to show the usage o f reference variable

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- id  ' h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

I _ mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
./

* * ude <iostream> 
i nz namespace std;

= ■. ude<conio.h>

nr main ()

ocal variable declaration: 
rt a:
n  &r = a;

1= 10;
- at «  "After assignment a = 10" «endl; 
rout «  "Value of a: " «  a «  endl; 
tout «"Value of variable a reference (i.e, r): " « r ;  
rout «endl «endl;

r = 25;
rout «  "After assignment r = 25" «endl; 
rout «  "Value of a: " «  a «  endl;
:-.>jt «  "Value of variable a reference (i.e, r): " « r ;  
retcht);
"efam 0;

>iTput:

After assignment a = 10 
Value of a: 10
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Value of variable a reference (i.e, r): 10

After assignment r = 25 
Value of a: 25
Value of variable a reference (i.e, r): 25

In the above program variable r is a reference to variable a. Both variable a and r will have the 
same memory location. Any changes made to variable a will be reflected in variable r, similarly 
changes made to variable r will be reflected in variable a.

U sing R eference Variables as Param eters
In pass by reference method the actual value of the argument is not passed. Instead, only the 

reference to that value is passed. Both actual and formal parameters refer to same memory locations, 
so any changes made inside the function are actually reflected in actual parameters of caller.

Address

Value

Variable

48252 24686

Figure: Pass by reference

Program to show the usage of function passing data by reference 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
// function declaration 
void swap(int &x, int &y);

int main ()
{

// local variable declaration: 
int a = 100; 
int b = 200;

cout«  "Before swap, value of a «  a «  endl; 
cout«  "Before swap, value of b :" «  b «  endl;
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swap(a, b);

cout«  "After swap, value of a :" «  a «  endl; 
cout«  "After swap, value of b :" «  b «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

function definition to swap the values, 
oid swap(int &x, int &y)

int temp;
temp = x; /* save the value at x */ 
x = y; /* put y into x */ 
y = temp; /* put x into y */ 
return;

Output:
Before swap, value of a : 100 
Before swap, value of b :200 
After swap, value of a :200 
After swap, value of b :100

In main(), two integer variables a and b are defined and those integers are passed to a function 
swap() by reference. Compiler can identify this is pass by reference because function definition is 

void swap(int& x, int& y) (notice the & sign after data type).
Only the reference (address) of the variables a and b are received in the swap() function and 

swapping takes place in the original address of the variables a and b. In the swap() function, variables 
x and y are formal arguments which are actually same as actual argument variables a and b 
respectively. Output of passing data by reference shows that values of variables a and b have been 
interchanged in main(), though they had been interchanged inside the swap().

D ifferen ce  b e tw een  C all by V alue and  Call by R eferen ce

Call by Value Call by Reference

The actual arguments can be variable or 
constant. The actual arguments can only be variable.

The values of actual argument are sent to formal 
argument which is normal variables.

The reference of actual argument is sent to 
formal argument which is pointer variables.

Any changes made by formal arguments will 
not reflect to actual arguments.

Any changes made by formal arguments will 
reflect to actual arguments.
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Inline F unctions
Inline function is a function that is expanded in line when it is called. When the inline function is 

called whole code of the inline function gets inserted or substituted at the point of inline function call. 
This substitution is performed by the C++ compiler at compile time. Inline function may increase 
efficiency if it is small.

The syntax for defining the function inline is:
inline return-type function-name(parameters)
rt

// function code
}

Why in line fu n ction s?
When a program executes the function call instructions, the CPU stores the memory address of 

the instruction following the function call, copies the arguments of the function on the stack and 
finally transfers control to the specified function. The CPU then executes the function code, stores the 
function return value in a predefined memory location and returns control to the calling function. This 
can become overhead if the execution time of function is less than the switching time from the caller 
function to called function. For functions that are large and/or perform complex tasks, the overhead of 
the function call is usually insignificant compared to the amount of time the function takes to run. 
However, for small, commonly-used functions, the time needed to make the function call is often a lot 
more than the time needed to actually execute the function’s code. This overhead occurs for small 
functions because execution time of small function is less than the switching time. C++ provides an 
inline functions to reduce the function call overhead.

Inlining is only a request to the compiler, not a command. Compiler can ignore the request for 
inlining. Compiler may not perform inlining in such circumstances like:

> If a function contains a loop, (for, while, do-while)
> If a function contains static variables.
> If a function is recursive.
>  If a function return type is other than void, and the return statement doesn’t exist in function 

body.
> If a function contains switch or goto statement.
Inline functions provide following advantages:
> Function call overhead doesn’t occur.
> It also saves the overhead of push/pop variables on the stack when function is called.
> It also saves overhead of a return call from a function.
Inline function disadvantages:
> The added variables from the inline function consumes additional registers
> If too many inline functions are used then the size of the binary executable file will be large, 

because of the duplication of same code.
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> Too much inlining can also reduce our instruction cache hit rate, thus reducing the speed of 
instruction fetch from that of cache memory to that of primary memory.

Program to show the usage of inline function

-  ? execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1 Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•
=mc!ude <iostream>
_5 ng namespace std;

r -elude <conio.h>
- ne int cube(int s)

return s*s*s;

■» main()

.out«  "The cube of 3 is: " «  cube(3) « ”\n";
getch();
return 0;

Output:
The cube of 3 is: 27

Passing Arrays to  F unctions
It is also possible to pass the values of an array to a function.

Passing O ne-D im ensional Array to  F unctions
To pass a one-dimensional an array to a called function, it is sufficient to list the name of the 

irray, without any subscripts, and the size of the array as arguments. For example, the call 
largestfa, n)

will pass the whole array a to the called function. The called function expecting this call must be 
i-nropriately defined. The largest function header might look like, 

float largest!float array[ ], int size)
The function largest is defined to take two arguments, the array name and the size of the array to 

oecifv the number of elements in the array. The declaration of the formal argument array is made as
•blows:

float array[ ];
The pair of brackets informs the compiler that the arguments array is an array of numbers. It is 

- ■ necessary to specify the size of the array here.

1.69
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Program to show the usage of function with 1-D array as parameter
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
// function declaration 
int largest(int af], int n); 
int main ()
{

int arrValues[5] = {3, -4, 65, 24, 48}; 
int result = largest(arrValues, 5); 
cout«  "Largest is " «  result; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
int largest(int a[], int n)
{

int i, max; 
max = a[0]; 
for(i=l; i<n; i++) 

ifi(max < a[i]) 
max = a[i]; 

retum(max);
}
Output:

Largest is 65
The values of actual parameters (arrValues and 5) are copied to largest!) function’s formal 

parameters (a and n). The function largest() finds the largest value in the array and returns it to 
main(). By passing the array name, we are, in fact, passing the address of the array to the called 
function. The array in the called function now refers to the same array stored in the memory. 
Therefore, any changes in the array in the called function will be reflected in the calling function. 
Passing address of parameters to the functions is referred to as pass by address.

Passing Tw o-D im ensional Array to  F unctions
We can also pass multidimensional arrays to functions. The approach is similar to the one we did 

with one-dimensional arrays. The rules are simple.
1. The function must be called by passing onlv the array name.
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2. In the function definition, we must indicate that the array has two dimensions by including 
two sets of brackets.

3. The size of the second dimension must be specified.
4. The prototype declaration should be similar to the function header.

The function given below calculates the sum of the values in a two-dimensional matrix.
Program to show the usage of function with 2-D array as parameter
9
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 

Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
1 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
• f
-rnclude <iostream>
-,:ng namespace std;

-rnclude <conio.h> 
function declaration 

.: J)le sum(int x[2][2], int r, int c); 
mt main ()

int arrValues[2][2] = {
{1,2},
{3,4}

};
:nt result = sumfarrValues, 2.2); 
cout «  "Sum is " «  result; 
getch(); 
return 0;

_ _ble sum(int x[2}[2], int r, int c)

int i j;
double sum = 0.0; 
for (i = 0; i<r; i++) 

for(j=0; j<c; j++) 
sum += x[i][j]; 

return sum;

Output:
Sum is 10

Passing Strings to  F unctions
The strings are treated as character arrays in C, the rules for passing strings to functions are very 

> milar to those for passing arrays to functions.
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Basic rules are:
1. The string to be passed must be declared as a formal argument of the function when it is 

defined. Example: 
void display(char item_name[ ]);
{

1.72

}
2. The function prototype must show that the argument is a string. For the above function 

definition, the prototype can be written as
void display(char str[ ]);

3. A call to the function must have a string array name without subscripts as its actual 
argument. Example:

display(names);
where names is a properly declared string array in the calling function. Like arrays, strings in C 

cannot be passed by value to functions.

1. Explain object oriented programming features supported by C++.
2. Write about applications of C++.
3. Explain the structure of C++ program.
4. Write about tokens in C++.
5. What are the data types available in C++?
6. Write about operators in C++.
7. Explain the branching statement with syntax and example in C++
8. Explain the looping statement with syntax and example in C++
9. Explain the jumping statement with syntax and example in C++

10. What is an array? Explain how to initialize and access array elements.
11. How are strings declared in C++? Write program to concatenate two string.
12. What is a pointer? Explain about pointers and arrays.
13. Write a C++ program to search an element in any array.
14. Write a C++ program to accept n numbers and sort them in ascending order.
15. Write the syntax to declare a function and explain the elements of a function.
16. What is the difference between call by value and call by reference?
17. Write about inline functions.
18. Write a C++ program to show usage of default arguments.
19. Write a C++ program to show function overloading
20. Explain passing arrays to functions and strings to functions.
21. Differentiate between procedural and object oriented programming.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT QUESTION AND ANSWERS
|  MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:

1. Which of the following in OOPS is supported by function overloading and default
arguments features of C++? [bj
(a) Inheritance (b) Polymorphism
(c) Encapsulation (d) None

2. Which of the following concept of oops allows compiler to insert arguments in a
function call if it is not specified? [c]
(a) Call by value (b) all by reference
(c) Default arguments (d) Call by pointer

3. Which of the following concepts of OOPS means exposing only necessary information
to client? [c]
(a) Encapsulation (b) Abstraction
(c) Data hiding (d) Data binding

4. Which of the following concepts means wrapping up of data and functions together?
[b]

(a) Abstraction (b) Encapsulation
(c) Inheritance (d) Polymorphism

5. Which of the following provides a reuse mechanism? [b]
(a) Abstraction (b) Inheritance
(c) Dynamic binding (d) Encapsulation

6. Assigning one or more function body to the same name is called____. [b]
(a) Function Overriding (b) Function Overloading
(c) Both a & b (d) None

7. Which of the following cannot be passed to a function? [d]
(a) Array (b) Reference variable
(c) Object (d) File

8. Among following which will give the size of object or type? [c]
(a) calloc (b) malloc
(c) sizeof (d) realloc

9. In C++ Functions can returns? [d]
(a) array (b) reference
(c) objects (d) all

10. Which of the following is a correct comment? [c]
(a) */ Comments */ (b) ** Comment **
(c) /* Comment */ (d) { Comment }
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11. Which of the following is not a correct variable type? [b]
(a) float (b) real
(c) int (d) double

12. Which of the following is the correct operator to compare two variables? [d]
(a) :== (b) =
(c) equal (d) ==

13. Every statement in C++ program should end with? |cj
(a) % - (b) /
(c) ; (d) $

14. Which of the following cannot be used as identifiers? [d]
(a) Letters (b) Digits
(c) Underscores (d) Spaces

15. To increase the value of c by one which of the following statement is wrong? [c]
(a) C++; (b)c=c+l;
(c) c+l=>c; (d)c+=l;

16. Which of the following is not a valid relational operator? [bj
(a) =  (b) =>
(c)>= (d)<=

17. Which is not a loop structure? [d]
(a) for (b) do while
(c) while (d) repeat until

18. Which of the following is not a looping statement in C++? [b]
(a) while (b) until
(c) do (d) for

19. Which of the following is not a jump statement in C++? |d]
(a) break (b) goto
(c) exit (d) switch

20. Which of the following is selection statement in C++? [d]
(a) break (b) goto
(c) exit (d) switch

|  FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. _______ is a variable which holds the address of another variable. [pointer]
2. When the same function is used for multiple operations it is known a s_______

is a data hiding principle.
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3.
[function overloading] 

[abstraction]
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4. Function overloading is an example o f________ . [polymorphism]
5. _______ gives a new meaning to the existing C++ operators. [operator overloading]
6. _______ is the alternate name for a variable. [reference]
7. Variables that are alive and active throughout the program are called_______ .

[Global variables]
8. A pointer that does not point to any data object is ______ . [null]
9. _____is the only function all C++ programs must contain. [main(j]

10. The directives for the preprocessors begin w ith_____ . [#]
11. Logical expressions produce_____ type results. [bool]
12. Default return type of functions in CPP is ____. [int]
13. In C++ && means______ . [Logical AND]
14. ______ time is a do while loop guaranteed to loop. [One]

|  SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS:

Q. l .  What is OOPS?
Ans. OOPS is abbreviated as Object Oriented Programming system in which programs are 

considered as a collection of objects. Each object is nothing but an instance of a class.
Q. 2. What is encapsulation?
Ans. The process of binding the data and the functions acting on the data together in an entity 

(class) called as encapsulation.
Q. 3. What is abstraction?
Ans. Abstraction refers to hiding the internal implementation and exhibiting only the necessary 

details.
Q. 4. What is inheritance?
Ans. Inheritance is the process of acquiring the properties of the exiting class into the new class. 

The existing class is called as base/parent class and the inherited class is called as 
derived/child class.

Q. 5. What is function overloading?
Ans. Defining several functions with the same name with unique list of parameters is called as 

function overloading.
j. 6. What is a namespace?
\n s. A namespace is the logical division of the code which can be used to resolve the name 

conflict of the identifiers by placing them under different name space.
Q. 7. What is a preprocessor?
xns. Preprocessor is a directive to the compiler to perform certain things before the actual 

compilation process begins.
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Q. 8. What are the basic concepts of OOPS?
Ans. The basic concepts of OOPS and are abstraction, encapsulation,inheritance and 

polymorphism.
Q. 9. What is Polymorphism?
Ans. The word polymorphism means having many forms. Polymorphism means that a call to a 

member function will cause a different function to be executed depending on the type of 
object that invokes the function.

Q. 10. What are different types of arguments?
Ans. There are two types of Arguments.

Call by Value -  Value passed will get modified only inside the function.
Call by Reference -  Value passed will get modified in both inside and outside the functions. 

Q. 11. What are tokens?
Ans. A token is the smallest individual unit in C++ language. Keywords, identifiers, constants, 

string literals and operators are examples of tokens.

♦  ♦ ♦
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functions that manipulate the data, and that keeps both safe from outside interference and misuse. 
C++ supports the properties of encapsulation and data hiding through the creation of user-defined 
types called classes.

2 .1 .1  H iding
Data encapsulation led to the important OOP concept of data hiding. A class is used to combine 

data representation and methods for manipulating that data. The data is accessed by using a public 
method of the class using objects. Data hiding is a software development technique specifically used 
in object-oriented programming (OOP) to hide internal object details (data members). Data hiding 
ensures exclusive data access to class members and protects object integrity by preventing unintended 
or intended changes.

2 .1 .2  A bstract data  ty p e s
An abstraction is a specification of a system that focuses on some essential structure or behavior 

of a real-world. A good abstraction is one in which information that is significant to the user is 
emphasized while details that are immaterial are suppressed. The principles of information hiding is 
used to encapsulate these details.

An abstract data type is a programming language facility for organizing programs into modules 
using criteria that are based on the data structures of the program. The specification of the module 
should provide all information required for using the type, including the allowable values of the date 
and the operations. However, details about the implementation, such as data representations anc 
algorithms for implementing the operations, are hidden within the module. This separation of 
specification from implementation is a key idea of abstract data types.

Each module that defines an abstract data type may include both data declarations and methoc 
definitions. The criteria for organizing the modules emphasize protecting the data structures from 
arbitrary manipulation- malicious or accidental-by other parts of the program. In abstract data types, 
attention is focused on data rather than on control, and the strategy is to form modules consisting of a 
data structure and its associated operations. The objective is to treat these modules in the same way as 
ordinary types, such as integers and reals, are treated. In designing a data type abstraction, we firs: 
specify the functional properties of a data structure and its operations, and then we implement them in 
terms of existing language constructs (and other data types).

2 .1 .3  O bject & C la sses
A class is a blueprint for the object. We can think of class as a sketch (prototype) of a house, b 

contains all the details about the floors, doors, windows etc. Based on these descriptions we build the 
house. House is the object. As, many houses can be made from the same description, we can create 
many objects from a class. A class need to be defined before an object can be created. An object is ar 
instance of a class.

Classes are the most important feature of C++ that leads to object oriented programming. Class is 
a user defined data type, which holds its own data members and member functions, which can be 
accessed and used for creating instance of that class. The variables inside class definition are called as 
data members and the functions are called member functions.

I 2.2 1
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Example:
class Employee
{

int Id;
char Name[25]; 
int Age; 
long Salary;

public:
void GetData(); 
void PutData();

};

Defining an In stan ce o f  a Class
An object is an instance of a class. When class is defined, only the specification for the object is 

: - fned; no memory or storage is allocated. To use the data and access functions defined in the class, 
- :  need to create objects. Instantiation of object means, create an object of class to access its 
-embers. Object is a variable of class type. Class members are accessed using the dot operatorf.) 
■eTA een class's object and class's member name.

Syntax for creating an object of class 
class-name obj;

Example for creating an object of Employee class is as follows: 
class Employee
{

int Id;
charName[25]; 
int Age; 
long Salary;

public:
void GetDataf); 
void PutDataf);

};

int main()
{

Employee Emp;
}

In the above example, an object (Emp) is created of class Employee.

1 1.4 A ttr ib u tes
Attributes are the data members of a class. In the above Employee class the data members are Id, 

f c e ,  Age and Salary. The data members can be declared as private (default), protected or public. 
The nrivate data members can only be accessed by public member function of the class.
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2 .1 .5  M eth od s
Methods are the member functions of a class. In the above Employee class the methods are 

GetData() and PutData(). The member functions can declared as private, protected and public. Only 
public member functions can access the private data of a class.

2 .1 .6  C++ c la ss  d ec la ra tio n
A class is defined in C++ using keyword class followed by the name c f  class. The body of class is 

defined inside the curly brackets and terminated by a semicolon at the end.
Syntax for declaring class -  

class class-name
{

datatype varl; 
datatype var2;

datatype varN; 
method 1(); 
method2();

methodN();
};

Example:
class Employee
{

int Id;
char Name[25]; 
int Age; 
long Salary;

public:
void GetData(); 
void PutData();

};
In the above program a class named Employee is defined. This class has data members: Id, Name. 

Age and Salary, two member functions: GetData() and PutData(). The private keyword makes date 
and functions private, by default the data member and member functions are private. Private data and 
functions can be accessed only from inside the same class. The public keyword makes data and 
functions public. Public data and functions can be accessed out of the class. Here, Id, Name, Age anc 
Salary are private members where as GetData() and PutData() are public members. If we try to access 
private data from outside of the class, compiler throws error. This feature in OOP is known as date 
hiding.

D efining C lass Member F unctions
We can define member function in two way -
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> Inside the class
> outside the class

1. D efining m em ber fu n ction  in sid e th e  c lass
Syntax:

retum_type function_name(argument list)
{

2.5

body of function

}
return_type: Type of value function will return. 
function_name: Can be any valid C++ identifier.
argument list: Represents the type and number of value function will take, values are sent by the 

; ailing statement.
Definition of member function inside class is similar to defining normal function. There is no 

•eed to tell compiler about the class the function belongs to because the definition of member 
'inction is already in the class.
Example of defining member function inside the class
*

- : execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•i
- -elude <iostream>
-• :ng namespace std;

- r.clude <conio.h>

: i>s Employee

mt Id;
char Name[25];
:nt Age; 
eng Salary;

curlic:
oid GetData() // Defining GetData() 

cout«"Enter Employee Id: ";
cin»Id; '
cout«"Enter Employee Name: ";
cin»Name;
cout«"Enter Employee Age: ";
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cin»Age;
cout«"Enter Employee Salary: 
cin»Salary;

}

void PutData() // Defining PutData()
{

cout «endl «"Employee Id: "« Id  «endl; 
cout«"Employee Name: "«Name «endl; 
cout«"Employee Age: "«Age «endl; 
cout«"Employee Salary: "«Salary;

}
};

int main()
{

Employee E; // Creating Object

E.GetData(); // Calling GetDataQ 
E.PutData(); // Calling PutDataQ

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter Employee Id: 101 
Enter Employee Name: Rohan 
Enter Employee Age: 24 
Enter Employee Salary: 35000

Employee Id: 101 
Employee Name: Rohan 
Employee Age: 24 
Employee Salary: 35000

In the above program, we have defined two member functions GetData() and PutData() within 
class. In main(), we created an object E of Employee class and invoke/call member function through 
the object E of Employee class.

2. D efin ing m em ber function  ou tsid e th e  c la ss
Syntax:

retum_type class_name :: function_name(argument list)
{
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body of function

}
retum_type Type of value function will return.
class_name:: A program may contain more than one class and these classes may have similar 

“ ember functions. Class_name:: tells the compiler which class the function belongs to and the scope 
f  the member function is restricted to the class_name. 

function_name: Can be any valid C++ identifier.
argument list: Represents the type and number of value function will take, values are sent by the 

: ailing statement.
Example of defining member function outside class
»
~ ■ execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
' Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
I Tomment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•

-delude <iostream>
_ ng namespace std;
“ ■elude <conio.h>

iis Employee

mt Id;
:harName[25]; 
mt Age; 
ong Salary;

eviebc:
• oid GetDataf);
• oid PutDataf);

d Employee: :GetData() // Defining GetDataf)

cout«"Enter Employee Id: ";
cm»Id;
:out«"Enter Employee Name: "; 
cm»Name;
:out«"Enter Employee Age: ";
;in»Age;
:out«"Enter Employee Salary: ";
:in»Salary;
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}

void Employee::PutData() // Defining PutDataQ
{

cout «endl «"Employee Id: "« Id  «endl; 
cout«"Emp1oyee Name: "«Name «endl; 
cout«"Employee Age: ''«A ge «endl; 
cout«"Employee Salary: "«Salary;

\)

int main()
{

Employee E; // Creating Object

E.GetData(); // Calling GetData()
E.PutData(); // Calling PutData()

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter Employee Id: 202 
Enter Employee Name: Roshan 
Enter Employee Age: 22 
Enter Employee Salary: 20000

Employee Id: 202 
Employee Name: Roshan 
Employee Age: 22 
Employee Salary: 20000 

In the above program, we have declared two member functions GetData() and PutData() within 
class and defined these methods outside the class. In main(), we create an object E of Employee class 
and invoke/call member function through the object E of Employee class.

Why Have Private M embers
Accessing a data member depends solely on the access control of that data member. If its public, 

then the data member can be easily accessed using the direct member access (.) operator with the 
object of that class.

If, the data member is defined as private or protected, then we cannot access the data variables 
directly. Then we will have to create special public member functions to access, use or initialize the 
private and protected data members. In object oriented programming private variables are used to 
enforce proper encapsulation of classes.

2.8
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Separating C lass Sp ecifica tion  from Im plem entation
C++ classes are normally split up into two files. The header file has the extension of .h and 

contains class declarations. The name of the file is usually the same as the name of the class, with a .h 
extension. The member function implementation for a class is stored in a separate .cpp file, which is 
called the class implementation file. The file usually has the same name as the class, with the .cpp 
extension. For example, the Employee class would be declared in the file Employee.h and 
implementation file would be Employee.cpp. By doing this, if the class implementation doesn’t 
change then it won’t need to be recompiled.

The advantages of storing class definition in separate file are
> The class is reusable.
> The clients of the class know what member functions the class provides, how to call them and

what return types to expect.
> The clients do not know how the class's member functions are implemented.
Example:
The Employee class could be split into Employee.h and Employee.cpp files. The Employee class 

•could be declared in the file Employee.h, Employee class member functions would be defined in the 
file Employee.cpp and the client code that includes the main function should be stored by the name 
main.cpp as shown below -

Em ployee.h
: .ass Employee

public:
void GetData(); 
void PutDataf);

r-o tec ted:

rnvate: 
mt Id;
char Name[25]; 
mt Age; 
long Salary;

Em ployee.cpp
- -elude "Employee.h”
~-.clude <iostream>
-eng namespace std;

: :d Employee::GetData() // Defining GetDataf)

:out«"Enter Employee Id: ";
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cin»Id;
cout«"Enter Employee Name: 
cin»Name;
cout«"Enter Employee Age: 
cin»Age;
cout«"Enter Employee Salary: 
cin»Salary;

}

void Employee::PutData() // Defining PutData()
ri

cout «endl «"Employee Id: "« Id  «endl; 
cout«"Employee Name: "«Name «endl; 
cout«"Employee Age: "«Age «endl; 
cou t«”Employee Salary: "«Salary;

}

main.cpp
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ”.h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
/*
/#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
*/
#include <conio.h>
#include "Employee.h"

int main()
{

Employee E; // Creating Object

E.GetData(); // Calling GetData()
E.PutData(); // Calling PutData()

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter Employee Id: 303 
Enter Employee Name: Praveen 
Enter Employee Age: 28
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Enter Employee Salary: 55000

Employee Id: 303 
Employee Name: Praveen 
Employee Age: 28 
Employee Salary: 55000

Inline Member Functions
It is also possible to define the inline function inside the class. In fact, all the functions defined 

inside the class are implicitly inline. Thus, all the restrictions of inline functions are also applied here. 
If we need to explicitly declare inline function in the class then just declare the function inside the 
class and define it outside the class using inline keyword.

For example: 
class Sqr 
{
public:

int squarefint s); // member function
};

inline int Sqr::square(int s) // use inline prefix
{
}

Program to show the usage of inline function 
-*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
I Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•  #
=include <iostream>
_sing namespace std;

include <conio.h>
; -ass Sqr

rublic:
int squarefint s); // member function 

rime int Sqr::square(int s) // use inline prefix

return s*s;
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int main()
{

Sqr obj; // create object of class Sqr
cout«  "The square of 3 is: " «  obj.square(3);
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

The square of 3 is: 9

2.1 .7  State identity and behaviour of an object
Any object has three fundamental aspects:
> Its identity (the name we give it)
> Its state (represented collectively by the values of its member data)
> Its behavior (as provided by the member functions in the public interface of its class)
In real world many examples of object and class like dog, cat, and cow belong to animal's class. 

Each object has state and behaviors. For example a dog has state:- color, name, height, age as well as 
behaviors:- barking, eating, and sleeping.

|  2 .2  PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTORS
A constructor is a special type of member function that initialises an object automatically when it 

is created. Constructor has the same name as that of the class and it does not have any return type. 
Compiler identifies a given member function is a constructor by its name and the return type, 
constructor is always public.

Characteristics of a constructor are -
> Constructor name class name must be same.
> Constructor doesn't return value.
> Constructor is invoked automatically, when the object of class is created.

class A
{

int x;
public:

A(); //Constructor
};

Constructors can be defined either inside the class definition or outside class definition using 
class name and scope resolution :: operator, 

class A 
{

ini i;
public:

A(); //Constructor declared
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};

A:: A() // Constructor definition
{

i=l;
}

Constructors are of three types -
> Default Constructor
> Parameterized Constructor
> Copy Constructor

2 .2 .1  D efau lt C on stru ctor
Default constructor is the constructor which doesn't take any argument. It has no parameter. 
Syntax:

class_name ()
{ Constructor Definition }

Program to show the default constructor

~. execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

I omment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

--.elude <iostream> 
ng namespace std;

- - elude <conio.h>
: Cube

mt side; 
r>jblic:

Cube()

side=25;

nt getSide()

return side;

2.13

tx main()

- -be c:
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cout«  "Value of side is " «c.getSide(); 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Value o f side is 25
In the above program, as soon as the object is created the constructor is called which initializes its 

data members. A  default constructor is so important for initialization o f  object members, that even if 
we do not define a constructor explicitly, the com piler will provide a default constructor implicitly.

2 .2 .2  P a ram eterized  C on stru cto rs
These are the constructors with parameter. This constructor is used to provide different values to 

data members o f  different objects, by passing the appropriate values as argument.
Program to show the usage of parameterized constructor 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class Cube 
{

int side; 
public:

Cube(int x)
{

side=x;
}
int getSide()
{

return side;
}

};

1 2.14 1

int main()
{

Cube c 1(10);
Cube c2(20);
Cube c3(30);

cout«  "Value of cl side is:" «cl.getSide()«endl;
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eout«  "Value of c2 side is: " «c2.getSide()«endl; 
cout«  "Value of c3 side is:" «c3.getSide()«endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Value of cl side is: 10 »
Value of c2 side is: 20 
Value of c3 side is: 30

By using parameterized constructor in the above program, we have initialized 3 objects with user 
jenned values. We can have any number of parameters in a constructor.

2 .2 .3  C opy C on stru ctor
Copy constructor is special type of constructor which takes an object as argument, and is used to 

. oy values of data members of one object into other object. A copy constructor takes a parameter 
• 'ich is reference to its own class type.

Syntax:
ClassName (ClassName &old_obj);

?Togram to show the usage o f copy constructor

T: execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
-id  ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 Iomment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•  a: ...

r .-..ade <iostream> 
is namespace std;

~ ■ - ude <conio.h> 
ude <string.h>

I bass Student

y .
ml Roll; r  
..-at Name[25];
' :at Marks; ‘ •

I  p c c c :

- -dent(int r,char nm[],float m) // Parameterize Constructor

I 2.15

Roll = r;
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strcpy(Name,nm);
Marks = m;

}

Student(Student &S) // Copy Constructor
{

Roll = S.Roll; 
strcpy(Name,S.Name);
Marks = S.Marks;

}

void Display()
{

cout «"Roll: "«Roll «endl; 
cout «"Name: "«Name «endl; 
cout «"Marks: "«Marks «endl;

}
};
int main()
{

Student SI (2,"Shalini",89.63);
Student S2(S1); //Statement 1

cout« " Values in object SI" «endl;
51. DisplayO;

cout «endl «"Values in object S2" «endl;
52. Display();

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Values in object SI 
Roll: 2
Name: Shalini 
Marks: 89.63

Values in object S2 
Roll: 2
Name: Shalini 
Marks: 89.63
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Passing A rgum ents to  C onstructors
These are the constructors with parameter. This constructor is used to provide different values to 

data members of different objects, by passing the appropriate values as argument.
Program to show the usage of parameterized constructor

7: execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
$1
=mclude <iostream>
.sing namespace std;

^include <conio.h>
: ass Cube

int side; 
public:

Cube(int x)
{

side=x; 

int getSide() 

remm side;

rr main()

Cube cl(10); 
lube c2(20);
C ube c3(30);

:: at«  "Value of cl side is: " «cl.getSide()«endl; 
:;eut«  "Value of c2 side is: " «c2.getSide()«endl; 
: : at«  "Value of c3 side is: " «c3.getSide()«endl;

«ch();
•sum 0;

Iwtput:
Value of cl side is: 10 
Value of c2 side is: 20 
Value of c3 side is: 30
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By using parameterized constructor in the above program, we have initialized 3 objects with user 
defined values. We can have any number of parameters in a constructor.

D estructors
Destructor is a special class function which destroys the object as soon as the scope of object 

ends. The destructor is called automatically by the compiler when the object goes out of scope. In 
other words, Destructor is invoked, when compiler comes out form the function where an object is 
created. The syntax for destructor is same as that for the constructor, the class name is used for the 
name of destructor, with a tilde ~ sign as prefix to it.

class A
{

public:
~A();

};
Destructors will never have any arguments.

Program to show the usage of destructor 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h>

class Student
{

int Roll; 
char Name[25]; 
float Marks;

public:

Student() H Default Constructor
{

Roll = 2;
strcpy (Name," Shal ini");
Marks = 89.63;

}

void DisplayO
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cout «"Roll: "«Roll «endl; 
cout «"Name: "«Name «endl; 
cout «"Marks: "«Marks «endl;

-Student() //Destructor 

cout «endl «"End of program." «endl;
{

}
};
int main()
{

Student SI;
Sl.DisplayO; 
getch(); 
return 0;

i
Output:

Roll: 2
Name; Shalini 
Marks: 89.63

End of program.
In the above program, default constructor is automatically called when object SI is created. The 

class data members are initialized in the default constructor. Destructor is automatically called when 
the object S1 goes out of scope in the main().

Overloading C onstructors
More than one constructor with different signature in a class is called function overloading. 

Overloaded constructors have the same name (name of the class) but different number of arguments. 
Depending upon the number and type of arguments passed, specific constructor is called. Signature of 
constructor includes:

> Number of arguments
> Type of arguments
>  Sequence of arguments
When an object is created, the compiler determines the most appropriate constructor to use by 

comparing the signature of the statement which is creating object with the signature of specific 
constructor definition.
Program to show the usage of construction overloading
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
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1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h>

class Student
{

2.20

int Roll; 
char Name[25]; 
float Marks;

public:
Student(int r,char nm[],float mks) // Constructor 1
{

cout «"Constructor 1 called." «endl;
Roll = r;
strcpy(Name, nm);
Marks = mks;

}

Student(int r,float mks,char nm[]) // Constructor 2
{

cout «"Constructor 2 called." «endl;
Roll = r;
strcpy(Name, nm);
Marks = mks;

}

Student(char nm[],int r,float mks) // Constructor 3
{

cout «"Constructor 3 called." «endl;
Roll = r;
strcpy(Name, nm);
Marks = mks;

}

void DisplayO
{

cout«Roll«" "«N am e«" "«Marks «endl;
}
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nt main()

Student S 1(10,"Praveen",75.50);
Student S3(12,65.50,"Roshan");
Student S2("Rohan",l 1,89.00); 
cout«  endl;

S1 .Display();
52. Display();
53. Display();

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Constructor 1 called.
Constructor 2 called.
Constructor 3 called.

10 Praveen 75.5
11 Rohan 89
12 Roshan 65.5

In the above example, there are three constructors with different sequence of arguments. When an 
■ ect is created, the compiler determines the most appropriate constructor to use by comparing the 
gnature of object being created with the signature of specific constructor definition.

Private Member F u n ction s
Although it is normal practice to place all the data items in a private section and all the function

- rublic, some situations may require certain function to be hidden from the outside calls. Tasks such 
. ;eleting an account in a customer file, or providing increment to an employee are event of serious

-sequences and therefore the function handling such task should have restricted access. We can
- i.ce these function in the private section.

A private member function can only be called by another function that is a member of its class. 
: *en an object cannot invoke a private function using the dot operator. Consider a class as defined
aeiow:

: -lss sample 

int m;
void read(void);
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public:
void update(void); 
void write(void);

};
Program to show the usage of private member function
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h>

class sample
{

int m;
void read(void); 

public:
void update(void)
{

cout «"update() called..." «endl;
};
void write(void)
{

cout «"write() called..." «endl;
}

};

int main()
{

sample si;
sl.write(); //public function 
sl.update(); //public function

//si ,read(); //error - trying to access private data

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

write() called... 
update() called...

2.22
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In above program, the public member functions can be easily called by using 
object.function_name. Private member functions can be called from within the public member 
functions. The private member function cannot be accessed by object of the class.

2 .2 .4  In sta n tia t io n  o f  o b jec ts
An object of class represents a single record in memory, if we want more than one record of class 

type, we have to create an array of class or object. As we know, an array is a collection of similar 
type, therefore an array can be a collection of class type.

Syntax for Array of object 
class class-name 
{

datatype varl; 
datatype var2;

2.23

datatype varN;

method 1(); 
method2();

methodN();
};

class-name obj[ size ];
Program to show the usage of array of objects
*

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 

2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
• f
=include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

=include <conio.h>

:lass Employee

int Id;
charName[25]; 
int Age; 
long Salary;

public:
void GetDataf) // Defining GetDataQ
{
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cout«"Enter Employee Id: 
cin»Id;
cout«"Enter Employee Name: 
cin»Name;
cout«"Enter Employee Age: 
cin»Age;
cout«"Enter Employee Salary: 
cin»Salary;

}

void PutData() // Defining PutData()
{

cout «endl «"Employee Id: "« Id  «endl; 
cout«"Employee Name: "«Name «endl; 
cout«"Employee Age: "«Age «endl; 
cout«"Employee Salary: "«Salary;

}
};

int main()
{

int i;
Employee E[3]; // Creating Array of 3 Objects of Employees 
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
{

cout«"Employee details for Employee " « i+ l  «endl;
E[i].GetData();
cout «endl;

}
cout«  "Employee details: " «  endl; 
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
{

E[i].PutData(); 
cout «endl;

}
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Employee details for Employee 1 
Enter Employee Id: 101 
Enter Employee Name: Roshan 
Enter Employee Age: 21 
Enter Employee Salary: 30000
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Employee details for Employee 2 
Enter Employee Id: 102 
Enter Employee Name: Rohan 
Enter Employee Age: 24 
Enter Employee Salary: 40000

Employee details for Employee 3 
Enter Employee Id: 103 
Enter Employee Name: Praveen 
Enter Employee Age: 30 
Enter Employee Salary: 55000

Employee details:

Employee Id: 101 
Employee Name: Roshan 
Employee Age: 21 
Employee Salary: 30000

Employee Id: 102 
Employee Name: Rohan 
Employee Age: 24 
Employee Salary: 40000

Employee Id: 103 
Employee Name: Praveen 
Employee Age: 30 
Employee Salary: 55000

In the above example, we acquire and display the data of 3 employee using array of object. 

Instance an d  S ta t ic  M em bers  

n stan ce variables
Instance variables belong to an instance of a class. Another way of saying that is instance 

wiribles belong to an object, since an object is an instance of a class. Every object has its own copy 
n ~e instance variables.

Example of an instance variable: 
class Taxes
{
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int count; //instance variable 
/*...*/

}

C lass variables
Class variables also known as static member variables. There will be only one copy of the clas ; I 

variable(s) and will be shared with all instances of the class. It’s important to remember that clasf 
variables are also known as static member variables in C++. Each object of the class does not have its I  
own copy of a class variable. Instead, every object shares the one and only copy of that class variable 1 
-  and any changes made to that copy are seen by all of the objects of that class.

S ta tic  Data M embers
A data member of a class can be qualified as static. The properties of a static member variable are I  

similar to that of a C static variable. A static member variable has certain special characteristics I 
These Eire:

> It is initialized to zero when the first object of its class is created. No other initialization is I  
permitted.

> Only one copy of that member is created for the entire class and is shared by all the objects of I  
that c I eiss, no matter how many objects are created.

> It is visible only within the class, but its lifetime is the entire program.
Static variables are normally used to maintain values common to the entire class. The stati: I 

variable has to be initialized outside the class as done by redeclaring the static variable, using the 
scope resolution operator :: to identify which class it belongs to. For example, a static data member I 
can be used as a counter that records the occurrences of all the objects.
Program to show the usage of static data members 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

class item
{ 1 

static int count; //static data member 
int number;

public: v
void getdata(int a)
{ j

number = a; 
count ++;

2.26
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void getcount(void)

cout« "Count: 
cout«  count «endl;

- tem:: count; 

m  main()

::em a,b,c;

cout«  "Before reading data" «endl;
• getcount(); 
r getcount(); 
c getcount();

. getdata(lOO);
: getdata(200);
: getdata(300);

. cut «endl « " After reading data" «endl; 
c getcount(); 
r getcount();
: getcount();

getch(); 
return 0;

l»iitput;
Before reading data 
Count: 0 
Count: 0 
Count: 0

After reading data 
Count: 3 
Count: 3 
Count: 3

sea tic  Member F unctions
By declaring a function member as static, we make it independent of any particular object of the 

A static member function can be called even if no objects of the class exist and the static
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functions are accessed using only the class name and the scope resolution operator Static member 
functions have a class scope and they do not have access to the this pointer of the class. We could use 
a static member function to determine whether some objects of the class have been created or not.

A member function that is declared static has the following properties:
> A static function can have access to only static members declared in the class.
> A static member function can be called with the class name as follows: 

class-name:: function-name;
Note: In the below program, the static function getcount() is called with classname and scope 

resolution (::) operator, object is not required to call static member function.
Program to show the usage of static member function 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

class item
{

static int count; 
int number; 

public:
void getdatafint a)
{

number = a; 
count ++;

}
static void getcount(void)
{

cout«  "Count: "; 
cout«  count «endl;

}
};
int item :: count;

int main()
{

item a,b,c;

cout«  "Before reading data" «endl;

2.28
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item::getcount(); // static function called with classname and :: operator
item::getcount();
item::getcount();

a. getdata(lOO);
b. getdata(200);
c. getdata(300);

cout « e n d l« " After reading data" «endl;
item::getcount(); // static function called with classname and :: operator
item::getcount();
item::getcount();

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Before reading uata 
Count: 0 
Count: 0 
Count: 0

After reading data 
Count: 3 
Count: 3 
Count: 3

Friends o f  C lasses
One of the important concepts of OOP is data hiding, i.e., a non-member function cannot access 

tc object's private or protected data. But, sometimes this restriction may force programmer to write 
:r.g and complex codes. So, there is mechanism built in C++ programming to access private or 

:-:tected data from non-member functions.
This is done using the following
> friend function
> friend class

7nend function
If a function is defined as a friend function then, the private and protected data of a class can be 

-  -essed using the function. The complier knows a given function is a friend function by the use of 
~e keyword friend. For accessing the data, the declaration of a friend function should be made inside

2.29
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the body of the class (can be anywhere inside class either in private or public section) starting with 
keyword friend.

Declaration of friend function 
class class_name 
{

friend retum_type function_name(arguments);

2.30

}
Now, the friend function can be defined as a normal function to access the data of the class. No 

friend keyword is used in the definition. Friend function will be invoked like normal function, without 
any object.

class className
{

friend retum_type functionName(arguments);

}

retum_type functionNamef arguments)
{

// Private and protected data of className can be accessed from 
// this function because it is a friend function of className.

}
Program to show the usage of friend function
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example'- #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

class Distance
{

private: 
int meter; 

public:
Distance)): mefer(0) { }
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//friend function
friend int addFive(Distance);

friend function definition 
addFive(Distance d)

accessing private data from non-member function
d.meter += 5; 
return d.meter;

at main()

Distance D;
;out«"Distance is: " «  addFive(D);

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Distance is: 5

In the above program, friend function addFive() is declared inside Distance class. So, the private 
variable meter can be accessed from this function.

Friend c la ss

Like a friend function, a class can also be made a friend of another class using keyword friend. 
* nen a class is made a friend class, all the member functions of that class becomes friend functions.

2.31

class B; 
class A
{

// class B is a friend class of class A 
friend class B;

}

class B
{

}
- .’gram to show the usage of friend class

m

r xecute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- id " h" extension to "//include <iostream>", example - //include <iostream.h>
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2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;" 
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

class Rectangle
{

int L,B;

public:
Rectangle()
{

L=10;
B=20;

}

friend class Square; // friend class
};

class Square
{

int S;

public:
Square()
{

S=5;
}

void Display(Rectangle Rect)
{

cout«"Length: "«Rect.L «endl; 
cout«"Breadth: "«Rect.B «endl; 
cout«"Side : " « S  «endl;

}
};

int main()
{

Rectangle R;
Square S;

S.Display(R);
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getch();
-eturn 0;

lutput:
Length : 10 
Breadth : 20 
Side : 5

In the above example, we have created two classes Rectangle and Square. In order to access the 
*~ . ate and protected members of Rectangle class by Square class, We have made Square class, a 
~  end class of Rectangle class. Now, Square class can access all data member and member functions 
r  Rectangle class.

•(ember-wise A ssignm ent
Like other variables, objects may be assigned to one another using the = operator. Member wise 

.gnment occurs when one object is initialized with another object’s values. The difference between
- ignment and initialization is assignment occurs between two objects that already exist, and
* realization happens to an object being created. The assignment operator can be overloaded just as 

■ other operators and it can be used to create an objects from an existing objects.
I

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- cd ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 .:  mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

- '.  ude <iostream> 
a - e namespace std;

* . ide <conio.h>

dm& Distance

pr>ne: 
ire feet;
- 1 inches;

■equired constructors
I xstanceQ

eet = 0;
~:hes = 0;

unce(int f, int i)
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feet - f; 
inches = i;

}
void operator = (const Distance &D )
{

feet = D.feet; 
inches = D.inches;

}
// method to display distance 
void displayDistance()
{

cout «"Feet:" « fe e t« "  Inches:" «inches «endl;
}

int main()
{

Distance D 1(11, 10), D2(5, 11);

cout«  "D l:";
D1 ,displayDistance(); 
cout«  "D2:";
D2.displayDistance();

// use assignment operator 
Dl =D2;
cout «endl « " After Dl = D2" «endl; 
cout«  "Dl :";
D1 ,displayDistance();
getch();
return 0;

}
Output;

Dl: Feet: 11 Inches: 10 
D2:Feet:5 Inches:ll

After D 1 = D2 
Dl :Feet:5 Inches: 11

In the above program, object Dl is assigned the value of object D2. The overloaded assignme* 
(=) operator is called, values of object D2 data members are copied to object D l.
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‘-ggregation
Aggregation is a process in which one class defines another class as any entity reference. It is 

: :her way to reuse the class. It is a form of association that represents HAS-A relationship.
Let's see an example of aggregation in below program where Employee class has the reference of 

- : dress class as data member. In such way, it can reuse the members of Address class.
*r xgram to show the usage of aggregation

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
-rd ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 7: mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

ude <iostream> 
a * ̂  namespace std;

*rc ede <conio.h>
- jde <string.h>

Address

? u rh c :

:har addressline[30], city[30], state[30];
- :dress(char addressline[], char city[], char state[])

'trcpy(this->addressline, addressline); 
strcpy(this->city, city); 
strcpy(this->state, state);

2.35

=* ; employee

- idress* address; //Employee has-a address
atfhc:

nt id;
=ar name[30];
Employee(int id, char name[], Address* address)

*his->id = id;
;trepy(this->name,name);
\us->address = address;

d displayO
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coat « id  « "  " «nam e « " "  «address->addressline « "  
cout «address->city « "  " «address->state;

}

int main()
{

Address al = Address("Flat-104,Sec-2", "Hyderabad","Telangana");
Employee el = Employee(102,"Ashwin",&al);
el.displayO;
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

102 Ashwin Flat-104,Sec-2 Hyderabad Telangana

2 .2 .5  D efau lt p aram eter  va lu e
A default parameter is a value provided in function declaration that is automatically assigned r> 

the compiler if caller of the function doesn’t provide a value for the argument with default value. - 
default value has to be provided from right to left in the argument list. Default values have to be 
assigned from right to left in the parameter list. Once default value is used for an argument, i l  
subsequent arguments must have default value.
Program to show the usage of default arguments
f*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
int sumfint a, int b = 20)
{

int result; 
result = a + b; 
return (result);

}

int main ()
{

// local variable declaration: 
int a = 100:
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int b = 200; 
int result;

// calling a function to add the values, 
result = sum(a, b);
cout«  "Total value is «  result«  endl;

// calling a function again as follows, 
result = sum(a);
cout«  "Total value is «  result«  endl;
getch();
return 0;

Output:
Total value is :300 
Total value is : 120

In the above program, the function sum() is called with two arguments a and b having the value 
0 and 200 respectively, returns result as 300. In the next function call sum() is with only one 

argument a having the value 100, as second argument is not provided the default value assigned to b 
> taken i.e, 20, returns result as 120. We don’t have to write two sum functions, only one function 
-orks by using default values for 2nd argument.

2 .2 .6  O bject ty p e s
C++ supports three kinds of object types:
> Fundamental types are built into the language (such as int, float, or double). Instances of 

these fundamental types are often called "variables." Fundamental types in C++ are divided 
into three categories: integral, floating, and void. Integral types are capable of handling whole 
numbers. Floating types are capable of specifying values that may have fractional parts. The 
void type describes an empty set of values.

> Derived types are new types derived from built-in types such as Arrays, Structures and 
Unions.

> Class types are new types created by combining existing types such as Classes.

1 2 .7  C++ garbage c o lle c t io n
Garbage collection is an automatic memory management feature in many modem programming 

irg-cages, such as Java and languages in the .NET framework. The garbage collector attempts to 
iim garbage, or memory occupied by objects that are no longer in use by the program.
In programming languages, such as C and C++, allocating and freeing memory is done manually 

*• rje programmer. Dynamic memory for any data is reserved on the heap. When the program no 
« ~ '  needs the data, the programmer frees that chunk of data with an application programming 
ir r—Gce (API) call. As this process is manually controlled, human error can introduce bugs in the

2.37
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code. Memory leaks occur when the programmer forgets to free up memory after the program no 
longer needs it. Other times, a programmer may try to access a chunk of memory that has already 
been freed, leading to dangling pointers that can cause serious bugs or even crashes.

Programs with an automatic garbage collector try to eliminate these bugs by automatically 
detecting when a piece of data is no longer needed. A garbage collector has two goals -

> Any unused memory should be freed
> No memory should be freed unless the program will not use it anymore.

2 .2 .8  D yn am ic  m em o ry  a llo c a tio n
Dynamic memory allocation means creating memory at runtime. For example, when we declare 

an array, we must provide size of array in our source code to allocate memory at compile time.
But if we need to allocate memory at runtime me must use new operator followed by data type. If 

we need to allocate memory for more than one element, we must provide total number of elements 
required in square bracket[ ]. It will return the address of first byte of memory.

new  operator
The new operator dynamically allocates memory at run time within the heap and returns the 

address of the space allocated.
Syntax:

ptr = new data-type;
//allocate memory for one element

ptr = new data-type [ size ];
//allocate memory for fixed number of element

d elete  operator
The delete operator is used to de-allocate the memory created by new operator at run-time. Once 

the memory is no longer needed it should be freed so that the memory becomes available again for 
other request of dynamic memory.

Syntax:
delete ptr;
//de-allocate memory for one element 

delete[] Ptr;
//de-allocate memory for array 

Program to show usage of new and delete operators
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "//include <iostream>", example - //include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;”
*/
//include <iostream>
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-?mg namespace std;
- nclude <conio.h>

- t  main()

int size,i;
int *ptr;

cout«  "Enter size of Array: 
cin »  size;

Creating memory at run-time and return its address to ptr. 
ptr = new int[size];

for(i=0; i<5; i++) //Input array from user

cout«  "Enter value for number" « i+1 «  
cin »  ptr[i];

2.39

cout«  endl «  "The entered numbers are: "; 
for(i=0; i<5; i++) //Output array to console.

cout«  ptr[i] «  ",

delete[] ptr; //deallocating memory created by new operator

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter size of Array: 5 
Enter value for number 1: 10 
Enter value for number2: 20 
Enter value for number3: 30 
Enter value for number4: 40 
Enter value for number5: 50 

The entered numbers are: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,

2.2.9 Meta class /  Abstract classes
Abstract class is a class which contains at least one Pure Virtual function in it. Abstract classes
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are used to provide an Interface for its derived classes. Classes inheriting an abstract class must 
provide definition to the pure virtual function, otherwise they will also become abstract class.

Pure virtual Functions are virtual functions with no definition. They start with virtual keyword 
and ends with = 0.

The syntax for a pure virtual function is - 
virtual void fQ = 0;

C haracteristics o f  abstract class
> Abstract class cannot be instantiated, but pointers and references of abstract class type can be 

created.
> Abstract class can have normal functions and variables along with a pure virtual function.
> Abstract classes are mainly used for Upcasting, so that its derived classes can use its 

interface.
> Classes inheriting an abstract class must implement all pure virtual functions, or else they will 

become abstract too.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Explain how member functions are defined inside and outside of the class with an example 

program.
2. Explain access specifiers.
3. Write about inline member functions.
4. What are constructors? Write the characteristics of constructors.
5. Explain the different types of constructors with an example program.
6. Explain destructor with an example program.
7. Explain constructor overloading with an example program.
8. Write a program to show the usage of private member functions
9. Explain the use of array of objects with an example program.

10. What is the difference between instance and static members of a class?
11. Write a program to show the usage of static member functions.
12. Explain friend function and friend class with an example program.
13. Explain copy constructor with an example program.
14. Write about object conversion with an example program.
15. What do you mean by aggregation? Write a program to show the usage of aggregation.
16. What do you mean by dynamic memory allocation? Explain new and delete operator.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT QUESTION AND ANSWERS
|  MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:

1. Which of the following is not a type of constructor? (d
(a) Copy (b) Parameterized
(c) Default (d) Friend
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2. Which of the following is not the member of class?
(a) Static function (b) Friend function
(c) Const function (d) Virtual function

3. Which of the following term is used for a function defined inside a class?
(a) Member Variable (b) Member function
(c) Class function (d) Classic function

4. Which of the following operator is used to release the dynamically allocated memory
in CPP? lc]
(a) Remove (b) free
(c) delete (d) both b and c

5. A Constructor that does not have any parameters is called_____Constructor [d]
(a) Custom (b) Dynamic
(c) Static (d) Default

6. When overloading unary operators using Friend function, it requires 
argument/s.
(a) 0 (b) 1
(c) 2 (d) None

7. An operator function is created using_______ keyword.
(a) iterator (b) allocator
(c) constructor (d) operator

8. In CPP, dynamic memory allocation is done using_____ operator. [d]
(a) calloc() (b) malloc()
(c) allocate (d) new

9. A class can contain objects of other classes and this phenomenon is called
(a) Relationship (b) Object Association
(c) Containership (d) None

10. What is actual syntax of destructor in C++ ?
(a) !Classname() (b) @Classname()
(c) $Classname() (d) ~Classname()
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14.

15.

Which of the following is output statement in C++? 
(a) print (b) write
(c) cout (d) cin
Which of the following is input statement in C++? 
(a) cin (b) input
(c) get (d) none

[c]

[a]

|  FILL IN THE BLANKS:

1.
'y

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16. 
17.

Variables of a class are called________
The argument list of function is known as function’s ______ .
A function with no return type is declared a s______ .
_____are class members that are hidden from the outside world.
:: is known a s________ .

______ is an instance of a class.
The function inside a class is known a s______.
Function overloading is an example o f______ .
______ function takes objects as arguments.
In a class all members are_____by default.
A constructor that takes no argument is known a s_____.
The antonym of constructor i s ________ .
The default visibility mode for members of classes in C++ is __
Data members and member functions are enclosed within_____
Static variable declared in a class are also called_________ .
Dynamic allocation of memory is done b y ____operator.
Memory once allocated is released using______ operator.

[data members] 
[parameters] 

[void] 
[private]

[scope resolution operator] 
[object] 

[member function] 
[polymorphism] 

[friend] 
[private] 
[default] 

[destructor]
_____ . [private]
_ . [class]

[class variable] 
[new] 

[delete]

|  SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS:

Q. 1. What is a class?
Ans. Class is a blue print which reflects the entities attributes and actions. Technically defining a 

class is designing an user defined data type.
Q. 2. What is an object?
Ans. An instance of the class is called as object.
Q. 3. List the types of inheritance supported in C++.
Ans. Single, Multilevel, Multiple, Hierarchical and Hybrid.
Q. 4. What is the role of protected access specifier?
Ans. If a class member is protected then it is accessible in the inherited class. However, outside the 

both the private and protected members are not accessible.
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Q.5.
Ans.

Q.6.
Ans.

Q. 7. 
Ans.

Q. 8. 
Ans.

Q. 9. 
Ans.

Q.10.
Ans.

Q . l l .

Ans.

Q. 12. 
Ans.

Q. 13. 
Ans.

Q. 14. 
\ns.

What is an inline function?
A function prefixed with the keyword inline before the function definition is called as inline 
function. The inline functions are faster in execution when compared to normal functions as 
the compiler treats inline functions as macros.
What is a reference variable in C++?
A reference variable is an alias name for the existing variable. Which mean both the variable 
name and reference variable point to the same memory location. Therefore updating on the 
original variable can be achieved using reference variable too.
What is role of static keyword on class member variable?
A static variable does exit though the objects for the respective class are not created. Static 
member variable share a common memory across all the objects created for the respective 
class. A static member variable can be referred using the class name itself.
Explain the static member function.
A static member function can be invoked using the class name as it exits before class objects 
comes into existence. It can access only static members of the class.
What is a constructor?
A constructor is the member function of the class which is having the same as the class name 
and gets executed automatically as soon as the object for the respective class is created.
What is a default constructor? Can we provide one for our class?
Every class does have a constructor provided by the compiler if the programmer doesn’t 
provides one and known as default constructor. A programmer provided constructor with no 
parameters is called as default constructor. In such case compiler doesn’t provides the 
constructor
What is the purpose of ‘delete’ operator?
‘delete’ operator is used to release the dynamic memory which was created using ‘new’ 
operator.
What is a friend function?
A function which is not a member of the class but still can access all the member of the class 
is called so. To make it happen we need to declare within the required class following the 
keyword ‘friend’.
What is a copy constructor?
A copy constructor is the constructor which take same class object reference as the parameter. 
It gets automatically invoked as soon as the object is initialized with another object of the 
same class at the time of its creation.
What is the difference between the keywords struct and class in C++?
By default the members of struct are public and by default the members of the class are 
private.

2.43
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Q. 16. 
Ans. 
Q. 17. 
Ans.

Q. 18. 
Ans.

Q.19.
Ans.

H lt , ,,

Q. 20. 
Ans.

)i t $j Q. 21. 
Ans.

What is the scope resolution operator?
The scope resolution operator is used to
• Resolve the scope of global variables.
• To associate function definition to a class if the function is defined outside the class. 
What is a static variable?
A static local variables retains its value between the function call and the default value is 0. 
What are the different ways of passing parameters to the functions?
The different ways of passing parameters to the functions are Call by value, Call by address 
and Call by reference 
What is ‘cout’?
cout is the object of ostream class. The stream ‘cout’ is by default connected to console 
output device.
What is ‘cin’?
cin is the object of istream class. The stream ‘cin’ is by default connected to console input 
device.
What is the difference between actual and formal parameters?
The parameters sent to the function at calling end are called as actual parameters while at the 
receiving of the function definition called as formal parameters.
What is a virtual destructor?
A virtual destructor ensures that the objects resources are released in the reverse order of the 
object being constructed w.r.t inherited object.

♦  ♦  ♦
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|  3.1 FUNCTION AND OPERATOR OVERLOADING

“unction Overloading
Function overloading is a feature in C++ where two or more functions can have the same name 
different parameters/signature. Function overloading can be considered as an example of 

ymorphism feature in C++. Signature of function includes:
> Number of arguments
> Type of arguments
> Sequence of arguments
When an overloaded function is called, the compiler determines the most appropriate definition to 
by comparing the signature of calling statement with the signature specified in the definitions.

: - -gram to show the usage of function overloading

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
I  \d d ”.h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
1 : Timent out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

« i . -ide <iostream>
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using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
void Area(int r) //Overloaded Function 1
{

float area = 3.14*r*r;
cout«"Area(int r) - Area of Circle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

void Areafint l,int b) //Overloaded Function 2
{

int area = l*b;
cout«"Area(int l,int b) - Area of Rectangle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

void Area(float l,int b) //Overloaded Function 3
{

float area = l*b;
cout«"Area(float l,int b) - Area of Rectangle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

void Areafint 1,float b) //Overloaded Function 4
{

float area = l*b;
cout«"Area(int l,float b) - Area of Rectangle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

int main ()
{

int il=5, i2=3; 
float f==2.1;
Area(il);
Area(il,i2);
Area(il,f);
Area(f,i2); 
getch(); 
return 0;

}

L̂ 2J
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Output:

Area(int r) - Area of Circle is : 78.5 
Area(int l,int b) - Area of Rectangle is : 15 
Areafint 1,float b) - Area of Rectangle is : 10.5

I Area(float l,int b) - Area of Rectangle is : 6.3
In the above example, we have four member functions named Area() having different 

gnature/parameters. Based on the signature corresponding function is called.

Operator O verload ing
An operator is a symbol that tells the compiler to perform specific task. Every operator has their 

•ati functionality to work with built-in data types. Class is user-defined data type and compiler 
: :esn't understand, how to use operators with user-defined data types. To use operators with user- 
;efined data types, they need to be overloaded according to a programmer's requirement.

Operator overloading is a way of providing new implementation of existing operators to work 
ith user-defined data types. An operator can be overloaded by defining a function to it. The function 

•: r operator is declared by using the operator keyword followed by the operator.
To overload an operator, a special operator function is defined inside the class as: 

class className 
{

public
retumType operator symbol (arguments)

}

};
Here, retumType is the return type of the function.
The retumType of the function is followed by operator keyword.
Symbol is the operator symbol we want to overload. Like: +, <, ++ arguments to the operator

*mction can be passed in similar way as functions.
There are two types of operator overloading -
> Binary operator overloading
> Unary operator overloading

3.1.1 O verload ing U nary and B inary O perators  

- Overloading Unary Operators
Unary operator is an operator that takes single operand(variable). Both increment(++) and 

-r-;rement(—) operators are unary operators.
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Program to show the usage of overloading unary operator
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>

class Rectangle
{

int L,B; 

public:
RectangleO //Default Constructor
{

L = 0;
B = 0;

}
void operator++() //operator overloading

{
L = L+2;
B = B+2;

}
void Displays)
{

cout «"Length: " « L  « "  Breadth: " « B  « en d l;

}
};

int main()
{

Rectangle R;

cout «"L ength  Breadth before increment" « en d l;
R.DisplayO;

+-rR;
cout « e n d l «"L ength  Breadth after increment" « en d l;
R.DisplayO;

getch(); 
return 0;

i
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Output:
Length Breadth before increment 
Length: 0 Breadth: 0

Length Breadth after increment 
Length: 2 Breadth: 2

2. Overloading Binary Operators
Binary operator is an operator that takes two operand(variable). Binary operator overloading is 

similar to unary operator overloading except that a binary operator overloading requires an additional 
parameter.

Binary Operators
> Arithmetic operators (+, *, /, %)
> Arithmetic assignment operators (+=, -=, *=, /=, %=)
> Relational operators (>, <, >=, <=, !=, = )

Program to show the usage of overloading binary operator

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

I. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

-Delude <iostream>
_vng namespace std;

"Delude <conio.h>

. ass Rectangle

mt L,B;

r»-bhc:
Rectangle() //Default Constructor

L = 0;
B = 0;

• ectangle(int x,int y) //Parameterize Constructor

L = x;
B = y;

- ectangle operator+(Rectangle Rec) //operator overloading

3.5
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{
Rectangle R;
R.L = L + Rec.L;
R.B = B + Rec.B; 
return R;

}
void Display()
{

cout«"Length: " « L  « "  Breadth: "« B  «endl;
}

};

int main()
{

Rectangle R1(2,5),R2(3,4),R3;

cout«"Rectangle 1:
Rl.Display();

cout«"Rectangle 2:
R2.Display();

R3 = R1 + R2;

cout«"Rectangle 3:
R3.Display();

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Rectangle 1: Length: 2 Breadth: 5 
Rectangle 2: Length: 3 Breadth: 4 
Rectangle 3: Length: 5 Breadth: 9

In the above program, left object R1 invokes operator+() function and right object R2 is passed as 
argument.

3 .1 .2  D ata and T ype C on version s
Operator functions allow classes to work more like built-in data types. Another capability tha: 

operator functions can give classes is automatic type conversion.
Data type conversion happens “behind the scenes” with the built-in data types.
For instance, suppose a program uses the following variables: 

int i;
double d;



The statement below automatically converts the value in i to a floating-point number and stores it 
in d.

d = i;
Likewise, the following statement converts the value in d to an integer (truncating the fractional 

part) and stores it in i. 
i = d;

The same functionality can also be given to class objects. To perform conversion from one user- 
defined type to another we need to provide conversion function.
Program to show the usage of object conversion

*

T o execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example -  #include <iostream.h>

2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*
^include <iostream>
-'ing namespace std;

=include <conio.h>

: ass circle
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rnvate : 
int radius ; 

r  ablic:
circle(int r=0)

{
radius=r;

■ oid display()

cout«  "Circle radius: " «ra d iu s ;

: ass rectangle 

private:
rnt length, breadth ; 

■'.flic :
-ectangle(int l, int b)

length = 1; 
breadth = b ;

rerator circle()
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{
return circle(length) ;

}

3.8

int main()
{

rectangle r (20, 10); 
circle c; 
c = r; 
c.displayO;
getchO;
return 0;

}
Output:

Circle radius: 20
In the above program, when the statement c = r ; is executed the compiler searches for an 

overloaded assignment operator in the class circle which accepts the object of type rectangle. Since 
there is no such overloaded assignment operator, the conversion operator function that converts the 
rectangle object to the circle object is searched in the rectangle class. We have provided such a 
conversion function in the rectangle class. This conversion operator function returns a circle object. 
By default conversion operators have the name and return type same as the object type to which it 
converts to. Here the type of the object is circle and hence the name of the operator function as well 
as the return type is circle.

3 .1 .3  D erived  C la sses  

Inheritance
Inheritance is one of the key features of Object-oriented programming in C++. It allows user to 

create a new class (derived class) from an existing class (base class).
Inheritance is the capability of one class to acquire properties and characteristics from another 

class. The derived class inherits all the features from the base class and can have additional features 
of its own. The class whose properties are inherited by other class is called the Parent or Base or 
Super class. And, the class which inherits properties of other class is called Child or Derived or Sub 
class.

Inheritance makes the code reusable. When we inherit an existing class, all its methods and fields 
become available in the new class, hence code is reused.

Note: All members of a class except Private, are inherited

3 .1 .4  C o n cep t o f  R eu sa b ility
Suppose, in our game, we want three characters - a maths teacher, a footballer and a businessman. 

Since, all of the characters are persons, they can walk and talk. However, they also have some special 
skills. A maths teacher can teach maths, a footballer can play football and a businessman can run a



T'-'.ness. We can individually create three classes who can walk, talk and perform their special skill 
is shown in the figure below.

Maths teacher Footballer Businessman
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Talk ( ) Talk ( ) Talk ( )
Walk () Walk ( ) Walk ( )

Teach Maths ( ) Play Football ( ) Run Business ( )

In each of the classes, we would be copying the same code for walk and talk for each character. If 
b e want to add a new feature - eat, we need to implement the same code for each character. This can 
easily become error prone (when copying) and duplicate codes.

It’d be a lot easier if we had a Person class with basic features like talk, walk, eat, sleep, and add 
-ecial skills to those features as per our characters. This is done using inheritance.

Person

Maths teacher Footballer Businessman

Using inheritance, now we don't implement the same code for walk and talk for each class. We 
.-I need to inherit them. So, for Maths teacher (derived class), we inherit all features of a Person 
-ise class) and add a new feature TeachMaths. Likewise, for a footballer, we inherit all the features 

:: a Person and add a new feature PlayFootball and so on. This makes our code cleaner, 
. - jerstandable and extendable.

It is important to remember: When working with inheritance, each derived class should satisfy the 
.: ndition whether it "is a" base class or not. In the example above, Maths teacher is a Person, 
: otballer is a Person. We cannot have: Businessman is a Business.

Im p lem en tation  o f  In h er ita n ce
class Person
{

};

class MathsTeacher : public Person
{

};

class Footballer : public Person
{
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};
In the above example, class Person is a base class and classes MathsTeacher and Footballer are 

the derived from Person. The derived class appears with the declaration of a class followed by a 
colon, the keyword public and the name of base class from which it is derived. Since, MathsTeacher 
and Footballer are derived from Person, all data member and member function of Person can be 
accessible from them.
Program to show the usage of inheritance
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h>

class Person
{
public:

char profession! 15]; 
int age;

Person()
{

strcpy(profession,"unemployed"); 
age =16;

}
void display!)
{

cout«  "My profession is: " «  profession «  endl; 
cout«  "My age is:" «  age «  endl; 
walk(); 
talk();

}
void walk()
{

cout«  "I can walk."«  endl;
}
void talk()
{

cout«  "I can talk." «  endl;
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}
};

// MathsTeacher class is derived from base class Person, 
class MathsTeacher : public Person
f1
public:

void teachMaths()
{

cout«  "I can teach Maths." «  endl;
}

};

Footballer class is derived from base class Person, 
class Footballer : public Person
{
public:

void playFootballQ
{

cout «  "I can play Football." «  endl;
}

};

int main()
{

MathsTeacher teacher;
strcpyf teacher.profession, "Teacher");
teacher.age = 23;
teacher.display();
teacher.teachMaths();

cout «endl;
Footballer footballer; 
strcpy(footballer.profession,"Footballer"); 
footballer.age =19; 
footballer.display(); 
footballer.playFootball();

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
My profession is: Teacher 
My age is: 23
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I can walk.
I can talk.
I can teach Maths.

My profession is: Footballer 
My age is: 19 
I can walk.
I can talk.
I can play Football.

In this program, Person is a base class, while MathsTeacher and Footballer are derived from 
Person. Person class has two data members - profession and age. It also has two member functions - 
walk() and talk(). Both MathsTeacher and Footballer can access all data members and member 
functions of Person. However, MathsTeacher and Footballer have their own member functions as 
well: teachMaths() and playFootball() respectively. These functions are only accessed by their own 
class.

In the main() function, a new MathsTeacher object teacher is created. Since, it has access to 
Person's data members, profession and age of teacher is set. This data is displayed using the display() 
function defined in the Person class. The teachMaths() function, defined in the MathsTeacher class is 
called. Likewise, a new Footballer object footballer is also created. It has access to Person's data 
members as well, which is displayed by invoking the display() function. The playFootballQ function 
only accessible by the footballer is called then after.

3 .1 .5  V is ib ility  m o d es
You can declare a derived class from a base class with different access control/specifer, i.e,, 

public inheritance, protected inheritance or private inheritance. Access specifier defines the scope of 
members of BaseClass into DerivedClass.

C++ supports the following access specifier:
> Private specifier
> Protected specifier
> Public specifier

Private specifier:
The scope of private members are restricted to its own class. Private members can't be accessed 

by the derived class or in mainQ function.

P rotected  specifier:
The scope of protected members are restricted to its own class and derived class. Protected 

members can be accessed by the derived class but they can't be accessed in mainQ function.
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Public specifier:
Public members can be accessed by its own class, derived class and in main() function, 

class base

3.13

. ass derived : access_specifier base

Note: Either public, protected or private keyword is used in place o f access_specifier term used in 
the above code.

Example o f  public, protected  and private inheritance
. ass base

public:
int x; 

protected:
int y;

private:
int z;

. ass publicDerived: public base

// x is public
// y is protected
// z is not accessible from publicDerived

;aas> protectedDerived: protected base

// x is protected 
// y is protected
// z is not accessible from protectedDerived

"  privateDerived; private base 

// x is private
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II y is private
// z is not accessible from privateDerived

In the above example, we observe the following things:
> base has three member variables: x, y and z which are public, protected and private member 

respectively.
> publicDerived inherits variables x and y as public and protected, z is not inherited as it is a 

private member variable of base.
> protectedDerived inherits variables x and y. Both variables become protected, z is not 

inherited
> If we derive a class derivedFromProtectedDerived from protectedDerived, variables x and y 

are also inherited to the derived class.
> privateDerived inherits variables x and y. Both variables become private, z is not inherited
y  If we derive a class derivedFromPrivateDerived from privateDerived, variables x and y are 

not inherited because they are private variables of privateDerived.

Base C lass A ccess Specification
Below is the access specification of class derived from base class.

Derived Class Derived Class Derived Class
Base class Private Mode Protected Mode Public Mode
Private Not Inherited Not Inherited Not Inherited
Protected Private Protected Protected
Public Private Protected Public

I3 .2  TYPES OF INHERITANCE

C++ supports six types of inheritance as follows:
> Single Inheritance
> Multilevel Inheritance
> Multiple Inheritance
> Hierarchical Inheritance
> Hybrid Inheritance
> Multipath Inheritance

3 .2 .1  S in g le  and  M ultip le In h er ita n ce  

Single Inheritance
A derived class with only one base class is called single inheritance.
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A

B

Figure: Single inheritance

Multiple Inheritance
A derived class with multiple base class is called multiple inheritance. For example, a class Bat is 

:erived from base classes Mammal and WingedAnimal. It makes sense because bat is a mammal as 
• ell as a winged animal.

Figure: Multiple inheritance 

Program to show multiple inheritance

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 

1 I mment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

= -;. ude <iostream>
- namespace std;

- - ; . ude <conio.h> 
t>s Mammal

r'-blic:
'•'.ammal()

.ou t«  "Mammals can give direct birth." «  endl;

a t  - A mgedAnimal

niche:
'  £edAnimal()
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cout« "Winged animal can flap." «  endl;
}

};

class Bat: public Mammal, public WingedAnimal
{

int mainQ
{

// creating object of derived class 
Bat bl; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Mammals can give direct birth.
Winged animal can flap.

The most obvious problem with multiple inheritance occurs during function overriding. Suppose, 
two base classes have a same function which is not overridden in derived class. If we try to call the 
function using the object of the derived class, compiler shows error. It's because compiler doesn't 
know which function to call. For example,

class basel
{
public:

void someFunctionf)
{..... }

i.
class base2
1

void someFunctionf)
{..... }

};
-class derived : public basel, public base2
{

};

int main()
{

derived obj;

obj.someFunctionQ //Error!
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This problem can be solved using scope resolution operator to specify which function to class 
either basel orbase2

int main()

{
obj.basel ::someFunction(); // Function o f basel class is called 
obj.base2::someFunctionQ; // Function o f base2 class is called.

}

3 .2 .2  M u ltileve l In h er ita n ce
A derived class with 

multilevel inheritance.
one base class and that base class is a derived class of another is called

Figure: Multilevel inheritance

Example:
class A
{

};
class B: public A
{

};
class C: public B
/t

};
Here, class B is derived from the base class A and the class C is derived from the derived class B.

Program to show multilevel inheritance
*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 

Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
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#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class A
{

public:
void display()
{ '

cout«"Base class content.1';
}

};

class B : public A
f

};

class C : public B
{

};

int mainQ
{

// creating object of derived class 
Cobj;
obj.displayO;
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Base class content.
In the above program, class C is derived from class B (which is derived from base class A). The 

obj object of class C is defined in the main() function. When the display() function is called, display() 
in class A is executed. It's because there is no display() function in class C and class B. The compiler 
first looks for the display() function in class C. Since the function doesn't exist there, it looks for the 
function in class B (as C is derived from B). The function also doesn't exist in class B, so the compiler 
looks for it in class A (as B is derived from A). If display() function exists in C, the compiler 
overrides displayQ of class A (because of member function overriding).

I 3 .18  1
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-:erarchical Inheritance

Multiple derived classes with same base class is called hierarchical inheritance.

Figure: Hierarchical inheritance 

Syntax of hierarchical Inheritance 
class base_class
{

}

class first_derived_class: public base_class

class second_derived_class: public base_class
{

}

class third_derived_class: public base_class
{

}

-i-brid Inheritance
Combination of multiple and hierarchical inheritance is called hybrid inheritance.

Figure: Hybrid inheritance
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M ultipath Inheritance
A derived class with two base classes and these two base classes have one common base class 

called multipath inheritance.

Figure: Multipath inheritance.

C onstructors and D estructors in  Base and Derived C lasses
Whenever we create an object of a class, the default constructor of that class is invoke: 

automatically to initialize the members of the class. If we inherit a class from another class and creaie 
an object of the derived class, it is clear that the default constructor of the derived class will be 
invoked but before that the default constructor of all of the base classes will be invoke, i.e the order . :  
invocation is that the base class’s default constructor will be invoked first and then the derived class s 
default constructor will be invoked.

Why th e base c la ss ’s  constructor is  called  on creating  an object o f  derived class?
To understand this we will have to recall our knowledge on inheritance. What happens when - 

class is inherited from other? The data members and member functions of base class come: 
automatically in derived class based on the access specifier but the definition of these members exis*_' 
in base class only. So when we create an object of derived class, all of the members of derived clai: 
must be initialized but the inherited members in derived class can only be initialized by the bas; 
class’s constructor as the definition of these members exists in base class only. This is why the 
constructor of base class is called first to initialize all the inherited members.

Order o f  constructor ca ll for sin g le  Inheritance
For single inheritance order of constructor call is, the base class’s constructor is called and the* 

the derived class’s constructor.
Program to show the order of constructor call in single inheritance
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
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base class 
class Base

public:

base class constructor 
Base()
{

cout«  "Inside base class" «  endl;
}

Derived class 
. ass Derived : public Base

public:

Derived class constructor 
DerivcdO
|

cout«  "Inside derived class" «  endl;

ITziH

jm main()

. reating object of derived class 
Derived obj;

getch(); 
return 0;

>utput:
Inside base class 
Inside derived class

>der o f  con stru ctor ca ll for m ultip le Inheritance
For multiple inheritance order of constructor call is, the base class’s constructors are called in the 

■oer of inheritance and then the derived class’s constructor.
*- tram to show the order of constructor call in multiple inheritance
m

- .ute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
- h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

-iment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
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*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
// first base class 
class Basel
{
public:

// base class constructor 
BaselQ
{

cout«  "Inside first base class" «  endl;

}
};

// second base class 
class Base2
{
public:

// base class constructor 
Base2()
{

cout«  "Inside second base class" «  endl;

}
};
// Derived class inherits Basel and Base2 
class Derived : public Basel, public Base2
i\
public:

//sub class constructor 
Derived()
{

cout«  "Inside derived class" «  endl;
i)

};

int main()
/t
// creating object of derived class 

Derived obj;
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getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Inside first base class 
Inside second base class 
Inside derived class

Order o f  constructor and D estructor call for a given  order o f  Inheritance
For a given order of inheritance, first the base class constructor is called followed by derived 

class constructor and destructors are called in the opposite order of that of constructor’s i.e, first the 
derived class destructor is called followed by base class destructor.

Order of Inheritance 
Class C (Base Class 2)

4
Class B (Base Class 1)

4
Class A (Derived Class)

Order of Constructor Call
1. C() Class C’s Constructor)
2. B() (Class B’sConstructor)
3. A() (Class A’s Constructor)

Figure: Order of constructor and destructor call

Program to show the order of constructor and destructor in base and derived classes 
*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 

Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;”
•/
include <iostream>
-sing namespace std;

include <conio.h>
C base class 

class C

public:

//constructor
co
{

3.23

Order of Destructor Call
1. ~A() (Class A’s Destructor)
2. ~B() (Class B’s Destructor)
3. ~ C() (Class C’s Destructor)
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cout«  "Inside C constructor" «  endl;
}
//destructor
~co
{

cout«  "Inside C destructor" «  endl;
}

};

// B class derived from C class 
class B : public C
{
public:

//constructor
BO
{

cout«  "Inside B constructor" «  endl;
1I
//destructor
~B()
{

cout«  "Inside B destructor" «  endl;
}

};

// A class derived from B class 
class A : public B
{
public:

//constructor
AQ
{

cout «  "Inside A constructor" «  endl;
}
//destructor
~A()
r

cout «  "Inside A destructor" «  end!;
}

i ■j >
int mainQ
{

// creating object of derived class
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A obj; 
getch(); 
return 0:

Output:
Inside C constructor 
Inside B constructor 
Inside A constructor 
Inside A destructor 
Inside B destructor 
Inside C destructor

Redefining Base C lass F unctions
If we inherit a class into the derived class and provide a definition for one of the base class's 

unction again inside the derived class, then that function is said to be overridden, and this mechanism 
5 called Function Overriding. Function that is redefined must have exactly the same declaration in 

both base and derived class, that means same name, same return type and same parameter list.
If we create an object of the derived class and call the member function which exists in both 

.asses (base and derived), the member function of the derived class is invoked and the function of 
Tie base class is ignored.

c la ss  Base
{
» * * ft * * « »
public:

void getDataO; < •........... .....................
{

>
>;

c lass  Derived: public Base
{

ft ft ft * « * 3 ft
public:

void getDataO; ------
{

int mainO 
{

Derived ob j ; 
obj .getDataf) ;

>

This function 
will not be 

called

Function
call

Figure: Redefining or overriding base class function

ft
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How to  a ccess  th e  overridden function  in th e base class from th e derived class?
To access the overridden function of the base class from the derived class, scope resolutio: 

operator :: is used. For example, if we want to access getDataQ function of the base class, we can us: 
the following statement in the derived class.

Base::getData();

class Base 

public:
void getDataO;*-------------
{

Punchon 
cafll

>
};

class Derived: public Base 
{

public:
---- ►void getData();

{

Base: :getDataO;

>...... .

Function
cal!2

lo t main()
{

Derived obj; 
— obj. getData(};

Figure: Accessing overridden base class function from derived class 

Program to show overriding/redefining of base class functions 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class Base
{
public:

void DisplayO
{

cout«"Display() method of Base class" «endl;
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}
void Show()
{

cout«"Show() method of Base class" « en d l;
}

class Derived : public Base
{
public:

void DisplayO //overriding method
{

cout«"Display() method of Derived class" « en d l;
}

};

int main()

// creating object of derived class 
Derived Dr;
Dr.DisplayO;
Dr.Show(); 
getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
DisplayO method of Derived class 
Show() method of Base class

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What is operator overloading? Explain the types of operator overloading with examples.
2. What is inheritance? Explain the types of inheritance with an example.
3. Explain access specifiers for inheritance.
4. Explain the working of constructors and destructors in base and derived class.
5. How do you redefine base class functions?
6. Explain multiple inheritance with a program.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT QUESTION AND ANSWERS

|  MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:
1. Which of the following operator is overloaded for object cout? [b]

(a )»  (b )«
(c) + (d) =
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2. Which of the following operators cannot be overloaded? fc]
(a) [ ] (b) ->
(c) ?: (d) *

3. Which of the following keyword is used to overload an operator? [a]
(a) overload (b) operator
(c) friend (d) override

4. While overloading binary operators using member function, it requires ___
argument/s [b]
(a) 0 (b) 1
(c) 2 (d) 3

5. Which of the following is not a type of inheritance? [c]
(a) Multiple (b) Multilevel
(c) Distributive (d) Hierarchical

6. Which of the following header file includes definition of cin and cout? fdj
(a) istream.h (b) ostream.h
(c) iomanip.h (d) iostream.h

7. The default visibility mode while inheriting is? [c]
(a) public (b) protected
(c) private (d) none

8. Which of the following is an invalid visibility label while inheriting a class? [d]
(a) public (b) private
(c) protected (d) friend

9. class X, class Y and class Z are derived from class BASE. This i s ______ inheritance.
[c]

(a) Multiple (b) Multilevel
(c) Hierarchical (d) Single

10. The derivation of Child class from Base class is indicated b y____symbol [b]
(a ) :: (b ):
(c ) ; (d) I

11. The process of deriving a class from another derived class is known as _____
inheritance ? [d]
(a) single (b) dual
(c) multiple (d) multilevel

12. Inheritance only one copy of the class is inherited, when it is defined as? [a]
(a) virtual (b) public
(c) static (d) private
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13. By default, the standard output device for C++ programs is? |b]
(a) Printer (b) Monitor
(c) Modem (d) Disk

14. Which of the following header file does not exist? fc]
(a) <iostream> (b) <string>
(c) <sstring> (d) <ostream>

|  FILL IN THE BLANKS:

1. When a derived class inherits from many base classes, this process is known as ____
inheritance. [multiple]

2. In CPP, cin and cout are the predefined stream________ . [objects]
3. The default access specifier in a class definition is ________  [private]
4. Inheritance is referred to a s_______ relationship. [is a]
5. cout is an _________ . [object]

|  SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS:

Q.l What is the order of objects destroyed in the memory?
Vns. The objects are destroyed in the reverse order of their creation.
Q.2. What is a friend class?
Vns. Class members can gain accessibility over other class member by placing the class 

declaration prefixed with the keyword ‘friend’ in the destination class.
Q. 3. What is early and late binding?
vns. Early binding refers to assignment of values to variables during design time whereas late 

binding refers to assignment of values to variables during run time.
Q. 4. What is operator overloading?
vns. Defining a new job for the existing operator w.r.t the class objects is called as operator 

overloading.
J. 5. What is a destructor? Can it be overloaded?
vns. A destructor is the member function of the class which is having the same name as the class 

name and prefixed with tilde (~) symbol. It gets executed automatically w.r.t the object as 
soon as the object loses its scope. It cannot be overloaded and the only form is without the 
parameters.

♦  ♦  ♦
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|  4.1 POLYMORPHISM
Polymorphism means more than one function with same name, with different working. 

: ymorphism can be static or dynamic. In static polymorphism memory will be allocated at compile- 
me and is also known as early binding and compile-time polymorphism. In dynamic polymorphism 

-emory will be allocated at run-time and also known as late binding and run-time polymorphism. 
Both function overloading and operator overloading are an examples of static polymorphism. Virtual 
sanction is an example of dynamic polymorphism.
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F u n ctio n  O verloading:
Function overloading is an example of static polymorphism. More than one function with same 

name, with different signature in a class or in a same scope is called function overloading.

O perator O verloading:
Another example of static polymorphism is Operator overloading. Operator overloading is a way 

of providing new implementation of existing operators to work with user-defined data types.

|  4 .2  VIRTUAL CLASSES

D iam ond  problem  in  M ultip le In h er ita n ce
The diamond problem occurs when two superclasses of a class have a common base class. For 

example, in the following diagram, the TA class gets two copies of all attributes of Person class, this 
causes ambiguities.

Program to show diamond problem in multiple inheritance 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*1
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class Person
{
// Data members of person 
public:

Person( int x)
{
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cout «  "Person: :Person(int) called" «  endl;
}

};

4,3

..ass Faculty : public Person

data members of Faculty 
public:

Faculty(int x):Person(x)
{

cout«"Faculty::Faculty(int) ca lled"«  endl;
}

. ass Student : public Person

data members of Student
public:

Stuaent(int x):Person(x)
{

cout«"Student::Student(int) ca lled"«  endl;
}

- ass TA : public Faculty, public Student

public:
TA(int x):Student(x), Faculty(x) 

cout«"TA::TA(int) ca lled"«  endl;

r :  main()

TAtal(30); 
getch(); 
rerum 0;

output:
Person: :Person(int) called 
Faculty::Faculty(int) called 
Person::Person(int) called 
Student: :Student(int) called 
TA::TA(int) called
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In the above program, constructor of ‘Person’ is called two times. Destructor of ‘Person’ will also 
be called two times when object ‘ta l’ is destructed. So object ‘ta l ’ has two copies of all members of 
‘Person’, this causes ambiguities. The solution to this problem is ‘virtual’ keyword. We make the 
classes ‘Faculty’ and ‘Student’ as virtual base classes to avoid two copies o f ‘Person’ in ‘TA’ class.
Program to show solution to diamond problem in multiple inheritance
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class Person
{
public:

Person(int x)
{

cout «  "Person::Person(int) called" «  endl;
}
Person()
{

cout«  "Person::Person!) called" «  endl;
}

};

4.4

class Faculty : virtual public Person
{
public:

Faculty(int x):Person(x)
{

cout«"Faculty::Faculty(int) called"« endl;
}

};

class Student: virtual public Person
{
public:

Student(int x):Person(x)
{

cout«"Student::Student!int) called"« endl;
}
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class TA : public Faculty, public Student
{
public:

TA(int x):Student(x), Faculty(x)
{

cout«"TA::TA(int) called"« endl;
}

};

int main()
{

TA tal(30); 
getch(); 
return 0;

I
Output:

Person: :Person() called 
Faculty:: Faculty (in t) called 
Student: :Student(int) called 
TA::TA(int) called

In the above program, constructor of ‘Person’ is called once. One important thing to note in the 
above output is, the default constructor of ‘Person’ is called. When we use ‘virtual’ keyword, the 
default constructor of grandparent class is called by default even if the parent classes explicitly call 
r arameterized constructor.

|  4 .3  POINTER TO DERIVED CLASS
It is possible to declare a pointer that points to the base class as well as the derived class. One 

pointer can point to different classes. For example, A is a base class and B is a derived class. The 
pointer pointing to A can also point to B.
Program to show usage of pointer to the base class and access the member variable of base and 
a e rived class 
■»

7: execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
• f
- aclude <iostream>
-img namespace std; 
include <conio.h>

-.iss A

P
A
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{
public: 

int b;
void displayO
{

cou t«"b  = " «  b «  endl;

}
};
class B : public A
{
public :

int d;
void displayO
{

cout « " b  = " «  b «  endl «  " d = " « d  «  endl;

}
};
int main()
{

A *cp;
A base;
cp=&base;
cp->b=100;

// cp->d=200; Not Accessible

cout « " c p  points to the base object" «  endl; 
cp->displayO;
Bb;
cout«"cp  points to the derived class” «  endl;
cp=&b;
cp->b= 150;

// cp->d=300;.Not accessible 
cp->display();
getchO;
return 0;

}
Output:

cp points to the base object 
b = 100 -
cp points to the deriveu class 
b =  150
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In the above program, A and B are two classes with a one-integer member variable and member 
function. The class B is derived from class A. The pointer cp points to the class A. The variable base 
is an object of the class A. The address of the object base is assigned to pointer cp. The pointer cp can 
access the member variable b, a member of the base class, but cannot access the variable d, a member 
of the derived class. Thus, the following statement is invalid: 

cp->d = 200;
The variable b is an object of class B. The address of object b is assigned to the pointer cp. 

However, b is an object of the derived class; access to the member variable d is not possible. Thus, 
die following statement is invalid: 

cp->d = 300;
Here, cp is a pointer of the base class, and it cannot access the members of the derived class.

|  4 .4  VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS

Virtual function is an example of dynamic polymorphism. Virtual function is used in situation, 
hen we need to invoke derived class function using base class pointer. Virtual function is used in

- tuation, when we need to invoke derived class function using base class pointer. We must declare 
*ase class function as virtual using virtual keyword preceding its normal declaration. The base class
■ set must be of pointer type so that we can dynamically replace the address of base class function 

*ith derived class function. This is how we can achieve "Runtime Polymorphism". If we do not use 
"ual keyword in base class, base class pointer will always execute function defined in base class. 

Program to show usage of virtual functions

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
-idd ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

1 omment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

- - ;!ude <iostream>
» -g namespace std;

Jinciude <conio.h> 
BaseClass

me6c:
*’ ~iial void Display!)

:: jt«"BaseC'lass Display!)" «endl;

c Show()

a  _:«"BaseClass Show()"«endl;
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};

class DerivedClass : public BaseClass
{

public:
void Display()
{

cout«"Derived Class DisplayO" «endl;
}

void Show()
{

cout«"Derived Class Show()" «endl;
}

};

int main()
{

DerivedClass D;

BaseClass *B; //Creating Base Class Pointer 
B = new BaseClass;

B->Display(); //This will invoke Display/) method of Base Class 
B->Show(); //This will invoke Show/) method of Base Class

B=&D;

B->Display(); //This will invoke Display/) method of Derived Class 
//as Display/) method is virtual in Base Class

B->Show(); //This will invoke Show/) method of Base Class 
//as Show/) method is not virtual in Base Class

getch/); 
return 0;

}
Output:

BaseClass Display/)
BaseClass Show/)
Derived Class Display/)
BaseClass Show/)

I 4.8 1
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|  4 .5  RULES FOR VIRTUAL FUNCTION
Following are the rules for virtual function

1. The virtual function should not be static and must be a member of a class.
2. The virtual function may be declared as a friend for another class. An object pointer can 

access the virtual functions.
3. A constructor cannot be declared as virtual, but a destructor can be declared as virtual.
4. The virtual function should be defined in the public section of the class. It is also possible to 

define the virtual function outside the class. In such a case, the declaration is done inside the 
class, and the definition is outside the class. The virtual keyword is used in the declaration 
and not in the function declarator.

5. It is also possible to return a value from virtual functions similar to other functions.
6. The prototype of the virtual function in the base class and derived class should be exactly 

the same. In case of a mismatch, the compiler neglects the virtual function mechanism and 
treats these functions as overloaded functions.

7. If a base class contains a virtual function and if the same function is not redefined in the 
derived classes, in such a case, the base class function is invoked.

|  4 .6  PURE VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS
Pure virtual functions are virtual functions with no definition. They start with virtual keyword and 

ends with = 0. The syntax for a pure virtual function is - 
virtual void f() = 0;

Pure Virtual function must be defined outside the class definition. If we define it inside the class 
definition, complier will give an error. Inline pure virtual definition is illegal.

Abstract class
Abstract class is a class which contains at least one Pure Virtual function in it. Abstract classes 

ire used to provide an Interface for its derived classes. Classes inheriting an abstract class must 
rrovide definition to the pure virtual function, otherwise they will also become abstract class.

Characteristics of abstract class
> Abstract class cannot be instantiated, but pointers and references of abstract class type can be 

created.
> Abstract class can have normal functions and variables along with a pure virtual function.
> Abstract classes are mainly used for Upcasting, so that its derived classes can use its 

interface.
> Classes inheriting an abstract class must implement all pure virtual functions, or else they will 

become abstract too.
Program to show usage o f abstract base class and pure virtual function
m

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
+dd".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>

4.9
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2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h>
class Base //Abstract base class
{
public:

virtual void show() = 0; //Pure Virtual Function
};

class Derived:public Base
X
public:

void show()
{

cout«  "Implementation of virtual function in derived class";
}

};

int main()
{

//Base obj; //Error: Cannot create object of Abstract base class
Base *b; // We can create pointer to Abstract base class
Derived d:
b = &d;
b->show();
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

Implementation of virtual function in derived class 
In the above example Base class is abstract, with pure virtual show() function, hence we cannot 

create object of base class.

W hy c a n ’t  w e crea te  O bject o f  A bstract C lass?
When we create a pure virtual function in Abstract class, we reserve a slot for a function in the 

VTABLEf studied in last topic), but doesn't put any address in that slot. Hence the VTABLE will be 
incomplete. As the VTABLE for Abstract class is incomplete, hence the compiler will not let the 
creation of object for such class and will display an error message whenever you try to do so.

V irtual D estru cto rs
Destructors in the base class can be Virtual. Whenever up-casting is done i.e, base class pointer
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assigned address of derived class object, destructors of the base class must be made virtual for proper 
destruction of the object when the program exits.

Note: Constructors are never virtual, only destructors can be virtual.

U p-casting  w ith o u t v ir tu a l d estru cto r
Lets first see what happens when we do not have a virtual base class destructor

Program to show non-virtual base class destructor
*

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
:. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

include <conio.h> 
class Base

public:
~Base()
{

cout«  "Base Destructor" « en d l;
}

:!ass Derivedrpublic Base

public:
-Derived()

c o u t«  "Derived Destructor" « en d l;
}

nt mainf)

Base* b = new Derived; //Up-casting
delete b; 
getchf);
-etum 0;

p  O utput:

Base Destructor
m the above example, delete b will only call the base class destructor, which is undesirable
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because, then the object of derived class remains undestructed, because its destructor is never called. 
Which results in memory leak.

U p ca stin g  w ith  V irtual D estru cto r
Now let’s see. what happens when we have virtual destructor in the base class.

Program to show virtual destructor in the base class 
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class Base
{
public:

virtual ~Base()
{

cout«  "Base Destructor" «endl;
}

};

class Derived:public Base
{
public:

~Derived()
{

cout« "Derived Destructor" «endl;
}

};
int main()
{

Base* b = new Derived; //Up-casting 
delete b; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Derived Destructor 
Base Destructor

When we have virtual destructor inside the base class, then first derived class's destructor is 
called and then base class's destructor is called, which is the desired behaviour.

I 4 .12
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f 4 .7  STREAM CLASSES

4.13

< iostream > File

Figure: Stream class hierarchy

4 .7 .1  C on so le  or S tandard  I /O  strea m  c la sse s
The console or standard I/O stream classes are
> ios: The stream class represents the super class to maintain common stream properties such as 

format flag, field width, precision and locale.
> ostream: The stream class represents the standard output stream and is used to write on 

standard output device i.e, display screen.
> istream: The stream class represents the standard input stream and is used to read 

information from standard input device i.e, keyboard.
> iostream: The stream class represents the standard I/O stream generally, and has the 

capabilities of both ostream and istream which means it can write information to display 
screen, and read information from keyboard.

To perform console or standard I/O processing in C++, header files <iostream> must be included 
in your C++ source file.

4 .7 .2  F ile  I /O  strea m  c la s se s
The file I/O stream classes are
> ofstream: The stream class represents the output file stream and is used to create files and to 

write information to files
> ifstream: The stream class represents the input file stream and is used to read information 

from files.
> fstream: The stream class represents the file stream generally, and has the capabilities of 

both ofstream and ifstream which means it can create files, write information to files, and 
read information from files.
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To perform file processing in C++, header files <iostream> and <fstream> must be included in 
your C++ source file.

|  4 .8  TYPES OF I/O

C++ I/O  s trea m s can  be broadly  d iv id ed  in to  tw o c a te g o r ie s

1. C onsole or Standard I/O
Here the data flow from standard I/O devices to main memory. Standard input operation is when 

data flows from keyboard to main memory. Standard output operation is when data flows from main 
memory to display screen

2. File I/O
Here the data flow from file to main memory. File input operation is when data flows from a file 

to main memory. File output operation is when data flows from main memory to a file.

|  4 .9  FORMATTING OUTPUTS

Formatted I/O operations can be divided into two categories -
> Formatted Console or Standard I/O operation
> Formatted File I/O operation
Detailed information on formatted I/O operations is provided in section 4.16 below.

|  4 .1 0  FILE POINTERS

Both istream and ostream provide member functions for repositioning the file-position pointer. 
These member functions are as follows -

Member function Description

seekg() moves get pointerfinput) to a specified location

seekp() moves put pointer (output) to a specified location

tellgO gives the current position of the get pointer

tellp() gives the current position of the put pointer

The argument to seekg and seekp normally is a long integer. A second argument can be specified
to indicate the seek direction. The seek direction can be ios::beg (the default) for positioning relative 
to the beginning of a stream, ios::cur for positioning relative to the current position in a stream or 
ios::end for positioning relative to the end of a stream.

The file-position pointer is an integer value that specifies the location in the file as a number of 
bytes from the file's starting location. Few examples of positioning the "get" file-position pointer
are -
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// position to the nth byte of fileObject (assumes ios::beg) 

fileObject.seekg( n );

// position n bytes forward in fileObject 

fiIeObject.seekg( n, ios::cur);

// position n bytes back from end of fileObject 

fileObject.seekg( n, ios::end );

// position at end of fileObject 

fileObject.seekg( 0, ios::end );

purpose only. Following is the standard syntax for open function, which is a member of fstream,

argument of the open member function defines the mode in which the file should be opened.
To open the file myfile.cpp with an ofstream object, declare an instance of an ofstream object and 

rass in the filename as a parameter. The default mode for ofstream object is “ios::out” i.e, the file is 
:pened for writing.

ofstream fout("myfile.cpp");
Opening this file for input works exactly the same way, except it uses an ifstream object. The 

default mode for ifstream object is “ios::in” i.e, the file is opened for reading, 
ifstream fin("myfile.cpp");

Note that fout and fin are names we assign. In the above statement, fout has been used to reflect 
is similarity to cout, and fin has been used to reflect its similarity to cin.

C hanging th e  D efau lt B eh av iou r o f  o fstrea m  on  O pen
The default behaviour upon opening a file is to create the file if it doesn't yet exist and to truncate 

-'<e file (that is, delete all its contents) if it does exist. If we don’t want this default behaviour, we can 
: -• plicitly provide a second argument (mode) to the constructor of our ofstream object.

Below are the modes in which the file can be opened
1. ios::app - Appends to the end of existing files rather than truncating them.

|  4 .11  BUFFER

O pening F ile s  for Input and O utput
A file must be opened before we can read from it or write to it. Either the ofstream or fstream 

object may be used to open a file for writing and ifstream object is used to open a file for reading

•fstream, and ofstream objects.
void open(const char *filename, ios::openmode mode);

Here, the first argument specifies the name and location of the file to be opened and the second
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2. ios::ate - Places us at the end of the file, but we can write data anywhere in the file.
3. ios::in - Open file for reading
4. ios::out - Open file for writing
5. ios::trunc - The default behaviour causes existing files to be truncated.
6. ios::nocreate - If the file does not exist, the open fails.
7. ios::noreplace - If the file does already exist, the open fails.

We can combine two or more of these values by ORing them together. For example if we want to 
open a file in write mode and want to truncate it in case it already exists, following will be the syntax: 

ofstream outfile; outfile.open("file.dat", ios::out | ios::trunc );
Similarly, we can open a file for reading and writing purpose as follows: 

fstream afile;
afile.open("file.dat", ios::out | ios::in );

C losin g  a F ile
When a C++ program terminates it automatically closes flushes all the streams, release all the 

allocated memory and close all the opened files. But it is always a good practice that a programmer 
should close all the opened files before program termination. Following is the standard syntax for 
close function, which is a member of fstream, ifstream, and ofstream objects, 

void closeQ;
Program to read and write from/to a file
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
3. Add “.h” extension to fstream, example - #include <fstream.h>
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <fstream>

int main()
{

char fileName[80]; 
char buffer[255]; // for user input 
cout«  "File name: 
cin »  fileName;

ofstream fout(fileName); // open for writing 
cout«  "Enter text for the file:

4.16
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cin.ignore(l,'\n'); // eat the newline after the file name 
cin.getline(buffer,255); // get the user's input 
fout«  buffer «  endl; // and write it to the file 
fout.close(); // close the file, ready for reopen

ifstream fin(fileName); // reopen for reading 
cout «  endl «  "The contents of the file: 
char ch;
while (fin.get(ch)) 

cout«  ch;

cout «  "***End of file contents.***" «endl; 
fin.close();

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
File name: testl
Enter text for the file: Welcome to File I/O Operations

The contents of the file: Welcome to File I/O Operations 
***End of file contents.***

A buffer (fileName) is set aside for the filename, and another buffer is set aside for user input. 
The user is prompted to enter a filename, and the response is written to the fileName buffer. An 
ofstream object fout is created, which is associated with the new filename. This opens the file; if the 
file already exists, its contents are overwritten. The user is prompted for input. The newline character 
eft over from the user's input of the filename is removed, and the user's input is stored into buffer. 

That input is written to the file along with a newline character, and then the file is closed. The file is 
reopened, this time in input mode, and the contents are read, one character at a time and displayed on 
the screen.

|  4 .1 2  C++ STREAM

C++ Input/Output (I/O) are based on streams, which are sequence of bytes flowing in and out of 
ne programs (just like water and oil flowing through a pipe). In input operations, data bytes flow 
rrom an input source (such as keyboard, file, network or another program) into the program. In output 
: perations, data bytes flow from the program to an output source (such as console, file, network or 
mother program). Streams acts as an intermediaries between the programs and the actual 10 devices, 
3  such a way that frees the programmers from handling the actual devices, so as to archive device 
independent IO operations.
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---------- :--------------- T \ Input Source
* ■  u (Keyboard, file,

Input Stream network, program)

C++ Program
c " " - ------------------------ -^

i------------------ :------- A Output Sink
(_____ = ± ____U (console, file.

Output Stream network, program)

Internal Data Formats: External Data Formats:
Text: char, wchar_t Text in various encodings
int. float, double, (US-ASCII, ISO-8859-1, UCS-2, UTF-8,
etc. UTF-16, UTF-16 BE, UTF16-LE, etc.)

Binary (raw bytes)

Figure: I/O stream

|  4 .1 3  U N FO R M A T TED  C O N SO LE O R  ST A N D A R D  I /O  O PE R A T IO N S

Unformatted I/O operations can be divided into two categories -
> Unformatted Console or Standard I/O operation
> Unformatted File I/O operation

4 .1 3 .1  U nform atted  c o n so le  or stand ard  I /O  o p era tio n s
When a C++ program that includes the iostream classes is being executed, four objects are 

created and initialized, they include the following -
> cout
> cin
> cerr
> clog

1. cout:
cout is an instance of ostream class. The cout object is connected to the standard output device, 

which usually is the display screen. The cout is used in conjunction with the stream insertion 
operator, which is written as «  . The C++ compiler determines the data type of variable to be output 
and selects the appropriate stream insertion operator to display the value. The «  operator is 
overloaded to output data items of built-in types integer, float, double, strings and pointer values. The 
insertion operator «  may be used more than once in a single statement as shown below and endl is 
used to add a new-line at the end of the line, 

char str[] = "Hello C++'; 
cout «  "Value of str is : " «  str «  endl;

Program to show usage of cout «
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
1. Add ".h" extension to "//include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
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2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
•/
=include <iostream>
_sing namespace std; 
include <conio.h>

:nt main()

char str[] = "Hello C++";
cout «  "Value of str is : " «  str «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

Ik-

Output:
Value of str is : Hello C++

2. c in
cin is an instance of istream class. The cin object is connected to the standard input device, which 

dually is the keyboard. The cin is used in conjunction with the stream extraction operator, which is 
written as » .  The C++ compiler determines the data type of the entered value and selects the 
-ppropriate stream extraction operator to extract the value and store it in the given variables. The 
-rream extraction operator »  may be used more than once in a single statement.

To request more than one data you can use the following: 
cin »  name »  age;

This will be equivalent to the following two statements: 
cin »  name; 
cin »  age;

Program to show usage of cin »

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
I Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

..

= ■ elude <iostream>
. e namespace std;
= :  elude <conio.h>

m  main()

erur name[50];

. .it «  "Enter your name: ";
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cin »  name;
cout «  "Your name is: " «  name «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter your name: Rohan 
Your name is: Rohan

3. cerr
cerr is an instance of ostream class. The cerr object is connected to the standard error device, 

which is also a display screen but the object cerr is un-buffered and each stream insertion to cer 
causes its output to appear immediately. The cerr is also used in conjunction with the stream insertion 
operator, which is written as « .
Program to shows usage of cerr «
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

char str[] = "Unable to read...";
cerr «  "Error message: " «  str «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Error message: Unable to read...

4. clog
clog is an instance of ostream class. The clog object is connected to the standard error device 

which is also a display screen but the object clog is buffered. This means that each insertion to clog 
could cause its output to be held in a buffer until the buffer is filled or until the buffer is flushed. The 
clog is also used in conjunction with the stream insertion operator, which is written as « .

4 .20
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Program to shows usage of clog «
*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
1 Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
include <iostream>
-sing namespace std;
=include <conio.h>

nt main()

char str[] = "Unable to read...";
clog «  "Error message; " «  sir «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Error message: Unable to read...

We would not be able to see any difference in cout, cerr and clog with these small examples, but 
- bile waiting and executing big programs then difference becomes obvious. So it is a good practice to 
r  splay error messages using cerr stream to log messages use clog stream.

- .1 3 .2  U n form atted  F ile I /O  o p era tio n
Streams provide a uniform way of dealing with data coming from the keyboard or the hard disk 

md going out to the screen or hard disk. In either case, we can use the insertion and extraction 
rerators or the other related functions and manipulators. To open and close files, we create ifstream 

md ofstream objects as shown below -
To get started with writing to a file, we must first create an ofstream object, and then associate 

rut object with a particular file on our disk. To use ofstream objects, we must be sure to include 
~eam.h in our program.

lo n d itio n  S ta te s
The iostream objects maintain flags that report on the state of your input and output. We can 

cr rck each of these flags using the Boolean functions eof(), bad(), failQ, and goodQ.

eofl)
The function eof() returns true if the iostream object has encountered EOF, end of file. 

md()

The function bad() returns TRUE if we attempt an invalid operation.
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fail()
The function fail() returns TRUE anytime bad() is true or an operation fails. 

good()
The function good() returns TRUE anytime all three of the other functions are FALSE.

|  4 . 1 4  FU N C TIO N S: GET( )

U n form atted  M em ber F u n c tio n s  o f  c in  

1- get()
The member function get() can be used to obtain a single character or a string. It can be called in 

three ways.
> get() without parameters
> get() with one parameters
> get() with three parameters 
1.1. get() without parameters
This member function returns the value of the character found, and will return EOF (end of file) ii 

the end of the file is reached.
Program to shows usage of get() without parameters
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
3. Replace <cstdio> header file with <stdio.h>
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <cstdio>

int main()
{

char ch;
while ( (ch = cin.get()) != EOF)
t

cout «  "ch: " «  ch «  endl;
}

cout«  "Done!"; 
getch(); 
return 0;

f
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Output:
Hello 
ch: H 
ch: e 
ch: 1 
ch: 1 
ch: o 
ch:

(ctrl+z)
Done!

To exit the above program, we must send end of file from the keyboard. On Windows computers 
^se ctrl+z.

1.2 get() with one parameters :
This member function is used to read a character from the standard input. When a character is 

- issed as input to get(), that character is filled with the next character in the input stream.
Program to shows usage of get() with one parameters

execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
. frmment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

-aclude <iostream>
~zng namespace std; 
r r ciude <cor.io.h>

z t main()

char a;
:out«  "Enter a character: 
cm.get(a);
.. - t«  "Entered character is:" «  a «  endl;

fetch();
•e'um 0;

•rput:
Enter a character: h 
Entered character is: h 

i 3  get() with three parameters
. his member function is used to read a string from the standard input. The first parameter is a
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pointer to a character array, the second parameter is the maxim um number o f  characters to read plus 
one, and the third parameter is the termination character.

I f  we enter 20 as the second parameter, get() w ill read 19 characters and then w ill null-terminate 
the string, which it w ill store in the first parameter. The third parameter, the termination character, 
defaults to newline ( V ) .  I f  a termination character is reached before the maximum number o f 
characters is read, a null is written and the termination character is left in the buffer.

P ro g ram  to shows usage of get() w ith th ree  p a ram ete rs
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#inciude <conio.h>

int main()
ix

char stringOne[256]; 
char stringTwo[256];

cout«  "Enter string one:
cin.get(stringOne,256);
cout «  "stringOne: " «  stringOne «  endl;

cout «  "Enter string two: 
cin »  stringTwo;
cout«  "StringTwo: " «  stringTwo «  endl;

getchQ; 
return 0;

}
O u tp u t:

Enter string one: L ife  is beautiful 

stringOne: L ife  is beautiful 

Enter string two: Good morning friends 

StringTwo: Good

W hen cin.get(stringOne,256) is called, the first parameter is the buffer to fill, and the second is 
the m axim um number o f  character and the third parameter is default which is a newline. The string 
entered by user is read till newline character is provided as input, up to maxim um number of 
characters, i.e, 256 in this case. The string "L ife  is beautiful" is stored in first string. Whereas when 
cin »  stringTwo is called, this time the extraction operator is used, because the extraction operator!
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takes everything up to the first white space, the string "Life", with a terminating null character, is 
stored in the second string, which o f  course is not what was intended.

2, getlineQ
getlineQ takes a buffer and a maximum number o f  characters. getlineQ behaves exactly like get(), 

except getlineQ throw's away the terminating character.

Program to shows usage of getlineQ
*

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#inciude <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

include <iostream>
•using namespace std;
•include <conio.h>

:nt mainQ

char stringOne[256J; 
char stringTwo[256];

cout «  "Enter string one:
cin.getline(stringOne,256);
cout«  "stringOne: " «  stringOne «  endl:

cout «  "Enter string two: 
cin »  stringTwo;
cout «  "stringTwo: " «  stringTwo «  endl;

getchQ; 
return 0;

Output:
Enter string one: Life is beautiful 

stringOne: Life is beautiful 
Enter string two: Good morning friends 

StringTwo: Good
When cin.getline(stringOne,256) is called, the first param eter is the buffer to fill, and the second

- die maximum num ber o f  character and the third param eter is default which is a newline. The string 
r'tered  by user is read till newline character is provided as input, up to m aximum num ber o f
- raracters, i.e, 256 in this case. The string "Life is beautiful" is stored in first string. W hereas when 
: n  »  stringTwo is called, this time the extraction operator is used, because the extraction operator

4.25
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takes everything up to the first white space, the string "Life", with a terminating null character, is 
stored in the second string, which of course is not what was intended.

3. ignore()
At times we want to ignore the remaining characters on a line until you hit either end of line 

(EOL) or end of file (EOF). The member function ignore() serves this purpose. ignore() takes two 
parameters, the maximum number of characters to ignore and the termination character. If we write 
ignore) 1O.'Vn'), up to 10 characters will be skipped until a newline character is found.
Program to shows usage of ignore))
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

char stringOne[256]; 
char stringTwo[256J;

cout«  "Enter string one:
cin.ignore(5An');
cin.getline(stringOne,256);
cout«  "stringOne: ” «  stringOne «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

i
Output:

Enter string one: Life is beautiful 
stringOne: is beautiful

In the above program, the first five characters are ignored and the remaining characters till 
newline (‘\n’) is stored in stringOne.

|  4 .1 5  PUT( )

U n form atted  M em ber F u n c tio n s  o f  c o u t

1. put{)
The function put() is used to write a single character to the output device.

4.26
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Program to shows usage of put()
*

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
-include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
include <conio.h>

int main()

char eh;
cout «  "Enter a character:
cin »  eh;

cout«  "The character you entered is: 
cout.put(ch);

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Enter a character: q
The character you entered is: q

2. write()
The function write() works just like the insertion operator ( « ) ,  except that it takes a parameter 

hat tells the function the maximum number of characters to write.
Program to shows usage of write()
*
~o execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 

Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
1 Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"

include <iostream>
_;ing namespace std;
-nclude <conio.h> 
delude <strings.h>

■r main()

:har ch[255];
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cout«  "Enter a string: 
cin.getline(ch,255); 
sz = strlen(ch);

cout«  "The string you entered is: 
cout.write(ch.sz);

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter a string: Welcome to life!
The string you entered is: Welcome to life

|  4 . 1 6  FO R M A TTED  C O N SO L E  O R  ST A N D A R D  I /O  O PE R A T IO N S

Formatted I/O operations can be divided into two categories -
> Formatted Console or Standard I/O operation
> Formatted File I/O operation

4 .1 6 .1  F orm atted  c o n so le  or stan d ard  I / O  o p era tio n s

1. width()
The default width of output will be just enough space to print the number, character, or string in 

the output buffer. We can change this by using width(). As widthQ is a member function, it must be 
invoked with a cout object. It only changes the width of the very next output field and the: 
immediately reverts to the default.
Program to show usage of width()
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

cout «"Width set to 20 ..."; 
cout«  endl «  "Start >"; 
cout.width(20);
cout«  123 «  "< End" «  endl «  endl;
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cout «"W id th  set to 10 
cout «  endl «  "Start >"; 
cout.width(lO);
cout«  123 «  "< End" «  endl; 
cout« "Stait >";
cout«  456 «  "< End" «  endl «  endl;,

cout «"W id th  set to 4 
cout «  endl «  "Start >"; 
cout.width(4);
cout«  123456 «  "< End";

getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
Width set to 20 ...
Start > 123<End

Width set to 10 ...
Start > 123<End
Start >456< End

Width set to 4 ...
Start >123456< End

The first output, prints the number 123 within a field whose width is set to 20 and is reflected in 
ie first line of output. The second output first prints the value 123 in the same field whose width is 

set to 20, and then prints the value 456. Note that 456 is printed in a field whose width is reset to just 
irge enough; as stated, the effect of width() lasts only as long as the very next output. The final 
jtput reflects that setting a width that is smaller than the output is exactly like setting a width that is 
_st large enough.

2. fill()
Normally cout fills the empty field created by a call to widthQ with spaces. At times we may 

s. int to fill the area with other characters, such as asterisks. To do this, we call fill() and pass in as a 
- --ameter the character we want used as a fill character.
Program to show usage of fill()
*

~: execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes 
Xdd ”.h" extension to "#include <!ostream>", example - #include <iostream.h> 

inment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*
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#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

cout «"Width set to 20 
cout«  endl «  "Start >"; 
cout.width(20); 
cout«  123 «  ”< End";

cout«  endl «  "Start >";
cout.width(20);
cout.fill(’*');
cout«  123 «  "< End" «  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output;
Width set to 20 ...
Start > 123<End
Start 123^  Ezird

In the above program, the fill() character is set to asterisks, as reflected in the output.

4 .1 6 .2  F orm a tted  F ile  I /O  O p eration s  

Binary Vs T ext F iles
Text files store everything as text, large numbers such as 54,325 are stored as a string of numerals 

('5', '4', '3', '2', '5')- This can be inefficient, but has the advantage that the text can be read using
simple programs. To help the file system distinguish between text and binary files, C++ provides the 
ios::binary flag.

Binary files can store not only integers and strings, but entire data structures. We can write all the 
data at one time by using the write() method of fstream. If we use write(), we can recover the data 
using read(). Each of these functions expects a pointer to character. We must cast the address of our 
class to be a pointer to character.
Program to write and read to/from a file in binary format
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ”.h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
3. Add “.h" extension to fstream, example - #include <fstream.h>
*/
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=indude <iostream>
..sing namespace std;
=include <conio.h> 
include <fstream>

class employee declaration 
.ass Employee

rrivate : 
int empID; 
char empName[100] ; 
char designation[100]; 

rublic :

function to read employee details 
void readEmployeeC)
{

cout«"Enter Employee Id: " ;
cin»empID;
cin.ignore(l);
cout«"Enter Employee Name: 
cin.getIine(empName,100); 
cout«"Enter Designation: 
cin.getline( designation, 100);

}

function to write employee details 
void displayEmployeeC)

cout«"Employee Id: "«empID«endl; 
cout « ”Employee Name: "«empName«endl; 
cout «"Designation: "«designation«endl;

■ main()

object of Employee class 
-mployee emp;
read employee details 

: np.readEmployee();
. har fileNamef] = "emp.dat";

w rite object into the file 
■"'tream file;
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file.open(fileName,ios::outjios:'.binary);
if(!file)
{

cout«"Error in creating file..." «  endl; 
return -1;

}

file.write((char*)&emp,sizeof(emp));
file.close();
cout«"D ate saved into file the file" «  endl; 

//open file again
file.open(fileName,ios;:in|ios::binary);
if(!file)
{

cout«"Error in opening file..." «  endl; 
return -1;

if(file.read((char*)&emp,sizeof(emp)))

{
cout«endl;
cout«"D ata extracted from file.." «  endl;
//print the object 
emp.displayEmployeeO;

}
else
{

cout«"Error in reading data from file..." «  endl; 
return -1;

}

file.closeO;

gctch(); 
return 0;

/
Output:

Enter Employee Id; 101 
Enter Employee Name: Ashwin Kumar 
Enter Designation: Manager 
Date saved into file the file

Data extracted from file..
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Employee Id: 101
Employee Name: Ashwin Kumar
Designation: Manager

An Employee class is declared, a file is created and opened for output in binary mode. An 
employee object is created and its data is written to the file. The file is closed and reopened for 
reading in binary mode. The data from the file is read into the Employee object, wiping out the 
existing data and replacing it with the data from the file. The Employee object data is displayed on the 
screen by calling the displayEmployee() member function.

[ 4 . 1 7  IOS CLASS FORMAT FUNCTIONS
C++ provides various formatted console I/O functions for formatting the output. The Ios class 

function and flags grants operations common to both input and output. The base class of input and 
output stream classes is ios class. The streambuf is an object of ios class and allows an abstraction for 
connecting to a physical device. Classes derived from it work with files, memory, etc. The ios 
communicates to a streambuf. It keeps information on the state of the streambuf (good, bad, eof, etc.) 
and saves flags for use by istream and ostream. The streambuf class controls the buffer and its related 
member functions.
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Below table describes the functions of ios class.

Function Working
width)) To set the required field width. The output will be displayed in given width.
precision!) To set number of decimal point to a float value.

To set a character to fill in the blank space of a field.
setf() To set various flags for formatting output.
unsetfQ To remove the flag setting

|  4 .1 8  MANIPULATORS
Manipulators are operators used in C++ for formatting output. The data is manipulated by the 

programmer’s choice of display. To use manipulators, We need to include iomanip.h file. Commonly 
_sed manipulators are -

> endl
> setw()
> setfi 11()
> setprecisionf)

endl
endl manipulator is used to terminate a line and flushes the buffer.

D ifference b e tw een  '\n ' and en d l -
When writing output in C++,you can use either std::endl or '\n' to produce a newline, but each has 

- different effect.
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S  std::endl sends a newline character '\n' and flushes the output buffer.
S  '\n' sends the newline character, but does not flush the output buffer.
The distinction is very important if we are writing debugging messages that we need to see 

immediately, we should always use std::endl rather than '\n' to force the flush to take place 
immediately.

The following is an example of how to use both versions, although we cannot see the flushing 
occurring in this example.
Program to show usage of endl
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h” extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

, #include <conio.h>

int main()
{

cout«"Using 'Wn' ...\n"; 
cout«"Line 1 \nLine 2 \nLine 3 \n"; 
cout«"Using end l. . . " «  endl;
c o u t«  "Line 1" «  endl «  "Line 2" «  endl «  "Line 3" «  endl;
getch();
return 0;

}
' *' Output:

Using ’\n' ...
Line 1 
Line 2 
Line 3
Using endl...
Line 1 
Line 2 
Line 3

setw () and  setfill()
setw() manipulator sets the width of the field assigned for the output. The field width determines 

the minimum number of characters to be written in output representations. If the standard width of the 
representation is shorter than the field width, the representation is padded with fill characters (using 
setfill).
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setfillQ character is used in output insertion operations to fill spaces when results have to be 
padded to the field width.

Syntax:
setw( [number_of_characters]); 
setfi 11 ( [character]);

Program to show usage of setw() and setfiil()
*

To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes 
Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example -  #include <iostream.h>

2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
Add ".h" extension to iontanip, example - #include <iomanip.h>

• /
^include <iostream>
^sing namespace std;
=include <conio.h>
^include <iomanip>

r.t main()

cout«  "Using setw().............. " «  endl;
cout «  setw(10) «  11 «  endl; 
cout«  setw(10) «  2222 «  endl; 
cout«  setw(lO) «  33333 «  endl; 
cout«  setw( 10) «  4 «  endl «  endl;

cout « " U s in g  setw() & setfill() [type-1]..." «  endl;
cout«  setfill('O');
cout «  setw(10) «  11 «  endl;
cout «  setw( 10) «  2222 «  endl;
cout«  setw(10) «  33333 «  endl;
cout «  setw(10) «  4 «  endl «  endl;

cout « " U s in g  setw() & setfill() [type-II]..." «  endl; 
cout«  setfill('-') «  setw(TO)«  11 «  endl;
-Out«  setfillC*') «  setw( 10) «  2222 «  endl; 
cout«  setfill('@') «  setwf 10) «  33333 «  endl; 
cout «  setfill('#') «  setw(10) «  4 «  endl;
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getch(); 
return 0;
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Output:
Using setw() 

11
2222
33333

4

1 4-36 1

Using setw() & setfill() [type-1]... 
0000000011 
0000002222 
0000033333 
0000000004

Using setw() & setfillQ [type-II]...
------- 11

* * * * * * 2?22

@@@@@33333
#########4

setprecision()
setprecision() manipulator sets the total number of digits to be displayed, when floating point 

numbers are printed.
Syntax

setprecision([number_of_digits]);

Program to show usage of setprecisionQ
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
3. Add ".h" extension to iomanip, example - #include <iomanip.h>
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <iomanip>

int main()
fI
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c o u t«  setprecision(5)«1234.537« endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

Tutput:
1234.5
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What do you mean by operator overloading and virtual functions?
2. Write the program to show the usage of virtual functions.
3. Explain the characteristics of abstract class. What is pure virtual function? Explain with a 

program.
4. What do you mean by C++ streams? Explain briefly.
5. Explain standard I/O stream classes and file I/O stream classes in detail.
6. Explain unformatted I/O operations.
7. Explain formatted I/O operations.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT QUESTION AND ANSWERS

|  MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:
1. Which of the following concepts means determining at runtime what method to

invoke? [c]
(a) Data hiding (b) Dynamic Typing
(c) Dynamic binding (d) Dynamic loading

2. Which of the following is an abstract data type? [d]
(a) int (b) double
(c) string (d) class

3. Which of the following is the correct class of the object cout? [c]
(a) iostream (b) istream
(c) ostream (d) ifstream

4. Which of the following cannot be used with the keyword virtual? [c]
(a) class (b) member functions
(c) constructor (d) destructor

5. Which of the following concepts is used to implement late binding? [a]
(a) Virtual function (b) Operator function
(c) Const function (d) Static function
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7.

8.

To create an output stream, we must declare the stream to be of class 
(a) ofstream (b) ifstream
(c) iostream (d) None
_____is return type of is_open() function
(a) int (b) bool
(c) float (d) char*

w

[bl

_____is a member function that is declared within a base class and redefined b'
derived class. [*)
(a) virtual function (b) static function
(c) friend function (d) const member

9. Pure Virtual Function is a function equated to ______ . |cj
(a) 1 (b) 2
(c) 0 (d) 3

10. When a virtual function is redefined by the derived class, it is called___. [b
(a) Overloading (b) Overriding
(c) Rewriting (d) All

11. _______ header file is used for manipulators.
(a) iomanipulator.h (b) stdiomanip.h
(c) stdmanip.h (d) iomanip.h

12. _______ Which of the following is not a file opening mode____ _.
(a)ios::ate (b) ios::nocreate
(c) ios::noreplace (d) ios::truncate

Id]

[d]

13. Which among following is used to open a file in binary mode? [d
(a) ios: app (b) ios:: out
(c) ios:: in (d) ios:: binary

14. Offset counted from the current position using? (c
(a) ios::eurr (b) ios::cr
(c)ios::cur (d) ios::current

15. Which among is used for positioning relative to the beginning of a stream? [b
(a) ios::start (b)ios::beg
(c) ios::begin (d) ios: beginning

16. Which is among following is used to Open a file for output and move the read/writt
[acontrol to the end of the file ?

(a) ios::ate
(c) ios::ann

(b) ios::at
(d) ios::end
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|  FILL IN T H E  BLANK S:

1. The stream class is to only read from files i s _________ . [ifstream]
2. To perform File I/O operations, we must use_____________ header file. [fstream]
3. Instance of an_______ class can be created. «\ [Abstract]
4. If a class contains pure virtual function, then it is termed a s_______ . [Abstract Class]
5. By default, the standard input device for C++ programs is _______ . [keyboard]
6. The stream class which is used to both read and write on files i s _______ . [fstream]
7. ______ stream class is to only write on files. [ofstream]

|  SH O R T  A N SW E R  Q U E ST IO N S:

Q.l. What is a pure virtual function?
Ans. A virtual function with no function body and assigned with a value zero is called as pure 

virtual function.
Q.2. What is an abstract class in C++?
Ans. A class with at least one pure virtual function is called as abstract class. We cannot instantiate 

an abstract class.
Q. 3. Name the default standard streams in C++.
Ans. cin, cout, cerr and clog.
Q. 4. What is the role of the file opening mode ios::trunk?
Ans. If the file already exists, its content will be truncated before opening the file.
Q. 5. What is function overriding?
\ns. Defining the functions within the base and derived class with the same signature and name 

where the base class’s function is virtual.
Q. 6. What does the keyword virtual represented in the method definition?
Ans. It means, we can override the method.
Q. 7. What is dynamic or run time polymorphism?
\ns. Dynamic or Run time polymorphism is also known as method overriding in which call to an 

overridden function is resolved during run time, not at the compile time.

♦  ♦  ♦
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|  5 .1  E X C E P T IO N S IN C++ PR O G R A M S

An exception is a problem that arises during the execution of a program. A C++ exception is a 
■esponse to an exceptional circumstance that arises while a program is running, such as an attempt to 
divide by zero.

In trodu ction
An exception is a situation, which occurred by the runtime error. In other words, an exception is a 

-jntime error. An exception may result in loss of data or an abnormal execution of program. 
Exception handling is a mechanism that allows you to take appropriate action to avoid runtime errors.

Exceptions provide a way to transfer control from one part of a program to another. It should be 
■ red that the exceptions are not intended to be used as an alternative to a normal data checking that 
-ay  be done in the program. Exception should be used or applied near the disastrous conditions that 
-ight arise in the program.

5.1.1 Try and  C atch  E x p ress io n s
C++ provides three keywords to support exception handling.

1. Try: The try block contain statements which may generate exceptions.
2. Throw: When an exception occur in try block, it is thrown to the catch block using throw 

keyword.
3. Catch: The catch block defines the action to be taken, when an exception occur.
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T hrow ing an  E x cep tio n
Assuming a block will raise an exception, a method catches an exception using a combination of 

the try and catch keywords. A try/catch block is placed around the code that might generate an 
exception. Code within a try/catch block is referred to as protected code, and the syntax for using 
try/catch as follows -  

try 
{

// protected code
}

catch( ExceptionName e l )
{

// catch block
}

catch( ExceptionName e2 )
{

// catch block

catch( ExceptionName eN )
{

// catch block
}

There can be multiple catch statements to catch different type of exceptions in case the try block 
raises more than one exception in different situations.

The general form of try-catch block is shown below

tty
{

Runtime error occur

}
catchf Exception Ex)
{

throws
exception
object
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the throw statement determines a type for the exception and can be any expression and the type of the 
result of the expression determines the type of exception thrown.

Following is an example of throwing an exception when dividing by zero condition occurs -  
double division(int a. int b)

if( b =  0 )
{

throw "Division by zero condition!";
}

return (ad?);
}

C atch ing E x cep tio n s
The catch block following the try block catches any exception. We can specify what type of 

exception we want to catch and this is determined by the exception declaration that appears in 
rarentheses following the keyword catch.

try
{

// protected code
}

catch( ExceptionName e )
{
// code to handle ExceptionName exception

}
Above code will catch an exception of ExceptionName type. If we want to specify that a catch 

- :ck should handle any type of exception that is thrown in a try block, we must put an ellipsis, ..., 
• 'ween the parentheses enclosing the exception declaration as follows -

try
{

// protected code
}

catch(...)
{
7 code to handle any exception

}
The following is an example, which throws a division by zero exception and we catch it in catch

i!w c i r

*'»»eram to show exception handling

C -+ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling.
9mm : ode can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++
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*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <exception>

double division(int a, int b); // function declaration
int ijnain()
rx

int x = 50; 
int y = 0; 
double z = 0;

try
{

z = division(x, y); 
cout«  z «  endl;

}
catch (const char* msg)
{

cerr «  msg «  endl;
}
getch(); 
return 0;

}

double division(int a, int b)
{

if( b =  0 )
{

throw*"Division by zero condition!";
}
return (a/b);

}
Output:

Division by zero condition!

T he m ain  a d v a n ta g es o f  e x c e p t io n  h an d lin g  over tra d itio n a l error h an d lin g  -
1. Separation of Error Handling code from Normal Code: In traditional error handling code, 

there are always if else conditions to handle errors. These conditions and the code to handle errors ge: 
mixed up with the normal flow. This makes the code less readable and maintainable. With try cater 
blocks, the code for error handling becomes separate from the normal flow.
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2. Functions/Methods can handle any exceptions they choose: A function can throw many 
exceptions, but may choose to handle some of them. The other exceptions which are thrown, but not 
caught can be handled by caller.

3. Grouping of Error Types: In C++, both basic types and objects can be thrown as exception.
We can create a hierarchy of exception objects, group exceptions in namespaces or classes, categorize 
them according to types.

5 .1 .2  E x cep tio n s  w ith  a rgu m en ts

Object-O riented E xception  H andling w ith  C lasses
The C++ Standard library provides a base class specifically designed to declare objects to be 

thrown as exceptions. It is called std::exception and is defined in the <exception> header. This class 
has a virtual member function called what() that returns a null-terminated character sequence (of type 
char *) and that can be overwritten in derived classes to contain some sort of description of the 
exception.
Program to show object oriented exception handling with classes
/* .1
Turbo C++ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling.
Below code can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
^include <exception>

class myexception: public exception
{

virtual const char* whatQ const throw()
{

return "My exception happened";
}

} myex;

int main()
{

try
/\

throw myex;
}
catch (exception& e)
{

cout«  e.whatf)«  endl;
}
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getchQ; 
return 0;

}
Output:

My exception happened
We have placed a handler that catches exception objects by reference (notice the ampersand & 

after the type), therefore this catches our myex object of type my exception which is a class derived 
from exception.

All exceptions thrown by components of the C++ standard library throw exceptions derived from

5.6

this exception class. These are:
Exception Description

bad._alloc Thrown by new on allocation failure
bad_cast Thrown by dynamic_cast when it fails in a dynamic cast
bad_exception Thrown by certain dynamic exception specifiers
bad_typeid Thrown by typeid
bad_fimction_call Thrown by empty function objects
bad_weak_ptr Thrown by shared_ptr when passed a bad weak_ptr

Also deriving from exception, header <exception> defines two generic exception types that can 
be inherited by custom exceptions to report errors:

Exception Description

logic_error Error related to the internal logic of the program

runtime_error Error detected during runtime

M ultip le E x cep tio n s
A single try statement can have multiple catch statements. Execution of particular catch block 

depends on the type of exception thrown by the throw' keyword. If throw keyword send exception of 
integer type, catch block with integer parameter will get execute.
Program to show multiple exceptions
/*
Turbo C++ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling.
Below code can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <exception>

int mainQ
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{
int a;
cout«  "Enter 1,2 or 3 for int, char or float exception respectively:
cin »  a;
try
{

if(a= l)
throw a; //throwing integer exception 

else if(a==2)
throw 'A'; //throwing character exception 

else if(a==3)
throw 4.5; //throwing float exception

}
catch(int a)
{

cout«"Integer exception caught." «endl;
}
catch(char ch)
{

cout«"Character exception caught." «endl;
}
catch(double d)
{

cout«"Double exception caught." «endl;
}

cout«"End of program.";
getch();
return 0;

\/
Output:

Enter 1, 2 or 3 for int, char or float exception respectively: 1
In teger excep tion  caught.

C atch  All E x cep tio n s
The above example will catch only three types of exceptions that are integer, character and 

double. If an exception occur of long type, no catch block will get execute and abnormal program 
termination will occur. To avoid this, we can use the catch statement with three dots as parameter (...) 
1 that i t  can h an dle  a ll ty p e s  o f  excep tion s.

■ - gram to catch all exceptions

" .no C++ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling.
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Below code can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++
*/

#inc\ude <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <exception>

int main()
{

int a;
cout «  "Enter 1, 2 or 3 for int, char or float exception respectively: 
cin »  a; 
try
{

if(a= l)
throw a; //throwing integer exception 

else if(a==2)
throw 'A'; //throwing character exception 

else if(a=3)
throw 4.5; //throwing float exception

}
catchf...)
{

cout«"Exception occurred." «endl;
}

cout«"End of program."; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter 1, 2 or 3 for int, char or float exception respectively: 2 
Exception occurred.
End of program.

In the above program, there is only one catch (...) statement that will handle any type of 
exception.

E xtra ctin g  D ata from  th e  E x cep tio n  C lass
The C++ Standard library provides a base class specifically designed to declare objects to be
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thrown as exceptions. It is called std::exception and is defined in the <exception> header. This class 
has a virtual member function called what() that returns a null-terminated character sequence (of type 
char *) and we have not overwritten in the derived class to get the exception class implementation i.e, 
data from the base class. The base class implementation the what() function returns string 
“std: exception”, which is displayed as the output.
Program to extract data from exception class 
/*
Turbo C++ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling.
Below code can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <exception>

class myexception: public exception
ix

// Empty, to extract data from the exception class 
} myex;

int main()
{

try
{

throw myex;
}
catch (exception& e)
{

cout«  e.what() «  endl;
}
getch(); 
return 0;

Output:
std::exception

R e-throw ing an  E x cep tio n
Rethrowing exception is possible, where we have an inner and outer try-catch statements (nested 

try-catch). An exception to be thrown from inner catch block to outer catch block is called rethrowing 
exception.

5.9
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The general form of re-throwing exceptions is shown below

5.10

Program to show re-throwing an exception
/*
Turbo C++ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling. 
Below code can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++
*/

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <exception>

int main()
{

int a=l; 
try
{

try
{

throw a;
}
catchfint x)
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{
cout«"Exception in inner try-catch block." «endl; 
throw x;

}
}
catch(int n)
{

cout«"Exception in outer try-catch block." «endl;
}

cout«"End of program." «endl;
getch();
return 0;

Output:
Exception in inner try-catch block.
Exception in outer try-catch block.
End of program.

H andling th e  bad_alloc E x cep tio n
A typical example where standard exceptions need to be checked for is on memory allocation. 

The bad_alloc exception is thrown by new operator on memory allocation failure.
Program to show the bad_al!oc exception handling
/*
Turbo C++ and Borland C++ do not support exception handling.
Below code can be executed in CodeBlocks or Dev C++

^include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
^include <conio.h>
^include <exception>

int main()
{

try
{

int* myarray= new int[990000000];
}
catch (exception& e)
{

cout «  "Standard exception: " «  e.what() «  endl;
}
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getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Standard exception: std::bad_array_new_length 
The exception that may be caught by the exception handler in above example is a bad_alloc. 

Because bad__alloc is derived from the standard base class exception, it can be caught.

|  5 .2  DATA STRUCTURES
Data structure is a method of collecting and organizing large amount of data more efficiently so 

that any operation on that data becomes easy.

5 .2 .1  In tro d u ctio n
Any data structure is designed to organize data to suit a specific purpose so that it can be accessed 

and worked with in appropriate ways. A data structure may be selected or designed to store data for 
the purpose of working on it with various algorithms. For example, we have data player's name 
"Virat" and age 26. Here "Virat" is of string data type and 26 is of integer data type. We can organize 
this data as a record like Player record. Now we can collect and store player's records in a file or 
database as a data structure. For example: "Dhoni" 30, "Gambhir" 31, "Sehwag" 33.

Data Structures are structures programmed to store ordered data, so that various operations can be 
performed on it easily. It represents the knowledge of data to be organized in memory. It should be 
designed and implemented in such a way that it reduces the complexity and increases the efficiency.

C haracteristics o f  a Data Structure
The important characteristics of data structures are as follow -
>  Correctness -  Data structure implementation should implement its interface correctly.
>  Time Complexity -  Running time or the execution time of operations of data structure must 

be as small as possible.
>  Space Complexity -  Memory usage of a data structure operation should be as little as 

possible.

Need for Data Structure
As applications are getting complex and data rich, there are three common problems that 

applications face now-a-days.
> Data Search -  Consider an inventory of 1 million (106) items of a store. If the application is 

to search an item, it has to search an item in 1 million (106) items every time slowing down 
the search. As data grows, search will become slower.

>  Processor speed -  Processor speed although being very high, falls limited if the data grows 
to billion records.

>  Multiple requests -  As thousands of users can search data simultaneously on a web server, 
even the fast server fails while searching the data.

5.12
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To solve the above-mentioned problems, data structures are used. Data can be organized in a data 
structure in such a way that all items may not be required to be searched, and the required data can be 
searched almost instantly.

5 .2 .2  L inked l is t
Like arrays, Linked List is a linear data structure. Unlike arrays, linked list elements are not 

stored at contiguous location; the elements are linked using pointers.
These data items can be stored anywhere in the memory in a scattered manner. To maintain the 

specific sequence of these data items, we need to maintain link(s) with a successor. It is called as a 
iinked list as each node is linked with its successor.

In its simplest form, a singly linked list is a linked list where each node is an object that stores a 
reference to an element and a reference, called next, to another node. Note that a node is defined in 
tenns of itself, which is called self-referential structure.

data next data next data next data next

Figure: Linked list

The linked list, as a data structure in programming, is used quite frequently since it is very 
efficient.

5.2 .2 .1  C oncept
Main features of linked list organization

1. Elements can be placed anywhere in the memory.
2. Dynamic allocation (size need not be known in advance), that is, space allocation as per 

need can be done during execution.
3. As objects are not placed in consecutive locations at a fixed distance apart, random access 

to elements is not possible.
4. Insertion and deletion of objects do not require any data shifting.
5. Each element in general is a collection of data and a link. At least one link field is a must.
6. Every element keeps the address of its successor element in a link field.
7. Linked organization needs the use of pointers and dynamic memory allocation.

I 2 .2.2 T erm inology
The following terms are commonly used in discussions about linked lists:
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Header node
A header node is a special node that is attached at the beginning of the linked list. This header 

node may contain special information (metadata) about the linked list as shown below.

Figure: Linked list with header node

This special information could be the total number of nodes in the list, date of creation, type, and 
so on. The header node may or may not be identical to the data nodes.

Data node
The list contains data nodes that store the data members and link(s) to its predecessor (and/or 

successor).

Head pointer
The variable (or handle), which represents the list, is simply a pointer to the node at the head of

the list. A linked list must always have at least one pointer pointing to the first node (head) of the list. 
This pointer is necessary because it is the only way to access the further links in the list.

Tail pointer
Similar to the head pointer that points to the first node of a linked list, we may have a pointer 

pointing to the last node of a linked list called the tail pointer.

5 .2 .2 .3  Prim itive O perations
There are a few basic operations that are typically needed with a linked list
> Create the list
> Insert an item in the list
> Delete an item from the list
> Traversing a list
The code snippet below shows a basic structure of a node declaration, 

class Node
{

public : 
int data;
Node *link;

};
5.2.2.3.1 Creating and Inserting
To create a new node into the linked list, we need to do the following:

1. Create a new node
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2. If Head is Null, assign the Head and Tail point to new node, goto step 4.
3. Make the Tail point to the new node.
4. Stop

The code to create a new node is shown below -  
Node *Newnode;
Newnode = new Node; 
cin »  Newnode->data;
Newnode->link = NULL;

if(Head =  NULL)
{

Head = NewNode;
Tail = NewNode;

\i
else
{

Tail->link = NewNode;
Tail = NewNode;

}

Insertion o f  a node
(a) Insertion of a Node at a Middle Position
Assume that a node is to be inserted at some position other than the first position. Let Prev refer 

to the node after which NewNode node is to be inserted.
We need the following two steps:

NewNode->link = Prev->link;
Prev->link = NewNode;

The node NewNode is to be inserted between Prev and the successor of Prev. The link
manipulation required to accomplish this is shown below

5.15

1. NewNode is a node to be inserted after Prev. The node that is a successor of Prev will now 
become the successor of NewNode. Currently, Prev->link holds the pointer to the successor 
of Prev. Set the link field of the NewNode such that Prev’s successor node becomes the 
successor of NewNode.

NewNode->iink = Prev->link;

••I

•M
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In other words, NewNode becomes the predecessor of the node whose predecessor was 
Prev, because NewNode is to be placed in between Prev and its successor

5.16

2. Now, let us make NewNode the successor of Prev. This can be achieved by setting the link 
field of Prev to NewNode.

Prev->link = NewNode;

(b) Insertion of a Node at the First Position
Let us consider a situation when the node is to be inserted at the first position. As per the steps 

discussed for insertion of a node at the middle, we need Prev, which is a pointer to the node after 
which NewNode is to be added. To insert a node at the first position, there exists no Prev node.

The link manipulations needed to add a node at the first location is shown below using dotted 
lines.

Head is the pointer variable pointing to the starting node of the list. The insertion of NewNode at
the first position should make Head point to NewNode, and in addition, the current node which is at 
the first position should become the second node of the list. Hence, the link field of NewNode should 
be set to point to the current first node, that is, the node pointed by the pointer First.

The following two steps will insert NewNode at the beginning of the linked list.
NewNode->link = Head;
Head = NewNode;

The below figure shows insertion of NewNode in the list.
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Step 1 : This step is represented in below figure. 
NewNode->link = Head;

Head -

NewNode
Pinku

$  Chiku Ginni Manju

Step 2: This step is represented in below figure. 
Head = NewNode;

(a) Insertion of a Node at the End
The steps for inserting a node in the middle of a list also work for inserting a node at the end of 

the list. As the node is to be inserted after the last node, Prev is a pointer to the last node. Let the node 
to be inserted be NewNode as shown below.

Head

1. NewNode->link = Prev->link
As Prev is the last node, Prev->link = Null. Hence, this step can be replaced by the 
statement NewNode->link = Null if we know that Prev is the last node as in below figure.

2. Prev->link = NewNode;
This will make the node NewNode the successor of Prev. This is shown in below figure.
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This will insert the node NewNode at the last position, that is, make the node NewNode the 
last node of the list.

Program for the create and insert elements in a linked list
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to iostream, example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*1
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
#include <conio.h>

 ̂* class Node
Jf

•till 
•tel 
II (1

l
public : 

int data; 
Node *link;

„ };

class Llist

private:
Node *Head,*Tail; 

public:
Llist()
/\

Head = NULL:
}
~Llist(); 
void Create(); 
void Display!);
Node* GetNode();
void Append(Node* NewNode);
void Insert_at_Pos( Node *NewNode, int position);

/ >

L list:: ~Llist()
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{
Node *Temp; 
while(Head != NULL)
{

Temp = Head;
Head = Head->link; 
delete Temp;

}
}

void Llist:: Create))
{

char ans;
Node *NewNode; 
while) 1)
{

cout «  "Any more nodes to be added )Y/N)";
cin »  ans;
if)ans =  'n') break;
NewNode = GetNode));
Append(NewNode);

}

?id Llist:: Append(Node* NewNode)

if)Head =  NULL)
{

Head = NewNode;
Tail = NewNode;

else

Tail->link = NewNode;
Tail = NewNode;

*:oe* Llist:: GetNode))

'• vde *Newnode;
■ewnode = new Node;
: r*it«  "Enter value for the node: "; 
sr .»  Newnode->data;
Vf *-node->link = NULL;
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retum(Newnode);
}

void Llist:: DisplayO
{

Node *tcmp = Head; 
iff temp =  NULL) 

cout«  "Empty List"; 
else
{

while(temp != NULL)
{

cout« temp->data « 'V ; 
temp = temp->link;

}
}
cout«  end!;

}

void Llist;: Insert_at_Pos( Node *NewNode, int position)
{

Node *temp = Head; 
int count = 1 ,flag = 1;
imposition == 1) // inserting at first position
{

NewNode->link = temp;
Head = NewNode; // update head

}
else
{

whilc(count != position -1)
{

temp = temp->link: 
if(temp =  NULL)
{

flag = 0; 
break;

}
count ++;

}
ifl[flag= 1) .
{

NewNode->link =  temp->link;
temp->link =  NewNode;
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retum(Newnode);
}

void Llist:: DisplayO
{

Node *tcmp = Head; 
ifi(temp — NULL) 

cout«  "Empty List”; 
else
{

while(temp != NULL)
{

cout« temp->data «  ”\t"; 
temp = temp->!ink;

}
}
cout«  endl;

}

void Llist:: Insert_at_Pos( Node *NewNode, int position)
{

Node *temp = Head: 
int count = 1 ,f!ag = 1;
imposition =  1) // inserting at first position
{

NewNode->link = temp;
Head = NewNode; // update head

}
else
{

whilc(count != position -1)
{

temp = temp->link: 
if(temp =  NULL)
{

flag = 0; 
break;

}
count ++;

}
ifl[flag= 1)
{

NewNode->link =  temp->link;
temp->link = NewNode;
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else
cout «  "Position not found" «  endl;

}
}

int main()
{

int pos;
Node *NewNode;
Llist LI;
Ll.Create();
Ll.DisplayO;
NewNode = LI .GetNode():
cout«  "Enter position where node is to be inserted ";
cin »  pos;
LI.Insert_at_Pos(NewNode, pos);
Ll.DisplayO; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y 
Enter value for the node: 10 
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y 
Enter value for the node: 20 
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y 
Enter value for the node: 30 
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y 
Enter value for the node: 40 
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)n 
10 20 30 40
Enter value for the node: 35 
Enter position where node is to be inserted 4 
10 20 30 35 40

S.2.2.3.2 Deleting
There may be nodes that are to be deleted from a list. Linear lists may very often require 

and deletion of nodes. Linked lists are the most suitable data structures for this purpose.
Let us assume that the node to be deleted contains data x. We need the following steps 

the same. Let x = 13 and let it be pointed to by the pointer Curr. To delete this node, the required link 
manipulations are shown in below figure with dotted lines.

insertion 

to delete
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Head

Prev C urr

To delete the node Curr, we need to modify the link between Curr and its previous node, and the 
link between Curr and its successor. We need to modify them as shown in above figure. The Prev is 
pointing to Curr as its current successor. As the Curr is to be deleted, the Prev’s link should be 
modified such that it points to the successor of Curr. This makes the successor of Curr the successor 
of Prev. This deletes the node Curr from the linked list.

Note that we need the address of the node to be deleted as well as its predecessor to modify the 
links such that the node is deleted.

To delete a node from a linked list, you need to do the following:
1. Let both Curr and Prev be set to Head.

Traverse the list and search the node to be deleted.
Let Curr point to the node to be deleted and Prev is its previous node.
Modify the link field of Prev so that it skips Curr and points to its next.
Prev->link = Curr->link 
Free the memory allocated for the node Curr.
Stop

The node to be deleted can be at any position. It could be the first, middle, or last node.
(a) Deleting the First Node
Deleting the first node is also referred to as deleting a header node. If the node at the first position 

is to be deleted, then we need to modify the pointer pointing to the first node (also called as the head 
pointer), say Head.

Deletion of the first node needs the link manipulations shown in below figure with dotted lines. 
C urr

2 .

3.
4.
5.
6 . 

7.

Head

We should also release the first node using the delete operator. Hence, this can be accomplished 
in two steps as

1. Set another pointer to the first node before modifying Head, which is the pointer pointing to 
the first node. Set Head to point to the second node. This can be accomplished by the 
statements,
Curr = Head;
Head = Head->link;

2. Now, release the memory allocated for the first node, 
delete Curr;
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These two statements will delete the first node, and Head will point to the second node so that the 
second node becomes the first node. Later, the memory allocated for the first node is freed.

(b) Deleting a Middle Node
Let curr point to the node to be deleted, and prev be the predecessor of curr. Then, the following 

statements will delete the node curr. 
prev->link = curr->link; 
delete curr;

These two statements will also delete the last node of the list.
Function for the deletion of a node that may be at any position in a linked list
void L list:: DeleteNode(int pos)
/

int count = 1, flag = 1;
Node *curr, *temp; 
temp = Head; 
if(pos =  1)
{

Head = Head->link; 
delete temp;

5.23

else
{

while(count != pos -  1)
{

temp = temp->link; 
if(temp == Null)
{

flag = 0; break;
}
count++;

}
iffflag = 1 )
{

curr = temp->link; 
temp->!ink = curr->link; 
delete curr;

}
else

cout«  "Position not found" «  endl;
}

n

>

Program for the deletion of a node in linked list
- -elude <iostream>
-sing namespace std;
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class Node
{
public : 

int data; 
Node ‘ link;

};

class Llist
{
private:

Node *Head,*Tail; 
public:

Llist()
{

Head = NULL;
}
~Llist(); 
void Create(); 
void Display();
Node* GetNode();
void AppendfNode* NewNode);
void DeleteNode(int del_position);

};

Llist:: ~Llist()
{

Node *Temp; 
while(Head != NULL)
{

Temp = Head;
Head = Head->link; 
delete Temp;

}
}

void Llist:: Create))
{

char ans;
Node *NewNode; 
while) 1)

cout«  "Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)";
cin »  ans;
if)ans == 'n') break;

{
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NewNode = GetNode();
Append( NewN ode);

}
}

void Llist:: Append(Node* NewNode)
{

if(Head == NULL)
{

Head = NewNode;
Tail = NewNode;

}
else
{

Tail->link = NewNode;
Tail = NewNode;

Node* Llist:: GetNode()
{

Node *Newnode;
Newnode = new Node;
cout«  "Enter value for the node: ";
cin »  Newnode->data;
Newnode->link = NULL; 
retum(Newnode);

void Llist:: DisplayO
{

Node *temp = Head;
if(temp =  NULL) 

cout« "Empty List"; 
else
{

while(temp != NULL)
{

cout« temp->data «  "\t"; 
temp = temp->link;

}
}
cout«  endl;
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vo id L lis t:: DeleteNode(int pos)

{
int count = 1, flag = 1;
Node *curr, *temp; 
temp = Head; 
if(pos = 1 )

{
Head = Head->link; 
delete temp;

}
else

{
while(count != pos-1)

{
temp = temp->link; 
ifftemp =  N U L L )

{
flag = 0; 
break;

}
count++;

}
iff flag == 1)
{

curr = temp->link; 
temp->link = curr->link; 
delete cun-;

}
else

cout«  "Position not found" «  endl;

}
}

int mainf)

{
int pos;
Llist L I ;
Ll.Createf);
Ll.DisplayO;
cout«  "Enter position of the node to be deleted; "; 
cin »  pos;
L 1 .DeleteNodefpos);
Ll.DisplayO; 
return 0;

}
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Output:
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y
Enter value for the node: 10
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y
Enter value for the node: 20
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y
Enter value for the node: 30
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)y
Enter value for the node: 40
Any more nodes to be added (Y/N)n
10 20 30 40
Enter position of the node to be deleted: 3
10 20 40

5 .2 .2 .3 .3  Traversing
List traversal is the basic operation where all elements in the list are processed sequentially, one 

by one. Processing could involve retrieving, searching, sorting, computing the length, and so on. To 
traverse the linked list, we have to start from the first node. We can access the first node through a 
pointer variable Head. Once we access the first node, through its link field, we can access the second 
node; through the second node’s link field, we can access the third, and so on, as every node points to 
its successor till the last node.

Below are the steps for list traversal
1. Get the address of the first node, call it current; current = Head.
2. if current is Null, goto step 6.
3. Process the data field of the current node (node pointed by current). Here, the process may 

include printing data, updating, and so on
4. Move to the next node-current = current->link

(Now current should point to the next node. The address of next node is in the link field of 
current. Hence, set current to the link field of current)

5. goto step 2
6. stop

Let us see output for list L pictorially.
L= {21,22,23}

1. Current = Head

5.27
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2. After execution of statement 1

5.28

3.

4.

5.

As current != Null, statements 3, 4, and 5 are executed.

Head

Head

Head

Now Current = Null is true, while loop condition is false; hence stop. 
Output:

21
21 22 
21 22 23

Function for the deletion of a node that may be at any position
void H ist:: display()
{

Node "“temp = Head; 
if(temp == Null)

cout« "Empty List";
else
{

while(temp != Null)
{

cout« temp->data «  "\t"; 
temp = temp->link;

}
}
cout«  endl;

}

5.2.3 Stacks
Stacks are special data structures where insert and delete operations are performed only a: 

specific ends rather than at intermediate or any other random positions.
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5 .2 .3 .1  C oncept
Stack is a linear data structure which follows a particular order in which the operations are 

performed. The order may be LIFO(Last In First Out) or FILO(First In Last Out). It allows adding 
and removing elements in a particular order. Every time an element is added, it goes on the top of the 
stack, the only element that can be removed is the element that was at the top of the stack, just like a 
pile of objects. It is named stack as it behaves like a real-world stack, for example -  a deck of cards or 
a pile of plates, etc.

A real-world stack allows operations at one end only. For example, we can place or remove a 
card or plate from the top of the stack only. Likewise, Stack abstract data type allows all data 
operations at one end only. At any given time, we can only access the top element of a stack.

Figure: Stack representation (Last In -  First Out)

5 .2 .3 .2  Prim itive O perations
Following are the basic operations that are performed in the stack:
> push(): Adds an item into the stack. If the stack is full, then it is said to be an Overflow 

condition.
> P°P(): Removes an item from the stack. The items are popped in the reversed order in which 

they are pushed. If the stack is empty, then it is said to be an Underflow condition.
> getTop: Returns top element of stack. Both insertion and deletion are allowed at only one 

end of Stack called Top
> isEmpty(): Returns true if stack is empty, else false.
> isFull(): Returns true if stack is full, else false.
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Push Operation - pushQ
The process of putting a new data element onto stack is known as a Push Operation. Push 

operation involve the following steps -  
■S Step 1 -  Checks if the stack is full.
S  Step 2 -  If the stack is full, produces an error and exit.
S  Step 3 -  If the stack is not full, increments top to point next empty space, 
v' Step 4 -  Adds data element to the stack location, where top is pointing.
S  Step 5 -  Returns success.

Figure: Push operation

Pop Operation -  pop()
The process of accessing the content while removing it from the stack, is known as a Pop 

Operation. In an array implementation of pop() operation, the data element is not actually removed, 
instead top is decremented to a lower position in the stack to point to the next value. But in linked-list 
implementation, pop() actually removes data element and deallocates memory space.

A Pop operation involve the following steps -  
S  Step 1 -  Checks if the stack is empty.
•S Step 2 -  If the stack is empty, produces an error and exit.
S  Step 3 -  If the stack is not empty, accesses the data element at which top is pointing.
S  Step 4 -  Decreases the value of top by 1.
S  Step 5 -  Returns success.

Figure: Pop operation

getTop
The getTop operation gives information about the topmost element and returns the element on the 

top of the stack.
In this operation, only a copy of the element, which is at the top of the stack, is returned. Hence, 

the top is still set to the same element. This is the key difference between the pop and getTop 
operations. The getTop operation does not modify the variable top. «
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[ C > — Top CcD<*

---------------------► d H
m

After getTop function
m

-Top

Figure: The getTop operation

5 .2 .3 .3  Abstract Data Type
Any sets of elements that are of the same data type can be used as a data object for stacks. The 

meaning of ‘same data type’ is that all the elements in the stack should be of the same nature, having 
common representational logical properties. For example, stack of integers, stack of names of 
students, stack of employee records, and stack of records of processes of the operating system.

The following five functions comprise a functional definition of a stack:
S  pushQ 
^  pop()
^  getTopQ 
S  isEmpty()
S  isFull()
To implement the abstract data type stack in C++, the above operations are often implemented as 

functions to provide data abstraction. A program that uses stacks would access the stacks only 
through these functions and would not be concerned about the implementation.

5 .2 .3 .4  R epresentation  S tacks U sing Arrays
A stack can be implemented using both a static data structure (array) and a dynamic data structure 

(linked list). The simplest way to represent a stack is by using a one-dimensional array. A stack 
implemented using an array is also called a contiguous stack.

An array is used to store an ordered list of elements. A stack is an ordered collection of elements. 
Flence, it would be very simple to manage a stack when represented using an array. The only 
difficulty with an array is its static memory allocation. Once declared, the size cannot be modified 
during run-time.

Stack 203 204 205 206 207 208

Figure: Representation of stack using array 

To represent the stack using array, we need the following:-
(i) A linear array to hold the items of the stack. Let us assume that the name of the array is arr.

(ii) A variable that holds the position of top of the stack. Let us assume that the name of the 
variable is Top.
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We also assume that when the stack is empty, the variable Top holds -1 and our array is going to 
store maximum 10 integer numbers, although stack can hold any type of data.

We declare the size of stack and the structure as follows:- 
#define MAX 10 
typedef struct 
{

int Top; 
int arrfMAX];

} Stack;
Now, we are in a position to define the stack operations.
(i) Init_Stack(): Creates an empty stack. Before we can use a stack, it is to be initialize. This 

operation initializes the Top variable to the value -1, meaning stack is empty.
void Init..Stack(Stack *ps)
{

ps->top = -1;
\/

(ii) isEmptyO: Checks whether the stack is empty. Before we remove an item from a stack it is 
necessary to test that whether the stack is empty or not. This is done by comparing the value of Top 
variable with -1. If Top variable contains -1, then this operation returns TRUE, otherwise, this 
operation returns FALSE.

boolean Stack_Empty( Stack *ps)
{

if( ps->top=-l)
return TRUE;

else
return FALSE;

}
(iii) isFull(): Checks whether the stack is full. Before we add new item on to the stack, we test 

whether stack have some space to accommodate the incoming item, i.e. we test whether the stack is 
full or not. If the stack is full, we cannot add more items on to the stack. This is done by comparing 
the value of Top with (MAX - 1). If Top variable contains (MAX -1), then isFull() function returns 
TRUE, otherwise this function returns FALSE.

boolean Stack_Full(Stack *ps)

5.32

if  ( ps -> Top==(MAX -  1)) 
return TRUE;

else
return FALSE;

}
(iv) Push(): Add an item in the stack. Before we add new item on to the stack, we test whethe- 

stack have some space to accommodate the incoming item, i.e. we test whether the stack is full or not 
If the stack is full, we cannot add more items on to the stack. If the stack is not full then, we
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increment the value of Top by one so that it points to the new top of the stack, where the incoming 
item is placed.

void Push(Stack *ps, int item)
{

if(isFull())
cout« "Overflow”;

else
ps -> Top++; 

ps -> arr[ps->Top]=item;
■ '1 /

(v) PopO: Remove an item from the stack. Before we remove an item from a stack it is necessary 
to test that whether the stack is empty or not. If the stack is not empty, then the item on the top of the 
stack is assigned to a local variable, which later on returned via the return statement. After assigning 
the top item to the local variable, the value of Top variable is decremented by one so that it now 
points to the new top of the stack.

int Pop( Stack *ps)
{

int temp; 
if(isEmpty())
{

cout « “Underf!ow”); 
exit;

\i
else
{

temp = ps->arr[ps->Top]; 
ps->Top—;

}
return temp;

}
Program for complete stack implementation
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C. make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to iostream, example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
^include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

^include <conio.h>

-define MAX 10
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class Stack
{
public: 

int top; 
int a[MAX];
Stack()
sl

top = -1;
}
int push(int x); 
int pop(); 
int isEmpty();

};

int Stack::push(int x)
{

if (top >= MAX)
{

cout« "Stack Overflow"; 
return 0;

}
else
{

a[++top] = x;
cout«  x «  " pushed to stack\n"; 
return 1;

}
}

int Stack ::pop()
{

if (top < 0)
{

cout«  "Stack Underflow"; 
return 0;

)
else
{

int x = a[top—]; 
return x;

}
}

int Stack ::isEmpty()
{
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return (top < 0);

// Driver program to test above functions 
int mainQ
ri

struct Stack s; 
s.push(lO); 
s.push(20); 
s.push(30);
cout«  s.pop() «  " Popped from stack\n"; 
cout «  "Top item is "«s.a[s.top]; 
getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:
10 pushed to stack 
20 pushed to stack 
30 pushed to stack 
30 Popped from stack 
Top item is 20

5 .2 .4  Q u eu es
We have studied linear data structures, namely, arrays and stacks. In arrays, element insertion at 

and deletion from any position causes a lot of data movement. On the other hand, in stacks, these 
operations are perfon -ed at only one end, the top. A queue is a special type of data structure that 
performs insertions at one end called the rear and deletions at the other end called the front.

5 .2 .4 .1  C oncept

Figure: Cars in a queue

Queue is an abstract data type or a linear data structure, in which the first element is inserted from 
one end called REAR(also called tail), and the deletion of existing element takes place from the other 
end called as FRONT(also called head). This makes queue as FIFO data structure, which means that 
element inserted first will also be removed first.

The process to add an element into queue is called Enqueue and the process of removal of an 
element from queue is called Dequeue.
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A queue is open at both its ends and we access both ends for different reasons. The following 
diagram given below explains queue representation as data structure -

5.36

Figure: Queue - first-in, first-out (FIFO)

5 .2 .4 .2  Prim itive O perations
Like stack, queue is a linear structure which follows a particular order in which the operations are 

performed. The order is First In First Out (FIFO). A good example of queue is any queue of 
consumers for a resource where the consumer that came first is served first.

The difference between stacks and queues is in removing. In a stack we remove the item the most 
recently added; in a queue, we remove the item the least recently added.

Following are the basic operations that are performed on queue:
> Enqueue: Adds an item to the queue. If the queue is full, then it is said to be an overflow 

condition.
>  Dequeue: Removes an item from the queue. The items are popped in the same order in which 

they are pushed. If the queue is empty, then it is said to be an underflow condition.

A lgorithm  for Im plem entation  o f  Queue
1. Declare and initialize necessary variables, front = 0, rear = -1 etc.
2. For enqueue operation,

If rear >= MAXSIZE - 1
print "Queue is full" 

else
- Increment rear by 1 i.e rear = rear + 1;
- queuefrear] = item;
3. For next enqueue operation, goto step 2.
4. For dequeue operation 

If front > rear
print "Queue is Empty" 

else
item = queue [front]
increment front by 1 i.e. front = front + 1

5. For dequeue of next data items, goto step 4.
6. Stop
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5 .2 .4 .3  Abstract Data Type
To realize a queue as an abstract data type (ADT), we need a suitable data structure for storing 

the elements in the queue and the functions operating on it. The basic operations performed on the 
queue include adding and deleting an element, traversing the queue, checking whether the queue is 
full or empty, and finding who is at the front and who is at the rear ends.

A minimal set of operations on a queue is as follows:
1. Create() - Creates an empty queue.
2. Is_Empty() - Returns true if the queue is empty; otherwise returns false.
3. Is_Full() - Returns true if the queue is full; otherwise returns false.
4. Add() - Adds an element to the queue if it is not full.
5. DeleteO -  Deletes an element from the queue.
6. getFront() - Returns the element at the front position of the queue.

5 .2 .4 .4  R epresentation  Q ueues Using Arrays
We already know that an array is not a suitable data structure for frequent insertion and deletion 

of data elements. Another drawback of arrays is that they use static memory allocation, and so they 
can store only a fixed number of elements. In many practical applications, we come across a situation 
where the size of the data set keeps changing by such frequent insertions and deletions.

Let us see the implementation of the various operations on the queue using arrays.
[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]

/ \
Head Tail

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7}

27

Head
t

Adding elements to 
Queue

Tail
[0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]

27 19 17 7

t
Head

\ Tail

[0] [1] [2] [3] [4]

27
l_

19 17 7

V
V

removing element 
from Queue

t
Head

\
Tail

Figure: Queue operations -  Add and remove

Create()
This operation creates an empty queue. Here max is the maximum initial size that is defined.
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#defme max 50
int Queue[max];
int Front = Rear = — 1;

In addition to a one-dimensional array Queue, we need two more variables, Front and Rear. This 
declaration creates an empty queue of size max. The two variables Front and Rear are initialized to 
represent an empty queue. In general, it is suitable to set Front to one position behind the actual front 
of the queue and set the rear to the last element in the queue. Thus, the condition Front = Rear 
indicates an empty queue. As our array index ranges between 0 and (max -  1), the front and rear are 
initialized to -1.

Is_Empty()
This operation checks whether the queue is empty or not. This is confirmed by comparing the 

values of Front and Rear. If Front = Rear, then Is_Empty returns true, else returns false, 
bool Is_Empty()
{

if(Front =  Rear) 
return 1;

else
return 0;

}

Is_Full()
In the definition of the queue ADT, the function for checking the Queue_Full condition is not 

included. When we go in for an array implementation, due to its fixed size, we need to check the state 
of the queue for being full. It is recommended that before we delete an element from the queue, we 
must check whether the queue is empty or not. Similarly, before insertion, the queue must be checked 
for the Queue_Full state. When Rear points to the last location of the array, it indicates that the queue 
is full, that is, there is no space to accommodate any more elements, 

bool Is_Full()
{

if(Rear =  max -  1) 
return 1;

else
return 0;

}

Add()
This operation adds an element in the queue if it is not full. As Rear points to the last element of 

the queue, the new element is added at the (rear + l)th location.
void Add(int Element)
t

if(Is_Fuli())
cout«  “Error, Queue is full”;
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else
Queue[++Rear] = Element;

}

D eleted
This operation deletes an element from the front of the queue and sets Front to point to the next 

element. Front can be initialized to one position less than the actual front. We should first increment 
the value of Front and then remove the element, 

int Delete()
{

if(Is_Empty())
cout «  “Sorry, queue is Empty”;

else
retum(Queue[++Front]);

}

getFront()
The operation getFront returns the element at the front, but unlike delete, this does not update the 

value of Front.
int getFront()
{

if(Is_Empty())
cout«  “Sorry, queue is Empty”;

else
retum(Queue[Front + 1]);

}
Program for queue implementation using arrays
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to iostream, example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class queue
{
private:

int Rear, Front; 
int Queue[50]; 
int max; 
int Size:

5.39
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queue()
{

Size=0; 
max=50; 
Rear=Front=-1;

}
int Is_Empty();
int Is_Full();
void Add(int Element);
int DeleteO;
int getFront();
void showQueue();

int queue::Is_Empty()
{

if(Front=Rear) 
return 1; 

else
return 0;

vi

int queue::Is_Full()
{

if(Rear=max-1) 
return 1; 

else
return 0;

void queue::Add( int Element)
{

if(!Is_Full())
{

Queue[++Rear]=Element;

}

Size++;
}

int queue::Delete()
{

if(!Is_Empty())
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return(Queue[++Front]);
}

int queue::getFront()
{

if(!Is_Empty())
retum( Queue [Front+1 ]);

}

int main(void)
{

queue Q;
Q.Add(ll);
Q.Add(12);
Q.Add(13);
cout«Q. Delete()«endl; 
Q.Add(14);
co u t«Q . Delete()«en dl; 
cout«Q.De!ete()«endl; 
cout«Q .Delete()«endl; 
cout«Q. Delete()«endl; 
Q.Add(15j;
Q. Add( 16);
cout«Q.Delete()«endl;
getch();
return 0;

}
Output:
11
12
13
14
0
15

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What is exception handling? Write a program to show exception handling.
2. Write the advantages of exception handling over traditional error handling.
3. What do you mean by object oriented exception handling with classes? Write a program to 

show object oriented exception handling with classes.
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4. Explain standard C++ exceptions.
5. Write a program to show multiple exceptions handling.
6. Write a program to show extraction of data from exception class.
7. How do you re-throw an exception? Explain with an example.
8. Write a program to show the bad_alloc exception handling.
9. Write the characteristics and need of data structures?

10. Write a program to implement stack operations and explain.
11. What are linked list? Explain with an example.
12. Write a program to implement queue operations and explain.

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT QUESTION AND ANSWERS

I MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:
1. An exception is thrown using keyword in CPP. [b]

(a) throws (b) throw
(c) threw (d) Thrown

2. Exception handlers are declared with keyword [b]
(a) try (b) catch
(c) throw (d) finally

3. The code of statements which may cause abnormal termination of the program should
be written under block. [a]
(a) try (b) catch
(c) finally (d) none

4. Which is used to handle the exceptions in C++? [c]
(a) catch handler (b) handler
(c) exception handler (d) None

5. Which statement is used to catch all types of exceptions? [cl
(a) catch() (b) catch(Test t)
(c) catch(...) (d) None

|  PILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. keyword used to handle the exception is .
2. _______ is used to throw a exception.
3. The keyword______will be executed at the end of all the exception.
4. An exception is caused b y _________

[catch] 
[throw] 

[finally] 
[a run-time error]
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[  SH O R T  A N SW E R  Q U E ST IO N S:

Q.l Does C++ supports exception handling? If so what are the keywords involved in 
achieving the same.

Ans. C++ supports exception handling, try, catch & throw are keyword used for the same.
Q. 2. How can we catch all kind of exceptions in a single catch block?
Ans. The catch block with ellipses as follows 

Catch(...)

{ - -  }
Q.3. Explain how we implement exception handling in C++.
Ans. Exception handling in C++ is implemented by using the try{} and catch(){} statements.
Q. 4. Define data structures
Ans. Data structure is a method of collecting and organizing large amount of data more efficiently 

so that any operation on that data becomes easy.
Q. 5. Define stack
Ans. Stack is a linear data structure which follows a particular order in which the operations are 

performed. The order may be LIFO(Last In First Out) or FILO(First In Last Out).
Q. 6. Define linked list
Ans. Linked List is a linear data structure. Unlike arrays, linked list elements are not stored at 

contiguous location; the elements are linked using pointers.
Q. 7. Define queue
Ans. Queue is a linear data structure, in which the first element is inserted from one end called 

REAR(also called tail), and the deletion of existing element takes place from the other end 
called as FRONT(also called head). This makes queue as FIFO data structure, which means 
that element inserted first will also be removed first.

4- >  ♦





Note: All programs in this book are compiled and executed using CodeBlocks on Windows. 
However, these programs can also be executed on DevC++ without any modification and on Turbo 
C++ and Borland C++ by making only two minor changes as shown below -

1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", Example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out (//) or Remove the line "using namespace std;",

Example - // using namespace std;

1. W rite a program  to .
(a) Print the sum of digits of a given number.
(b) Check whether the given number is Armstrong or not.
(c) Print the prime number from 2 to n where n is natural number given.

(a) Program to print the sum of digits of a given number
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
^include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
^include <conio.h>

int main()

int val, num, sum = 0;

cout«  "Enter the number :"; 
cin »  val; 
num = val; 
while (num != 0)
{

sum = sum + num % 10; 
num = num / 10;

c o u t«  "The sum o f  the digits o f  " «  val «  " is " «  sum;
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getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter the number : 236
The sum of the digits of 236 is 11

(b) Program to check whether the given number is Armstrong or not
For example:
153 = 1*1*1+ 5*5*5 + 3*3*3 = 153, hence 153 is an Armstrong number.
12 is not equal to 1*1*1 + 2*2*2 + 12, hence 12 is not an Armstrong number.

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ",h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

int digit, origNum, num, rem, sum = 0; 
cout«  "Enter a positive integer: 
cin »  origNum;

num = origNum;

while(num != 0)
{

digit = num % 10;
sum += digit * digit * digit;
num /= 10;

}

if(sum =  origNum)
cout «  origNum «  " is an Armstrong number."; 

else
cout «  origNum «  " is not an Armstrong number.";

getch(); 
return 0;

s
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Output:
Enter a positive integer: 153 
153 is an Armstrong number.

(c) Program to print prime numbers from 2 to n where n is a natural number given
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

int n,ij,isPrime;

cout«  "Enter a number: 
cin »  n;
cout«  "Prime numbers from 2 to " «  n «  " are:

for(i = 2; i <= n; i++)
{

isPrime = 1; 
for(j=2; j<=i/2; j++)
{

if(i%j=0)
{

isPrime = 0; 
break;

}
}
if (isPrime — 1) 

cout« i « "  ";
}

getchO;
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter a number: 30
Prime numbers from 2 to 30 are: 2 3 5 7 1 1  131719 23 29

E



2 . W rite a program  to  fin d  la rg est and  sm a lle s t  e le m e n ts  in  a g iv e n  l is t  o f  
n u m bers and  so rt th e  g iv e n  l is t

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

int main()
{

int Arr[ 10],n,ij,small,large,temp;

cout«"Enter number of elements (less than 10)"; 
cin»n;

for(i=0; i<n; i++)
{

cout«"Enter element "« i+ l« " :" ; 
cin»Arr[i];

}

small=Arr[0];
large=Arr[0];

for(i=l; i<n; i++)
{

if(Arr[i]<small)
small=Arr[i];

if(Arr[i]>large)
large=Arr[i];

}

cout«"\nLargest element is :"«large; 
cout«"\nSmallest element is :"«small;

cout«"\nData before sorting: "; 
for(i=0; i<n; i++)
{

cout«A rr[i]«” ";
}

[~^~[ Sample Programs
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for(i=0; i<n; i++)
{

for(j=0; j<n; j++)
{

if(Arr[j]>Arr[j+l])
{

temp=Arr[j];
Arr[j]=Arr[j+l];
Arr[j+l]=temp;

}
}

}

cout«"\nData after sorting: 
for(i=0; i<n; i++)
{

cout«A rr[i]« "
}

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter number of elements (less than 10) 5
Enter element 1:20
Enter element 2:34
Enter element 3:67
Enter element 4:12
Enter element 5:46

Largest element is :67 
Smallest element is :12 
Data before sorting: 20 34 67 12 46 
Data after sorting: 12 20 34 46 67

3. Write a program to read the student name, roll no, marks and display the 
same using class and object.

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
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#inc!ude <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class student
{
private: 

int Rollno; 
char Name[20]; 
float Marks; 

public:
void getInfo(); 
void display();

};

void student::getlnfo()
{

cout«  "Enter Roll No:
cin »  Rollno;
cout«  "Enter Name:
cin »  Name;
cout«  "Enter Marks:
cin »  Marks;

}

void student::display()
{

cout«  "Roll No: " «Rollno «endl; 
cout«  "Name: "«Name «  endl; 
cout«  "Marks: "«Marks «  endl;

}

int main()
{

student si; 
sl.getInfo();
cout «endl «"Student information ..." «endl;
sl.display();

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter Roll No: 102
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Enter Name: Anil 
Enter Marks: 85

Student information ...
Roll No: 102 
Name: Anil 
Marks: 85

4 . W rite a program  to  im p le m e n t th e  d y n a m ic  m em o ry  a llo c a tio n  and de 
a llo ca tio n  u s in g  n ew  and  d e le te  o p era tors  u s in g  c la ss  and  ob ject.

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C-H-, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class Test
{
private: 

int num; 
float *ptr;

public:
Test()
{

cout«  "Enter total number of students: 
cin »  num;

ptr = new float[num];

cout«  "Enter GPA of students." «  endl; 
for (int i = 0; i < num; ++i)
{

cout«  "Student" « i + 1 «  " 
cin »  *(ptr + i);

}
}

~Test()
{

.  f t .
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deletef] ptr;
}

void Display()
{

cout«  endl «  "Displaying GPA of students." «  endl; 
for (int i = 0; i < num; ++i)
{

cout«  "Student" « i+1 «  " «  *(ptr + i)«  endl;
}

}
};

int main()
{

Test s; 
s.Display();

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter total number of students: 3 
Enter GPA of students.
Student 1: 75 
Student2: 85 
Student3: 95

Displaying GPA of students.
Studentl :75 
Student2 :85 
Student3 :95

5. W rite a program  to  fin d  area o f  a r e c ta n g le , c ir c le , an d  square u sin g  
co n stru c to rs .

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ”.h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
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#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>

class areacalc
{

private:
float len,bre,rad;

public:
areacalc(float r); 
areacalc(float b,float h); 
areacalc(float a,float b,float c);

};
areacalc ::areacalc(float r)
{

float area; 
rad = r; 

len=0; 
bre=0;
area = 3.14*rad*rad;
cout «"Area of Circle = " «  area «  endl;

}
areacalc::areacalc(float 1.float b)
{

float area; 
rad = 0; 
len=l; 
bre=b;
area = len * bre;
cout «"Area of Rectangle = " «  area «  endl;

}
areacalc::areacalc(float a,float b, float c)
{

rad = a; 
bre=b; 
len=c; 
float area; 
float s; 
s=(a+b+c)/2;
area= sqrt(s*(s-a)*(s-b)*(s-c));
cout«  "Area of Triangle = " «  area «  endl;

}

int main()
{

float r,l,b;

mu
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// calculate area of rectangle
cout«  "Enter length and breadth of Rectangle:
cin » 1 »  b;
areacalc objRectangle(l,b);

// calculate area of circle 
cout«  "Enter radius of Circle: 
cin »  r;
areacalc objCircle(r);

// calculate area of circle 
cout«  "Enter sides of Triangle: 
cin » 1 »  b »  r; 
areacalc objTriangle(l,b,r);

I**! getch();
return 0;

}
Output:

Enter length and breadth of Rectangle: 5 7
Area of Rectangle = 35
Enter radius of Circle: 5
Area of Circle = 78.5
Enter sides of Triangle: 5 7 10
Area of Triangle = 16.2481

6 . W rite a program  to  im p le m e n t co p y  co n stru c to r .
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class abc
{
private: 

int a; 
float b; 
char c:

LOO



public:
abc(int x, float y, char z); //set default value into x 
abc(abc &p);// copy constructor 
void displayO;

};
abc::abc(int x,float y, char z)
{

cout«  "parameterized constructor called... " «  endl;
a=x;
b=y;
c=z;

}
void abc::display()
{

cout « " a  = " «  a «  " b = " « b  «  " c = " «  c «  endl;
}
abc:: abc(abc &p)
{

cout«  "copy constructor called... " «  endl;
a=p.a;
b=p.b;
c=p.c;

i

int main()
{

abc obi(50,450.52, 'n'); // parameterized constructor called 
abc ob2(obl); // copy constructor called 
cout « e n d l«  "object 1 data values" «  endl; 
obi.displayO;
cout«  end! «  "object 2 data value" «  endl; 
ob2.displayO;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

parametrized constructor called... 
copy constructor called...

object 1 data values 
a = 50 b = 450.52 c = n

Sample Programs

object 2 data value 
a = 50 b = 450.52 c = n
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7. Write a program using friend functions and friend class.
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#iriclude <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class MyClass
{
private: 

int code; 
public:

MyClass()
{

code = 0;
}
void printMember()
{

cout«  "Code is: " «code «  endl;
}

// Declare a friend function
friend void accessCodefMyClass obj);
// Declare a friend class 
friend class SecondClass;

};

void accessCodefMyClass obj)
{

//accessing private data of MyClass from non-member function 
cout«  "Using accessCodef) - Code is: " «  obj.code «  endl;

}

class SecondClass
{
public:

void changeCode(MyClass& yourclass, int x)
{

//accessing private data of MyClass
cout «"Using friend class changeCodef) - ";
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yourclass.code = x;
}

};

int main()
{

MyClass my_class;
SecondClass sec_class;

my_class.printMember();

//accessing private data using friend class 
sec_class.changeCode( my_class, 5 );

my_class.printMember();
accessCode(my_class);

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Code is: 0
Using friend class changeCode() - Code is: 5 
Using accessCode() - Code is: 5

8. W rite a program  to  im p le m en t c o n str u c to r s
(a) Default Constructor, Parameterized Constructor, Copy Constructor
(b) Define the constructor inside/outside of the class
(c) Implement all three constructors within a single class as well as use multiple classes( 

individual classes)
(a) Program to implement Default Constructor, Parameterized Constructor and Copy 
Constructor

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class abc
{

Sample Programs
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private: 
int a, b, c; 

public:
abc() // default constructor
{

cout«  "default constructor called... " «  endl;
a=0;
b=0;
c=0;

}
abc(int x, int y, int z) // parameterized constructor
{

cout«  "parametrized constructor called... " «  endl;
a=x;
b=y;
c=z;

}
abc(abc &p)// copy constructor
{

cout«  "copy constructor called..." «  endl;
a=p.a;
b=p.b;
c=p.c;

}
void display();

};

void abc::display()
{

cout « " a  = " « a  « " ,  b = " « b  « " ,  c = " « c  «endl «endl;
}

int main()
i
i

abc obj 1; // default constructor called 
cout«  "object 1 data values" «  endl; 
obj 1 .display();

abc obj2( 10,20,30); // parameterized constructor called 
cout«  "object 2 data value" «  endl; 
obj2.display();

abc obj3(obj2); // copy constructor called 
cout«  "object 3 data value" «  endl; 
obj3.display();

I 14 1
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getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

default constructor called... 
object 1 data values 
a = 0, b = 0, c = 0

parametrized constructor called... 
object 2 data value 
a = 10, b = 20, c = 30

copy constructor called... 
object 3 data value 
a = 10, b = 20, c = 30

(b) Program to implement Default Constructor, Parameterized Constructor and Copy 
Constructor outside of the class
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class abc
{
private: 

int a, b, c; 
public:

abc(); // default constructor
abc(int x, int y, int z); // parameterized constructor 
abc(abc &p);// copy constructor 
void display();

};

// constructors defined outside of class 
abc::abc() // default constructor
{

cout«  "default constructor called..." «  endl;
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a=0;
b=0;
c=0;

}
abc::abc(int x, int y, int z) // parametenzed constructor
{

cout«  "parametrized constructor called... " «  endl;
a=x;
b=y;
c=z;

}
abc::abc(abc &p)// copy constructor
{

cout«  "copy constructor called... " «  endl;
a=p.a;
b=p.b;
c=p.c;

^  }
void abc::display()
{

cout « " a  = " « a  « " ,  b = " « b  « " ,  c = " « c  «endl «endl;
}

int main()
{

abc obj 1; // default constructor called 
cout«  "object 1 data values" «  endl; 
obj 1 .display();

“ "fc

abc obj2( 10,20,30); // parameterized constructor called 
cout«  "object 2 data value" «  endl; 
obj2.display();

abc obj3(obj2); // copy constructor called 
cout«  "object 3 data value" «  endl; 
obj3.display();

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

default constructor called... 
object 1 data values 
a = 0, b = 0, c = 0
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parametrized constructor called... 
object 2 data value 
a = 10, b = 20, c = 30

copy constructor called... 
object 3 data value 
a = 10, b = 20, c = 30

(c) Program to implement Default Constructor, Parameterized Constructor and Copy 
Constructor outside of the class

/•
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class abc
{
private: 

int a, b, c; 
public:

abc(); // default constructor
abc(int x, int y, int z); // parameterized constructor
abc(abc &p);// copy constructor
void display();

};

// constructors defined outside of class 
abc::abc() // default constructor
{

cout«  "default constructor called..." «  endl;
a=0;
b=0;
c=0;

}
abc::abc(int x, int y, int z) // parameterized constructor
{

cout«  "parametrized constructor called..." «  endl;
a=x;
b=y;

□ a
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c=z;
}
abc::abc(abc &p)// copy constractor
{

cout «  "copy constructor called... " «  endl;
a=p.a;
b=p.b;
c=p.c;

/
void abc::display()
{

cout « " a  = " « a  « " ,  b = " « b  « " ,  c = " « c  « e n d l « en d l;
}

class B : public abc
{
public:

B (): abc(){}
B(int x,int y,int z) : abc(x,y,z){}
B(B& obj) : abc(obj){}

};

int main()
{

int i=10, j=20, k=30;

B obj 1; //derived class object
cout «  "object 1 data values" «  endl;
obj 1 .display();

B obj2(i,j,k); //derived class object with parameters 
cout«  "object 2 data value" «  endl; 
obj2.display();

B obj3(obj2); //derived class object using copy constructor
cout«  "object 3 data value" «  endl;
obj3.display();

getch(); 
return 0;

/
Output;

default constructor called... 
object 1 data values
a = 0, b = 0, c = 0
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parametrized constructor called... 
object 2 data value 
a = 10, b = 20, c = 30

copy constructor called... 
object 3 data value 
a = 10, b = 20, c = 30

9. Write a program to implement the following concepts using class and
object

(a) Function overloading
(b) Operator overloading (unary/binary(+ and -))

(a) Program to implement the concept of function overloading using classes and objects.
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>
#include <string.h>

class printData
{

int i; 
float f; 
char c[30]; 

public:
void print(int x)
{

i = x;
cout «  "Printing int: " «  i «  endl;

}
void print(double y)
{

f=y;
cout«  "Printing float: " «  f «  endl;

}
void printfchar* z)
{

1 19 1
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strcpy(c,z);
cout«  "Printing character: " «  c «  endl;

}
};

int main()
{

printData pd;

// Call print to print integer 
pd.print(5);

// Call print to print float 
pd.print(500.263);

// Call print to print character 
pd.print("Hello C++");

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Printing int: 5 
Printing float: 500.263 
Printing character: Hello C++

(b) Program to implement the concept of Operator overloading (unary/binary(+ and -)).
I*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class Rectangle
{

int L,B; 
public:

Rectangle() //Default Constructor
{

1 20 1
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Rectangle(int x,int y) //Parameterize Constructor
{

L = x;
B = y;

}
Rectangle operator+(Rectangle Rec)//Binary operator overloading
{

Rectangle R:
R.L = L + Rec.L;
R.B = B + Rec.B; 
return R;

}
void operator++() // Unary operator overloading
{

L+=l;
B+=l;

}
void operator—() // Unary operator overloading
{

L -= l ;
B-=l;

}
void Display()
{

cout «"Length: " «  L «  ", Breadth: " «  B «endl;

}
};

int main()
r

//Creating Objects 
Rectangle R1(2,5),R2(3,4),R3;

cout«  "Rectangle 1" «  endl;
Rl.Display();

cout«  endl «  "Rectangle 2" «  endl;
R2.Display();

R3 = R1 + R2; // Binary '+' operator

cout«  endl «  "Rectangle 3" «  endl; 
R3.Display();
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cout«  endl «  "Length Breadth before increment" «  endl; 
Rl.Display();

++R1; // unary increment

cout«  endl«  "Length Breadth after increment" «  endl; 
R1 .Display();

cout«  endl «  "Length Breadth before decrement" «  endl; 
Rl.DisplayO;

—R l; // unary increment

cout«  endl«  "Length Breadth after decrement" «  endl; 
Rl.DisplayO;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Rectangle 1 

Length: 2, Breadth: 5

Rectangle 2 

Length: 3, Breadth: 4

Rectangle 3

Length: 5, Breadth: 9

Length Breadth before increment 

Length: 2, Breadth: 5

Length Breadth after increment 

Length: 3, Breadth: 6

Length Breadth before decrement 

Length: 3, Breadth: 6

Length Breadth after decrement 

Length: 2, Breadth: 5

22
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10. W rite a program  to  d em o n str a te  s in g le  in h e r ita n c e , m u lt ile v e l in h er ita n c e  
and m u ltip le  in h e r ita n c e s .

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class Shape
{
protected;

float width, height; 
public;

void set_data (float a, float b)
{

width = a; 
height = b;

}
};

class Rectangle: public Shape
{
public;

float area ()
{

return (width * height);
is

};

class Triangle: public Shape
ii
public:

float area ()
i
i

return (width * height / 2);
}

};

int main()

Rectangle rect;



Triangle tri;

rect.set_data (5,3); 
tri.set_data (2,5);

cout «"Area of Rectangle is: " «  rect.area()«  endl; 
cout«  "Area of Triangle is: " «tri.area()«  endl;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Area of Rectangle is: 15 
Area of Triangle is: 5

11 . W rite a program  to  im p le m en t th e  overload ed  c o n str u c to r s  in  in h er ita n c e .
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to ”#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class abc
r (

private: 
int a, b, c; 

public:
abc(); // default constructor
abc(int x, int y, int z); // parameterized constructor
void display();

};
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// constructors defined outside of class 
abc::abc() // default constructor
{

cout«  "default constructor called... " «  endl;
a=0;
b=0;
c=0;

}
abc::abc(int x, int y, int z) // parameterized constructor
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{
cout«  "parametrized constructor called..." «  endl; 
a=x;
b=y;
c=z;

}
void abc::display()
{

cout « " a  = " « a  « " ,  b = " « b  « " ,  c = " « c  «endl «endl;
}

class B : public abc
{
public:

B(): abc(){}
B(int x,int y,int z ) : abc(x,y,z){}

};

int mainQ
{

int i=5, j=10, k=l5;

B obj 1; //derived class object
cout«  "object 1 data values" «  endl;
obj 1 .display();

B obj2(ij,k); //derived class object with parameters 
cout«  "object 2 data value” «  endl; 
obj2.display();

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

default constructor called... 
object 1 data values 
a = 0, b = 0, c = 0

parametrized constructor called... 
object 2 data value 
a = 5, b = 10, c = 15
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12. W rite a program  to  im p le m e n t th e  p o lym orp h ism  and  th e  fo llow ing  
c o n c e p ts  u s in g  c la ss  and ob ject.

(a) Virtual functions
(b) Pure virtual functions

(a) Program to implement polymorphism using virtual functions.
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class BaseClass
{
public:

virtual void Display!)
{

cout«"Display() method of Base Class" «  endl;
}
void Show()
{

cout«"Show() method of Base Class" «  endl;
}

);

class DerivedClass : public BaseClass
{
public:

void Display!)
{

cout«"Display() method of Derived Class" «  endl;
}
void Show()
{

cout«"Show() method of Derived Class" «  endl;
}

};

Sample Programs

int main( )
{

DerivedClass D;7/ Derived Class Object 
BaseClass *B; // Base Class Pointer



B = new BaseClass;
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B->Display(); //This will invoke DisplayO method of Base Class 
B->Show(); //This will invoke Show() method of Base Class

B=&D;

B->Display(); //This will invoke DisplayO method of Derived Class 
//because DisplayO method is virtual in Base Class

B->ShowO; //This will invoke Show() method of Base Class 
//because Show() method is not virtual in Base Class 

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

DisplayO method of Base Class 
Show0 method of Base Class 
DisplayO method of Derived Class 
Show() method of Base Class

(b) Program to implement polymorphism using pure virtual functions.
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - //include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
//include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
//include <conio.h>

class BaseClass //Abstract class
{
public:

virtual void Display 1()=0; //Pure virtual function 
virtual void Display2()=0; //Pure virtual function 
void Display3()
{

cout«"D isplay3() method of Base Class" «  endl;
}

};

class Deri vedClass : public BaseClass
{
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public:
void Display 1()
{

cout«"Displayl() method of Derived Class" «  endl;
}
void Display2()
{

cout«"Display2() method of Derived Class" «  endl;
}

};

int main() 
{

DerivedClass D;

D.Display 1(); //
D.Display2(); //
D.Display3(); //

This will invoke Display 1() 
This will invoke Display2() 
This will invoke Display3()

method of Derived Class 
method of Derived Class 
method of Base Class

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Display 1 () method of Derived Class 
Display2() method of Derived Class 
Display3() method of Base Class

13. W rite a program  to  im p le m e n t th e  v ir tu a l c o n c e p ts  for fo llo w in g  c o n c e p ts
(a) Constructor (not applied)
(b) Destructor (applied)

(a) Program to implement virtual Constructor.
We don’t have provision of virtual constructor in C++. Having a virtual constructor is 

meaningless as we cannot override the constructor of a class. So, making constructor virtual has no 
meaning.

class A
{
public;

//Constructor
AQ{}

}

virtual A(){} // This is wrong and no meaning of making constructor 
// virtual as it cannot be override in child class
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class B:public A
{

//Cannot override base class constructor 
A(){} //This is not possible

}
(b) Program to implement virtual Destructor.
/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

class base
{
public: 

base()
{

cout«"Constructor Base" «  endl;
}
virtual ~base()
{

cout«"Destructor Base"«  endl;
}

};

class derived: public base
{
public: 

derived()
{

cout«"Constructor Derived" «  endl;
}
~derived()
{

cout«"Destructor Derived" «  endl;
}

};

int main()

derived *d = new derived(); 
base *b = d;
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delete b;

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Constructor Base 
Constructor Derived 
Destructor Derived 
Destructor Base

14. W rite a program  to  d e m o n str a te  s ta t ic  p o lym orp h ism  u sin g  m eth o d  
overload in g

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
#include <conio.h>

void Area(int r) //Overloaded Function 1
{

float area = 3.14*r’|er;
cout«"Area(int r) - Area of Circle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

void Areafint l,int b) //Overloaded Function 2
{

int area = l*b;
cout«" Areafint l.int b) - Area of Rectangle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

void Area(float hint b) //Overloaded Function 3
{

float area = l*b;
cout«"Area(float hint b) - Area of Rectangle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

vbid Area(int hfloat b) //Overloaded Function 4
{ \
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float area = l*b;
cout«"Area(int 1,float b) - Area of Rectangle is : "«area; 
cout«  endl;

}

int main ()
{

int i 1=5, i2=3; 
float f=2.1;
Area(il);
Area(il,i2); /
Area(il,f);
Area(f,i2);

getch(); 
return 0;

}
Output:

Area(int r) - Area of Circle is : 78.5 
Area(int l,int b) - Area of Rectangle is : 15 
Area(int 1,float b) - Area of Rectangle is : 10.5 
Area(float l.int b) - Area of Rectangle is : 6.3

15. Write a program to demonstrate dynamic polymorphism using method 
overriding and dynamic method dispatch.

/*
To execute this program in Turbo C++, make the below two minor changes
1. Add ".h" extension to "#include <iostream>", example - #include <iostream.h>
2. Comment out or Remove the line "using namespace std;"
*/
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

#include <conio.h> 
class BaseClass 
{

public:
virtual void Display!)
{

cout«"BaseClass Display!)" «endl;
}

void Show!)
{



void Show()
{

cout«"Derived Class Show()" «endl;
}

int main()
{

DerivedClass D;

BaseClass *B; //Creating Base Class Pointer 
B = new BaseClass;

B->Display(); //This will invoke DisplayO method of Base Class 
B->Show(); //This will invoke Show() method of Base Class

B=&D;

B->Display(); //This will invoke Display!) method of Derived Class




